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the hietopy of health visiting, the development 
of the training of health visitors in the United Kingdom 
and training for public health work in countries ■ 
outside the United Kingdom is reviewed*
fhe literature regarding work undertaken by health 
visitors in various parts of England and northern Ireland 
has been studied* A selection of the functions of the 
health visitor was made and a study was designed to see 
whether present training fits the health visitor for the 
work she is required to do and a detailed survey was made 
of the work done over a period of twenty consecutive days 
by 21 health visitors in the Greater london Borough of 
Merton and by 64 health visitors in the County of Wiltshire*
fhe returns showed that In the two areas selected, 
one urban and one rural, the health visitor is doing 
basically the same work in all fields. of activity, that 
of' giving advice on health to mothers of young families, 
giving social advice and counselling families where there 
are problems* fhis pattern, of the'work of the health 
visitor, whilst remaining the same, is moving from defined ■ 
geographical areas to attachment to groups of general 
practitioners* From the literature studied it is seen 
that there is considerable variation in the amount of 
group health education undertaken* !Hds was also seen in 
the two areas studied* It was also seen that health 
visitors are being used increasingly to give health 
education teaching in schools, either as formal lessons
or as group discussions*
fhe population percentages have been studied in 
Merton and Wiltshire, these figures being obtained from 
the 1961 densus, the population in the under 20 age 
group being analysed in detail* Ihe comparative birthrates 
for the years 1964-1967 were studied as the populations 
in these age groups could affect the numbers of visits 
of the health visitors, who retain the statutory duty 
to visit all houses where there are young children* 
Statistical analyses have been undertaken on the work 
recorded by the health visitors in Merton and Wiltshire 
and the results appear as tables#
$raining programmes and the work of public health 
nurses outside the United Kingdom reveal that no other 
country has a fieldworker whose function is completely 
identical with that of the British health visitor*
fhe Council for the Training of Health Visitors 
set up, under the Health Visitors and Social Work (draining) 
Act of 1962, drew up a syllabus of training for health 
visitors#
The work undertaken by the health visitors In Wiltshire 
and Merton has been compared with the training at Surrey 
University. It appears that in all instances, with the 
exception of clerical work, the training fits the health 
visitors for the work they are required to do#
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HISTORICAL
Bosen (195&) states .that when let the ,16th end 17th
centuries the first. re?e'being founded In -
London and the provinces it ease to he realised that these
comprehensive service* One of the most urgent was the ■ 
care of the young. To help fill this need, Dr* George 
Armstrong .opened the Dispensary for the Infant Poor at a 
house in Bed Mon Square9 ffolbom, In 2763. -Sphere was,no. . 
provision for home visit!ngt although it was suggested ’ 
that this sight he done later* fills was followed in 1770 
by the founding of the General Dispensary by the Quaker 
Physician, John Coakly Lettsom. A distinctive feature of 
the General Dispensary was that provision was also Bade for 
medical-care in the home
McGleary (1935) notes that health visiting as part of 
the. activities, of a children's clinic was advocated by an 
early pioneer of Infant welfare, John:Brunei Davis (1780-1824)» 
who in 1816 established the Universal, Dispensary for Sick 
Indigent Children in the City of London. Shis institution 
distributed advisory leaflets on infant management and 
Davis was anxious that the dispensary organisation should 
include district committees of "benevolent ladles" who 
should visit the children attending the dispensary and 
report upon their general state of health. It is doubtful ;
institutions would have to be rented by some other
kind of establishment as they could not
whether lie succeeded. in bringing this home visiting scheme 
into, operation. However,. In 1859, .the lew York Infirmary 
for Women and Children appointed'a "sanitary visitor" to 
.give simple .practical instruction to poor mothers on the" 
management of infants and the preservation of the health 
of .their families*
KeCXeary (1935) points out that-health visiting is ■ 
a peculiarly British contribution to the various'agencies- 
of the maternity and-child welfare movement*. Its 
development owes- nothing to foreign influence or example, 
although similar schemes are now being operated in several 
countries. Although health visiting is now closely 
associated with welfare'centres it had an independent 
beginning and health visitors were functioning long before ’.. 
the first centre opened. He considers that the earliest ’ 
-organised system .of health visiting was started- by the 
ladies1 section of the Manchester-and Salford Sanitary 
Befown Association, founded in 1862 at the suggestion of 
Mr* furaer, a leading, local surgeon, fhie section had 
as its objectives the'popularising of health knowledge and 
the "elevation of the people physically, socially, morally . 
and religiously.« fhe distribution of pamphlets'by 
members did not produce results and the Association decided 
to. employ f,a respectable working woman" to pay door-to-door 
visits, among the poor and to teach and help. Her duties' 
included
a) leaching of environmental hygiene and child welfare 
"fhey must carry with the® carbolic powder, explain its 
use, leave it where it is accepted! direct the attention 
of those they visit’to- the .evils of bad' smells, want of
fresh air* impurities of all kinds; give hints.to 
mothers on feeding and clothing their children”*
"Where they find-.sickness* assist in promoting comfort of - 
the invalid by personal help*"
c) teaching of mental aha moral health*‘- 
"3$ley must urge the importance of cleanliness* thrift and 
temperance on. all-possible occasions* fhey are desired 
to get as many as- possible to Join the mothers' meetings 
of their districts* - to- use all their, influence to induce 
those'they visit to attend regularly at their respective 
places of worship and to send the children to school"*
Seymer (1955) states that Florence nightingale* a 
pioneer in health education* worked vigorously for the 
recognition of health visitors or "health missionaryn as 
she called them* ' Miss nightingale writing in 1891 to 
Mr* Vemey* Chairman of the ’Hcrth Buckinghamshire technical 
Education Committee* made an emphatic statement in-line 
with the ladies Befor® Association’s-policy* .
"It seems hardly necessaiy to contrast sick nursing 
with this (i*e* health visiting) * She needs -of home- health 
bringing (sic) require different but not lower qualifications 
and are more varied* She (i*e* the health visitor) must 
create a new work and a new profession for women"*
In 1892 Buckinghamshire'County Council employed three 
health visitors who had successfully undertaken a course 
of instruction arranged by the lorth Bucks technical".
'Education Committee on the initiative of Florence nightingale 
'McOleaxy (1935) offers the‘opinion that these were the 
first whole time health visitors* as he con find no 
evidence of appointments'before' this* He also records 
that in 1897 Worcester County Council appointed five "lady- ■ ■ 
health missloners" for the purpose of giving home instruction 
in the care >of children*
Moore (1904 )#■ Medical Officer of Health* Huddersfield * 
was.requested.by .the health committee to report on infant 
mortality* " He made an intensive study -of the' causes* and 
having" issued-his report set about trying to reduce the -. 
incidence* - He started a scheme whereby mothers with infants 
should be visited in their own homes by experts to help 
them nurse their infants themselves* and In 1905 two 
women assistant medical'officers were appointed to act as 
health visitors,. Under the Huddersfield Corporation Act 
(1906) the notification of birth within 48'-'hours'was;made 
compulsory* 2o encourage notification 1/- was paid by the 
-Corporation for each: birth' notified* ' Bie homes' were then 
visited for the purpose of.giving advice on infant management 
It is significant’that Koore.; emphasised that visits must 
be for the health of the baby only and not to dispense 
charity* that visits should be entirely optional on the 
part of those visited and that the visiting should be done 
in the earliest days.: of life,;
By 1905 fifty areas in Britain had appointed health 
visitors or lady sanitary inspectors end Matthew Hay (1909)
in hie annual report, as Medical Officer of Health for 
Aberdeen pays tribute as . followst~
"She work of -the' health visitors among infants ■ is 
greatly appreciated by mothers* 'and- constitutes* in my 
opinion* one of the most valuable. branches - of the work of 
the Health Department* hike all educative work* especially 
among grown-ups* it must produce its effect slowly* but 
I entertain no doubt as to its great ultimate value* 
not merely'In regard to the care of infants* but ae concerns 
the whole sphere of dome e tic hygiene - a sphere in which . 
the main part of future progress in public health must- ■ 
be looked for"*
Me Ole s xy (1935) thinks "the Maternity and Child Welfare 
Act (1916) stands out as one of the landmarks in the 
history of the child welfare movement* It enabled local 
authorities to provide a service sanctioned by the local 
Government Board for attending to the health of expectant 
and nursing mothers and of children who were five years of 
age and who were not attending schools recognised by the' 
Board , of Education, " The local government Board issued : - 
a circular to ©11 local authorities explaining the nature 
of the maternity end child welfare services the Board 
were prepared to sanction and to assist by grants of up 
to 5Of* of approved expenditure* In.the Board's annual 
report.for 1917-18 these services were set out in the form 
of a model scheme of maternity and child welfare* Ihe 
report stated that it regarded health visiting as the most
important element in any scheme. for' maternity' and child 
welfare* She model scheme appears ..as'appendix I*
She National Health Service Act* 1946 Section 24 
Bart III laid upon local Authorities 0 duty-to .provide 
a complete, health visiting service for the- whole family* 
Section 24 "(1)* Bart III s t a t e s ■ .
"It shall be the duty of every local^authority in-
make provision1 in their area for the visiting of persona ■ 
in their homes by visitors to be called "Health Visitors" .' 
for the purpose of giving advice as' to the care of young 
children* persons suffering from illness * and--nursing . 
mothers end as-to the measures to prevent the spread.of 
infection*M
In 1950 0 revised edition of a pamphlet settlog out 
the duties of the health visitors was published by the , 
Joint Consultative Councils of Institutions recognised by 
the Minister of Health for. the .-training of health -visitors 
and of organisations of health visitors*. namely the Hoyal 
College of Naming and the .Women Public Health Officers* ■; 
Association .(now the Health Visitors . Association)* - -.
In September 1953 the Minister of Health* the Minister 
of Education and the Secretary of state for Scotland 
appointed a Working Party under the chairmanship "of Sir 
Wilson Jameson 0JB*E* *E*C*B. "to advise on ■
the proper field of work* the recruitment and training • 
of health visitors in the National; Health Service and 
■School Health.Service*4* Evidence was taken from many 
different-bodies* the field of work was reviewed end 
.recommendations were made* As a basis of discussion the 
range of duties on which health visitors should be employed 
and what might be Involved in them were listed under the 
following .headings
Maternity 'and ChildWelfare- 
' School Nursing ■
Group-Health Education 
Hutoereuloaia Service . ■
■ Venereal Diseases :■ - 
Infectious Diseases 
Mental Illness ■
Mental deficiency
Care'and; after care of Acute and Chronic Illness 
■ ^ Health and Welfare *of. the-,Aged and. Handicapped 
■Duties'associated with the Children4a Department 
■ ■ v' -MCo-operation'with: General Braetitionex^
■ - Co-operation with Hospitals .
. Co-ordination of. - Family, Wolf are Services
The Institute of Almoners, in evidence, felt that 
although the health visitors are trained to give education 
and advice, where prolonged case work techniques were 
necessary the health visitors should not be 'employed , as 
they.’lack adequate’.training in cane’work techniques and
their-ease loads are - not adapted to this, ; However they.. 
.welcome '■ co-operation with them* Conversely the Society 
of 'Medical ■ Officers; of Health appeared to claim that the 
health; visitor; trained and employed as - a "Medico-social •. 
Worker"’ could well carry' out duties -'outside; the health and • 
education services and reduce the need for- other highly 
trained workers . and . even In some instances supersede them*
- ' OJhe working party's suggestions* following detailed-, 
-descriptions by -many witnesses of the nature of the work 
- to he done by health visitors are'■ summarised as follows i-
1* .in maternity and child welfare work the health visitor 
1b . generally expected to play a part in the ante and post­
natal periods although there is a divergence of opinion 
on details such as when the health visitor shouM take 
over from the midwife and who is better able to assess 
the.social necessity for admission to hospital for confinement* 
Some witnesses felt that the health visitor is better 
qualified to'assess social conditions whilst others felt 
that the .need for the midwife to feel .confident In. managing 
the confinement ih the. existing conditions is .of. paramount 
'Importance*.
2* The importance of home visiting eo distinct from clinic 
contacts,with mothers and children was underlined. It 
was felt that it should be possible for the health visitors 
to .visit all parents when necessary but that time spent on 
clinic work,:should be-adjusted so that; more, time could be
given where there was the greatest need* such as with - 
"problem families," The supportive':role of the health. -;, 
visitor for those raising the young child was considered ' ■ 
to.be an -important .part' of her work, She encouragement 
given. in building up the mother's self-confidence-helps 
to allay anxiety.engendered by .relationships and adjustments 
between mother and. child, , '
3, In the child welfare clinics It was thought that the 
health visitor should be in control of admlnetratlve 
arrangements, one of her duties being to 'refer eases to - ■ 
the clinic Medical Officer and to ensure that hie advice ■ 
is understood''and followed,
4, With regard to infectious or venereal disease the 
health visitor's work lies in health education ©ad contact 
tracing and she can give only limited help In the cere of 
the mentally ill* These patients may fall within the 
responsibility. of other workers* The health visitor might 
be useful in the .recognition of -mental illness but her 
main usefulness is in the support'of families where mental 
illness occursf. especially when home care is possible.
Specialisation by health visitors is undertaken most 
commonly in tuberculosis and venereal diseases but la some 
areas there Is fractional specialisation each as the care 
of premature babies, end after-care of certain illnesses*
The importance of the educative role of the health 
visitor, in advising pstients on the nature of (tuberculosis 
prevention of its spread, in tracing contacts end
persuading the® to attend for.examination," was agreed 
•end '’most'.witnesses were insistent that no .nursing " 
procedures, should be carried:'cut*
,-'• - In the' home the health visitor ■ should-. undertake 
practical social; work, arranging;such;social'services''as 
may ha needed, hut she 'should • co-operate. with, the medical • 
social-worker .-.either in the hospital or local-, authority 
.services, in'after care and rehabilitation* The most 
Important link is'-her'liaison with the chest physician, 
the home and the.family doctor, . Any work done.centred 
only. on.. the' hospital could lead, to the social "aspects "of "' 
the diseases .being., left, undone,
5* In the school health service' the. health visitor is' 
needed 'for discussion of child care with parents,"teachers 
.and school doctors*-' Other work such as-weighing, measuring 
.and sight .testing could well be undertaken by others.
Her attendance at'school.minor'ailment centres is unnecessary 
but she should --carry out', surveys on her.-:own' account, 
advise ...teachers about "defects found • and ‘ assess general. 
health,": -. .':
'Health education -is a first priority in the school' 
health service but it was not felt by all witnesses that 
the health visitor should co-ordinate health education 
'programmes*- -Some visiting • by qualified health visitors 
provide the link .between home and. school,-but there are 
disadvantages.'in-the'health visitor having - to follow up '
cases oho herself has not seen*
6* '. -In rural areas '.combined duties -of health, visiting, 
nursing end-midwifery ere inevitable because of time 
and distance, but’ most witnesses felt that the type of 
person who is interested in nursing the.sick.is not eo 
■interested in preventive, measures9 and the demands of 
home; nursing leave inadequate time for sympathetic 
listening or the consideration of family relationships,
7t All the witnesses advocated a closer association 
between health visitors and family doc tore, .some thinking 
it vital If the service is to develop, T m  preventive . 
role of the medical officer of health end the curative 
role of the general practitioner are complementary and ■ 
supplementary in the family medical services, There is. 
no evidence that co-operation is really extensive. An 
important contribution was made by the British Medical 
Association Jointly with the Society of Medicel Officers 
of Health ~ early in 1954, The Association put. in 
evidence a circular sent by themselves and the society 
to local medical committees inviting the help of all, 
general "practitioners, -They put forward the following 
principlest~
a) Co-operation between general practitioners 
and the medical offices* of health and. hie staff was 
essential to the well being of the patients? close 
association of the whole as one teem was necessary to 
fulfil responsibilities.
b) The public health duties of the health visitor 
did not prevent, her from- assist lag in the care of; 
individuals under the guidance of -the' general practitioner# -
c) General practitioners and health visitors should ; 
consult directly-end exchange Information '
Urging strongly that discussions should take, place . 
ae to the host 'way; of; realising these objectives in 
differing local-conditions the circular suggested 2
1* Discussions between.Medical Officers of Health* 
their senior staff # branches of the British Medical ■ 
Association © M  local Medical Committees#
2# Personal discussions between practitioners and health; ; 
visitors serving the area of their practice* !
3# Consultation on cases to avoid conflicting' advice#
4# Whilst health visitors should be available to visit
the practitioners- patients on request there should be full 
consultation-between the parties to ensure the economic 
and efficient use of health visitors*'
5# Circulation-of detailed information to general. --; 
practitioners about service© available in,the area* b o  
that the right' kind of help could be ashed for at once*' 
the best use made of the health visitors services and 
repeated visits by practitioners avoided*
6* Allocation of health visitors to groups of- practitioners
as far a© possible#
Difficulty was likely where many .practices overlapped 
and the health visitor's m m  district could not always 
be ad Justed# General, practitioners should be provided 
with a& - up-to-date list of health visitors to whom they 
could refer*
After the publication of the Working Tarty- report 
the Ministry of Health and Ministry of Education Issued 
a circular 26/59 which was sent to all local health and 
education authorities* The views of the Ministers on 
several of the recommendations of the Working Tarty report 
.were : recapitulated, . .
The recommendations of - paragraphs 293 - 316 of "the 
Working Tarty report do- not require any statutory 
redefinition of the health visitors function* ***1110 sphere 
of work of the health visitor should bn broadly based 
and should extend to the whole family*-***.* "Selective« 
visiting le . now commonly practised-- so that -thosefamiHes 
most in need of help aid advice are visited more frequently 
and given more'time than others,-but these arrangements 
should not overlook the importance of a minimum of routine 
visiting ‘ as a -means of detecting physical -or - mental 
handicaps -or some •disturbances in family relationships 
at a stage when help may. he most effective*
The Ministers draw particular attention to the 
advantages to families# and to the serf ice as a whole of 
■health visitors combining work in both the maternity and 
child ??e!fare services and akhool health services*
■ Coisment was. made on Sections 317 - 339 of the Working .- 
Tarty report, which were mainly concerned with- the 
organisation of methods of work* Health visitors themselves 
who see in the course of-their normal duties so wide 
a range of families should feel free to refer.cases and 
to co-operate with other, field workers while, at the same 
time, having ready access to their-senior colleagues and 
medical officers. The soundest basis-for such relationships 
-is the self -confidence which is derived from recognition 
of the health visitor's professional skills and her status 
■as a trained and experienced worker*
The Ministers regard it as important that the health 
vis 1101“ should have a fixed bash - often a clinic - from 
which she works and where she can be contacted* Clerical 
assistance should be provided whenever possible* Adequate 
transport is a necessity*
It is important too that the health visitor should 
a© far as possible be relieved of duties in the school ■
■ health ’service, and .at maternity and child welfare clinics 
which do" not call for her special skills, so that she 
should be able to concentrate on giving health education 
and advice# ■
The Ministers also strongly endorsed the working 
party's recommendations for e close association between 
the health visitor and the general practitioner# Numerous 
example© of co-operative effort are taking place and some 
seven instances from different parts of the country are 
quoted*' It appears that the hedth visitors' would need to 
have cars-to work efficiently#
A Joint working party of the College of General 
Practitioners and the Boyal College of Nursing published 
a report in the Journal of 'the College of General Practitioners 
(1961)* This report was approved by the councils of 
both colleges* The conclusion agreed was that the College 
of General Practitioners and the Boyal College of Nursing 
believe that the future of good general practice and 
good health visiting lies in the establishing of a successful 
working partnership between the family doctor and health
■i.
visitor* The two colleges believe it will be possible 
to arrange that health visitors can remain local authority 
employees# responsible adminstratively to the medical 
■officer of health, while working within the framework of 
family doctor practice* The two colleges strongly advocate 
the attachment of health visitors to medical practices 
whenever possible and - failing this - the introduction 
of schemes for regular meetings and consultations between 
general practitioners and health visitors*'
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Conclusions drawn from these surveys 
'■Men in Health .Visiting •,
Until the early 1950*b9 when' experimental liaison 
schemes of general practitioners .and 'local health"authority
staff began* health visitors had worked in geographical 
.areas,, undertaking visits to families within that area#' ■ 
fhe health visitor obtained her case load from the ■ 
notification of new births and continued-to visit children 
under five years at regular intervals .during the year* 
Children moving- out of her area were transferred to other 
health visitors and she undertook the visfcing of children ■ 
moving in* Some health visitor©, undertook school medical 
' inspections, visits connected with the prevention of the' . 
spread of infection and 'other'visits as laid down by. the 
health committee through the Medical:Officer of Health, 
remaining always within, the geographical area allotted 
to her*
With the spread of liaison and attachment schemes, 
many health visitors now visit patients on general 
practitioners1: lists and' do not /remain within a geographical 
area*
fhis chapter deal© with'surveys and reports on 
various attachment schemes throughout England and - northern 
■Ireland*
MacQueen (1961) in discussing the position of health 
visitor/general practitioner collaboration, draws attention 
to three .basic trends* Firstly the increasing mobility 
of the population, secondly the growing complexity of'
diagnostic ■ and therapeutic ■ techniques and thirdly the 
increasing complexity of 'preventive and mediocre octal : 
work* He thinks it is'no longer possible for one general 
purpose health visitor to be sn -expert in the entire : 
field of health education, Interviewing -and medico-social - 
counselling* dust as the general; practitioner is the 
backbone .of the medical profession, the general purpose ■ 
health visitor is the backbone of the health visiting 
profession® But in planning, the need for specialised 
consultants-in branches of health ■visiting* such as 
administrators, tutors,-.geriatric healthvisitors,' - 
psychiatric health visitors, etc*, must be recognised* ■
So improve co-operation between health' visitors and 
general practitioners MacQueen makes some practical 
points, Exchange at field level is essential! representatives 
of the various professions should participate in discussions 
on policy and administrators must be persuaded and educated 
in the need for co-operation. Health'visitors and 
general practitioners can collaborate to the great benefit - 
of the emotional and physical health-of the people*
Mutafoxd (19,68) shows that until the national Health 
Service Act 1946 the health visitor-was mainly concerned 
with the care .of mothers and babies and the prevention of 
infection* With the implementation of the national Health 
Service Act in 1948 the interest of the health visitor was 
extended to cover the whole family* 5Phie decision 
enlarged the horisons of the health visitor and gave her 
a greater variety of \?ork,
■ The report on the proper field; of work-and"" 
recruitment and training of health visitors (d'ameson 1956) 
clarified the work of the health visitor and referred to 
her as health educator and social adviser to the family 
as a whole.
fhe effect of these changes on the health visitor 
herself was that she was overwhelmed with the variety of 
work she was expected to do# On the other hand she saw 
some of the work she had been accustomed to doing being 
taken over by social workers and child care officers.
the outline of the function of the health visitor 
given in the national Health Service Act 1946 was so broad 
that it left the way open for many different interpretations 
by local authorities# This led to health visitors being 
given work which had no link with the families and which 
could have been done equally well by someone with lesser 
skills*
The ’ care. of the' whole family was a challenge to 
the health visitor and work she was capable of doing*
But a lack of ancHilary help led to all the responsibilities 
falling on the health visitors, end to ease this burden 
many health visitors chose to do selective visiting - that 
is, visiting those families which she considered most 
in need of help* As a result she lost touch with other 
families some of whom may have needed help as time passed*
Mimford has taken the definition of the function 
of the health visitor as set out by the Council for the
Training- of Health' Visitors ant-enlarged on each 
.section*'' She feel©,, that Section 5 ("Provision of care - 
this.will include.support during stress,■ and ■ advice and: 
guidance in cases of Illness as well-as. In. the-.care and 
■management-of children® The health visitor is net-/ 
however engaged in technical nursing procedures***) gives 
the most important lead into the future role of the 
health visitor in general practice* The Health Visitor 
is an integral part of a team which should he caring for 
all families and not'just those in need of physical care* 
The health visitor, although not engaged la bedside 
nursing, eamassess the needs and mobilise the right 
member of the team*
On grounds of efficiency llumfcrd would like to see 
the complete partnership of a nursing and social work 
team within a group general practice, the general 
practitioners looking after 16,000 to 20,000 people*
In the team she would like to see .health -visitors, fully 
qualified district nurses, -state enrolled nurses,"a'/ 
mental health social worker and a general social worker. - 
plus lay workers* The health visitor la envisaged' as the 
team leader doing the work referred to her. The health 
visitor is the key worker because of her background and 
training; she understands all aspect© of treatment, she - 
is the only person who visits evexy home where there are 
children, and the only person who sees the normal family 
In health.
' '-'for attachment of ■ this kind- to be successful the . ' 
general-, practitioner /must, have a desire to. work with 
the ' local authority staff and mat-- he . .clear; as. to -the ; - . 
work the health visitor can he expected to do* If 
attachment■is developed all -members of the.'team■should- 
work as colleagues*' The nursing staff must remain . 
responsible. to - the senior > personnel. in ■ the health; department 
-There should be regular meetings .of the team and ell 
records should he available to..all-members*-
In Mumford#e"experience she -found" that the- health - 
visitor*© work increases when she works within general 
practice and she Is used to full capacity* - The work 
becomes more varied and interesting and the client or 
patient is cared for by the person with the most suitable 
skills, to do so*
MacDougall and Maugham (1969) discuss general practice 
attachment and its praciic al applications * The authors 
feel that although they write primarily for the health 
visitor, she cannot be. separated from her'nursing'colleagues 
They feel that the general practitioners should have a 
range of supportive' staff attached-to them 'including ‘ 
nursing, medical and ancillary staff, andvthat all must 
be prepared for attachment together if the team is to 
function properly*
The medical and nursing officers of the local health 
authority will play the role of liaison officers. They 
should emphasise the importance of first class lines of 
communication and consideration must be given to the s iz e
of the practice list in assessing the number of staff 
required* Assessment of the needs can. only be'done by 
extensive consultation, between medical and nursing . 
practitioners* .Proportions of staff must"be looked at 
in the light of the local authority9 s establishment and 
its ability to recruit* Attachments started with idealistic " 
numbers of nursing staff which cannot be maintained 
court disaster*
She experience of MacBougall and Maugham (1969) in 
Hampshire showed that initially the proportion of staff 
to the sise of the practice list ban be made on the same 
basis as in a geographical area*". Premises may be provided 
by the general practitioner or the local health authority 
where the doctors premises are inadequate*
Many local authorities are giving thought .'to building 
plans so that working conditions for staff will be good 
and the patients will receive efficient treatment as well 
as friendly- and personal advice*^
flie matching up of the team seldom proved difficult.
Many health visitors-have worked in close relations with 
■general practitioners who may have approached'them, personally* 
fhe whole scheme must be thoroughly discussed with nursing 
staff and doctors and there should be as much choice as 
possible#'
MacBougall and Maugham, suggestthat if-a vacancy 
occurs in the nursing staff one of the practitioners.'-'., 
should be invited to interview candidates, in-order to-;'tiy
end assess whether the candidate will fit into the 
team.. ■
All records should be based at the practice premises, 
giving medical and nursing staff easy access to each 
others records. The practice premises should be the 
headquarters of the team and times of meeting* clinic 
schedules* etc. need to be worked out. It is only when 
the team starts working together that each. membero really 
begins to understand the others role.
The authors feel that professional refresher courses 
are meaningful when each brings his own contribution to 
the team# Staff meetings of the nursing personnel maintain 
important links with the employing authority. The nursing 
officer has a continuing brief and should be able to visit 
the practice and assist with any problems which may arise.
Their article is concerned with the building up of 
practice attachment and based on experience since an 
attachment scheme was started in 1958. Ho mention is 
made of the work done, but the author feel that the 
service to the public improves* and the staff have found a 
bonus In real team work.
m M m m m
A ■ study was: undertaken by Pimsent* -Morgan’ :cmd ■
'Mansell (1968) to assess the extent, to -which social -factors 
amenable . to' influence by' a health -visitor operated - in. 
a three doctor-practice of approximately 8f5000 persons*
' Health visitors'.from the'neighbouring welfare 
centres had taken part in well baby sessions run by one 
partner of the practice’and there .’had always been a happy' 
relationship between the doctors and the local authority*
She first stage of the . study was an attempt by 
the doctors to estimate the -frequency of occurrence in 
their practice of problems with a clear'social component*. 
On each occasion that a consultation or visit took place 
the doctor completed a form giving a "health visitor" 
rating of the consultation and a "social environmentw 
rating* '- By matching ■ these ratings against-the diagnoses
- of the doctors it was hoped to form a rough estimate of
- the extent' and nature of - the demand for support from a . ■ 
health visitor*' .
After the preliminary survey a full time experienced 
health visitor,was relieved ©f all' other duties.’ and. was 
introduced into the practice* The health visitor was 
also brought into the planning of the future course of the 
study*
The authors go on to describe the health visitors 
introduction to the work of general practitioners* as
she had no experience.-of these conditions., of general 
practice* At first, she "sat in". on surgeries■ and went 
visiting with the doctors* She thus established herself 
as.a.member.of the practice team* She ©Iso attended well" 
baby,.climics# held by two of the doctors* The health 
visitor built up .her case list gradually by introduction 
of the doctors to cases where there were social situations 
which her skill might ameliorate, by visiting all male 
persons over 10 who were on the doctor’s list and by cases 
referred to her by the doctors for social information*
■ The- - results of the evaluation of the work of the 
health visitor are given in the tables*
The authors suggest that the health visitors interest 
in her work was broadened by contact with patients of 
all ages* She was not able to give lectures to the 
mothers at ante-natal clinics, nor was she able to do 
work for which she had been formally trained because of 
lack of time# One major differences noted is that the 
health visitor*s pattern of work came to resemble that 
of the doctors, aid she undertook home visits in the 
evenings*
The conclusions state that the health visitor when 
employed.Inthe-.ininner adopted in this survey is of 
greatest value for patients suffering from diseases in 
the following-diagnostic groups i
a) nervous system b) neuroses
c) pregnancy d) musculo-skeletal system
and e) senility*
The lie a! tii visitor was .at first handicapped, by ■ 
her unfsmiliartty with the work of a general practitioner* 
She also.felt a lack of training in casework, and in" 
the management of mental .disorder* She also’ found that 
:the .special problems of the elderly required -special 
methods of working which should' be included in future .; 
training* The authors suggest that during the training, 
of health visitors the preventive aspects of general 
practice could be emphasised by lectures from general 
practitioners and there.’could be attachments to approved 
general practices for an agreed..period,
Since this study was uMertaken the syllabus of 
training- the health visitor lias been revised (see pag©69-71) 
and should cover the deflcfences noted by both the doctors'' 
and the health visitor in this study#
LBH3S
"Health visiting in..the 60s" by Afcester, and McBiail 
(1963) is a report on a survey carried out in the"'City ~. 
of Leeds. In looking at the survey it must be appreciated 
that it was essentially a local one and that the pattern 
of health visiting, like that of other local authority 
services, varies. The findings of the Leeds survey are 
not claimed to apply elsewhere.
The authors state in the introduction that during 
a century of growth health visitors have acquired and 
sometimes discarded a miscellaneous collection of duties 
which could well obscure their true function. Some 
authorities have made strenuous efforts to relieve health 
visitors of unnecessary work by providing clerical and 
other forms of help, such as clinic nurses. Some authorities 
include school nursing and tuberculosis visiting with 
general health visiting. In some areas there is an emphasis 
on geriatric visiting, or follow up of patients discharged 
from hospital. Most people accept discretionary visiting 
as essential but there are others who would favour a 
return to routine visiting.
Much has been said for closer co-operation ?/ith the 
general practitioners and it is felt that this is the 
future pattern of health visiting. In the meantime the 
health visitor goes on with her work confronted with a 
variety of medical and social problems. It is understandable 
that the health visitor sometimes has doubts about her own 
function and has difficulty in deciding the order of her 
priorities.
Following careful preparation and discussion a 
pilot survey was carried out during August. This was 
followed by the full survey of the health visitor*a 
work during the week of October 21st 1961# It was 
decided that in the final survey that two forms should b© 
used* A white one for intended visits and a pink form 
for "pick up" visits*
Visits to the newborn infants have been statutory 
since 1915 and after the national Health Service Act 
continued to be the only group "unselected" by the health 
visitor* The difficulty therefore is to describe the 
initiation of the visits undertaken. Houtine visits to 
all children under the age of 5 continued until 1953 
and achievement was measured by quantity rather than 
quality* The health visitors may be asked by other 
agencies to visit families already known to them. In 
Leeds the health visitors select their own clients, with 
the above exception of the newborn,
A total of 256? visits were undertaken by the health 
visitors during the survey and 1000 were selected for 
detailed analysis. Of the 3L000 31,4$ were unintended visits.
Table I shows that 113 visits of the 1000 surveyed 
were requested by the public. 314 were "unexpected visits" 
whihh revealed situations discovered or uncovered by the 
health visitor on her rounds, More and more requests are 
received by health visitors from the public who seek 
appointments for an interview and much more use is being 
made of the advisory role of the health visitor.
IfsbXe i—— . visias m BigiBSf ©* mrmio
Source of public ■ ! 
request
Intended
visits
TTne;:peotefl 
vieIts f!0taX.
At client’s .request 23 - 45 68
'■At request of relatives 
.or neighbours 11 9 ■ 2©
. Set in street- - 19 5 ' 24
At request of client and 
neighbour ■ . 1 nil 1
/. All vie its at request of 
public 54 59 113
All visits m s ' 314 1000
Many visits ere initiates by the health visitor to 
enquire whether all.la well m i  it way he argued that 
this ^routine* visiting is a waste of highly trained 
personnel* . Some of these visits may he in the "nature of. 
-reassurance. t© the . mother or may he .lengthy visits.-- 
.requiring further follow up visits .to ensure' that the . 
advice given has been, understood and has been carried out#
. In loede the survey showed that the -health visitors 
greatest commitment. was in clinics f followed eloselyby 
visiting. However if the health visitor was used properly 
in'the clinics to give "health education and -social 'advice, 
they-'were found to be in direct contact with their clients 
55*7P-o£ their time# . " ■ ;
fable II
IGfAI* flMB' BPEMT OH VAEIOUSOTflES. 1H OIE W1EK
, Buties . time,' :
percentage. . 
3f total
Visiti ng 450 hrs. 44 mins. 26.8
travelling 260 w 20 ' X5*5
Clerical work 421 « 45 *t 25*1
telephoning 41 11 12 2.4
Interviews at T W  
and clinics 25 39 ■ *» 1.5
Visits to hospitals,
fits, national 
Society for the 
Prevention of 
Cruelty to Children 6 « 10 0.4
Health education 14 « 55 »» ■0.9
Attendance at clinics 459 ” 35 I! 27.4
,Jj68o hrs. 20 miris* 100.0
Average time per 
health visitor 
per day 7 hrs. 14 mins.
After the first month of life the seleetea visits 
to the family decline rapidly* fhis is probably due 
to the advice given at the clinics* It was- found- that 
poorer homes required more visiting and are more time 
consuming thab the better homes.
fhe health visitors were provided with a scale to 
appraise the probable results of their visits, fhe results 
below showed that they felt only 1$ of their work: was 
unnecessary.
■ fhe headings need some explanation* The ♦♦partially 
successful*1 category implies that on a visit some accepted 
advice on one aspect but refused it on another# She 
♦♦probable** group reflects the difficulty in assessing 
the results of advice*
$able III '
AmmxsK&f by ages,. of ’ihotdsp * visits
Age
■
Suc­
cess­
ful
Par-
tia-
ally
Suc-
cessfu
Prob­
ably
Suc-
, cess, 1 xu3
Un­
nec­
essary
Prob­
ably
Un-^
Suc­
cessful
Un­
nec­
essary
Nec­
essary 
but nol
by
H.V.
Total
0-1 months 60 9 20 2 2 nil nil 93
1—2 it 27 6 10 nil 1 nil nil 44
2-3 n 27 11 -.5 1 2 nil nil 46
3-6 v 43 14 14 1 1 nil 74
Smooths-! yr 46 7 10 1 1 nil nil 65
1-2 years 45 18 18 nil 2 2 nil 85
2-5 n "93 18 29 nil 3 4 1 148■ .
5-10 u 11 2 ' 9 1 nil 1 nil 24
10-15 t* nil 3 1 nil nil nil nil 4
15-20 #i 4 - nil 2 nil nil nil nil 6
20-30 •» ' 20 7 1 ■ nil 1 nil nil 29
30-45 f? 17 2 4 nil nil nil nil 23
45-60 ft .-9:' 3 4 2 nil nil nil 18
60# »» 13 6 7 nil nil nil 1 27
fotal 415 !
.
106 134 8 13 8 2 686
With the consideration in mind that under our 
present laws 25 persons could visit the, household and 
give conflicting advice, the health visitors in heeds 
empire! how many visitors concerned with health had 
visited the homes in the previous month* Of the 686 
intended visits 480 (70$) had none* The most frequent 
other visitor was the general practitioner* ■
The survey summary showed certain interesting 
findings! :
1* Of the health visitor* s day the time spent in 
clinics, visiting, travelling, clerical work, telephoning, 
interviewing and further contacts have been expressed in 
Table II*
2* Boughly one-third of all visits were ♦'unexpected** or 
"picked up*1 by the health visitor in the course of her 
day’s work*
3* Examination of the health visitor’s disposal of her 
cases Indicates the extent to which she selects from the 
' families - known to her*
4* The health visitor’s own assessment of her reception 
by the public in 686 visits wasi-
antagonistic 3I indifferent 23? cautious 59?
cordial 601*
5* Iftien asked to assess the probable usefulness of 
individual visits the health visiters felt that only 1$ 
were unnecessary* ■■
6, . ' The poorer homes' -.are more frequently vie i ted end 
these visits: are more ; time consuming*' •
7* ' ; 7 #  of the'families visited had no other visitor 
directly concerned with health during the preceding month* 
Of these visitors the moat frequent was the family doctor* 
26fS of the 1000-visits;analysed*.
8. Of all visits 31*# were- picked up by the health 
visitor with the' help...of' the- public*- The. bulk'of these 
cases could he dealt with on the.spot, by advice*
Hot all health visitors used cars and .those who did 
spent as much time travelling'as those on public' transport* 
The. reason is that those with cars .work in the,scattered - 
areas on the outskirts of the City and travel greater 
distances*
. It is ■ interesting to' note that' at the time of..-the - 
survey no, health visitor/general practitioner attachment : 
schemes were in operation* -Some';illustrative oases-are./ 
also, in the report and- these, reveal many of the practical 
difficulties / the health • visitors encounter*- fhe 'health .- 
visitor’s own description of her problems convey her 
attitude to health visiting.-
mcKtmnhwmxm ■
In 1980-63. while, working at the loudoa -SoliooXsC 
Hygiene, ana tropical*h&ai'cine* " Margot Jcffer&m undertook . 
a study of the health and welfare services in Buckinghamshire. 
In her book "The Anatomy of the Social' Welfare - Services" 
which followed the survey, Margot Jeffreys states that 
■' health visiting in the early days was? predominantly 
concerned with saving child life and a great deal of the 
credit for the &peetaeuXar reduction in child mortality 
and morbidity between 1900 and 1948 must be given to the 
educative work of the Health Visitors. When the national 
Health Service Act-.came into being it was assumed that 
the health visitor would play the same role if inf ant 
and child mortality were to be farther reduced. As they 
appeared to be successful advisors on child health it was 
intended that they should concern themselves with the 
health of older children and adults. Within a few years 
doubts began to be expressed about the value of the 
health visitor’s work which led to the appointment of a 
working party by the Minister of Health in 1953* (This 
working party reported in 1956 and the report has been 
considered elsewhere), page 6-11.
The opportunity given to the Minister’s working 
party to make a detailed study of health visitors work 
was not taken, nor was any examination made of the impact 
on those the health visitor was trying to help. As a 
■ result many-misgivings mid much scepticism about the 
effectiveness of the health visitor’s work remained.
The detailed study of Buckinghamshire * s Social :
Services showed that the health visitor had to face 
special difficulties of role ana confidence, dudged by 
the occupation of the chief male supporter, /the. households.
: visited by health visitors .were more often' middle, class 
and lees often manual workers* households than the households 
seen by other social workers* The two categories of 
problem most frequently noted by the health visitors were 
housing difficulties and personality problems. In both 
categories 11#.were considered to present such problems.
Generally speaking, visits were paid not because the 
health visitors anticipated difficulties but in order to see 
that all was well* lesrly ;$0$- were described as routine 
calls or friendly visits, but once there the health visitors 
would often give advice on infant feeding or some other 
aspect of child rearing* In the event, in about a quarter 
of the visits health visitors considered that no service 
of any kind was necessary? but in a third they gave 
Instruction about some aspect of child rearing and' in a ■ / 
fifth about a definite health problem.
the study found that many of the tasks the health 
visitors were asked to do were either too simple or too 
complicated for someone with their training. It does not 
for example require a nurse*s training or a health visitors 
course to see whether children’s heeds are clean, llor is 
the health visitors training sufficient for her to be able 
to give individuals of all ages and conditions who are 
emotionally disturbed, mentally . ill or thoroughly inadequate
and their families the help they need. /Mrs d’efferysy ■ 
believes that there will always he a need for an expert 
to advise mothers on an individual basis about difficulties 
eneountered in bringing up their children, especially 
during the first five years of life but that this could 
best be done by someone who is working closely with the 
general practitioner. Whilst seeing difficulties in 
operating this s c h e m e ^ efferysi feels that.this can 
best be achieved by the health visitors being given 
responsibilities for patients registered with general 
practitioners rather than for those living in a defined area.
. irrs tfeffcry©: continues that there is one weakness 
in health visiting, which cannot be overcome by such 
arrangements. The health visitor abandons bedside nursing 
and nursing supervision end many of the skills which have 
taken many years to learn. She suggests that while maintaining 
their primaiy function In preventive medicine the health 
visitor should retain a recognisable nursing function. This 
might be achieved by giving health visitors supervisory 
responsibilities for patients in a doctor’s practice being 
nursed at home. Much domiciliary nursing does not require 
the skill of a state registered nurse but someone with a 
full nurse’s training should be available with the doctor 
to determine what nursing and social care are needed. The 
health visitor’s training should fit her particularly well 
for such a role.
As with the heeds survey, the Buckinghamshire study 
was undertaken early in the 1960s*: ! f f i n d i n g s  
were not published until four years after the study end 
it'.is'interesting: to'note that Miss Jeffrey believed that 
the person to advise on the bringing hp of children should 
work closely with-the general practitioner. At the 'present 
time in Buckinghamshire, the. majority of health visitors 
ere'working within a general practitioner attachment scheme*
GUY1 S HOSPITAL SOCIAL MBBXOXM tJKIX ‘ :
£*A*D# Anderson and £*A* Draper et al have recorded 
in the Medical Officer a study carried out by the Social 
Medicine Unit at Guy’s Hospital early in 1965 of the 
collaboration between General Practitioners and paramedical 
staff* As part of this work further information about 
attachment schemes has been obtained from local Health 
Authorities in Ingland and Wales* This study followed a 
postal survey of health visitor attachment and liaison 
schemes made by G.B, Baker in 1§63 and reported in the 
Journal of the College of General Practitioners. Baker 
found that at least 246 health visitors were working in 
such arrangements*
The Social Medicine Unit at Guy’s Hospital defined 
"attachment" and"liaison" I-
ATTACHMENT - The health visitor is responsible for all 
the patients on the lists of general practitioners.
LIAISON - The health visitor is responsible both for a 
geographical district and for the patients on the lists 
of specified practitioners where patients live outside 
the health visitor’s district, though within the local 
authority boundary? she does not herself visit them but 
is responsible for liaising between the general practitioner 
and the appropriate health visitor*
At the end of 1964, 705 local health authority staff 
were working in attachments* Of these 369 (52$t were
health visitors* fills survey was followed up in 1967 
by a farther postal questionnaire to Medical Officers 
of Health of all Counties, County Boroughs, London Boroughs 
and Boroughs with delegated authorities, asking for 
information about attachment and liaison schemes in ' 
operation on January 1st 1967* The results showed that 
11$ of health visitors and nursing staff were stated to 
be working in attachment schemes* This showed an increase 
from 3.4^ found in the earlier study* Health visitors 
constitute 4 #  of all attached staff, and remain the type 
of staff most frequently attached, but the rate of increase 
over the two years since the first study has been greatest 
for home nurses*
Health visitors were the most frequent kind of 
worker to be attached, and in the counties in England and 
Wales a quarter of the employed health visitors are 
working in this type of arrangement* The distribution of 
attachment schemes cannot be explained simply by different 
staffing levels since someaareas with high staffing had 
few or no attachments.
The unit carried out two surveys of the distribution 
of attachment schemes in England and Wales (Medical 
Officer 117 111 s 118-249) and has since undertaken a 
detailed study of such schemes, looking initially at the 
work of health visitors and their relationships with 
general practitioners*
'tT.A.33*-'Anderson et el of Guy’s Social -Medicine.
Unit undertook a survey on the work of health visitors 
in three cotinty boroughs (Medical Officer 1968)* inV  ^i 
one town (A) there was complete attachment and Itrthe * ; 
other two (351 and P2, )health visitors worked in traditipnal 
, districts* , v;w.;
- The •health visitors in town A were working’much 
more closely with the general practitioners than were 
those in the other two. Interviews revealed that both 
health visitors and general practitioners in town-A liked 
this sort of working, Thorough discussion with general 
practitioners and local authority staff before attachment 
schemes are introduced seems to be an important factor 
in their successful operation.
The report concentrates on the parts of the health 
visitor’s work related to attachment and does not cover 
the whole field of work such as some aspects of fomal 
health education, The health visitors completed three 
different work records during the survey week and were 
interviewed by members of the research team using a 
structured questionnaire,
The health visitors in town A, where there was full 
attachment, had much more contact with the general practice 
clinics and communicated with the doctors about many 
more families. In town PI some health visitors had liaison 
with general practitioners* The others in 3)1 and all
health visitors working in D2, had no liaison, and there
was.almost no contactwith general praetit loners*
One of the eri tic isms' of attachment is that there 
was a loss of mutual support between local health 'authority 
. staff* -'’/However# ■ in the survey nearly- all the health 
visitors in the -three towns' felt that 'they had adequate 
contact with their health visiting colleagues* there was 
very little communication with the district nurses during 
the survey week| communication with domiciliary midwives 
was'much better* ■
■ In all three towns surveyed the traditional work of 
the health visitors with mothers and young children still 
took up the majority of her time, since nearly all the 
clinic work and the majority of the visits involved a 
child under five years of age* But in town A children 
under five formed a smaller proportion than in the other 
towns. ’§own 1)2 had a routine programme of visits to 
children under five whilst the other two had a selective 
pattern, fhe table shows health visitors home visits 
for 1 week
fetal number of visits 
(excluding 1no contact1 
visits) ■
fown A 
672
Sown D1 
737
ffown B2 
378
Persons whose welfare was 
discussed {$ of total visits)
Mothers • 61$ 45? 49?
Children under 5 65$ 82? 90?
School children 25$ 25$ 19?
Fathers■' ■ * 19$ 9,4 10?
Blderly - 1S$ 10/'* 55'
Cther peonle 6$ 6.5$ 2$
Humber of vis its where welfare 
of child under 5 discussed 436(65?) 601(82;') 339(905
Bate of above visits per 1000 
children under 5 -SfiidL— _53.8____ 34.6
..■-'...Sphere was a similar amount of discussion of 
preventive health topics in the three tovms although 
family planning was more emphasised in town A and 
childrens development in £1, Hates of communication 
with other agencies, apart fmi communication with d.Ps., 
were similar in town A and HI hut were twice that of 
town B2* faking the towns as a whole, 68$ of the 
communications were with medical agencies and less than 10$ 
with a group censuing of Mental Health Department, 
Children's Department- and- Welfare Department* In town 
A there was also more communication with voluntas
societies and a miscellaneous group such as solicitors 
and the police*
It appears that attachment provides a framework for 
regular discussions between general practitioners and 
health visitors which enables the doctors to become 
clearer about the complicated role of the health visitor*
It did not appear that this closer working relationship 
had led to a misuse of the health visitors* skills in 
town A as there was no evidence to show that the health 
visitors were being asked to carry out practical nursing 
tasks* Among the main advantages of health visitor 
attachments that the practitioners mention are the 
mobilisation of social and welfare services and help 
with such groups as the elderly,
A critical evaluation of attachments must include 
an assessment of ways in which they affect the health 
of patients* fo show conclusively that attachment 
schemes resulted in improved health would require lengthy 
and complex studies,
ffhe findings of the study suggest that the advantages 
of health visitor attachment outweigh the disadvantages*
: OXFORD
■ F* ,farln, Medical'Officer of Health, City of
Oxford, (1968) has reviewed a complete attachment scheme 
of nursing staff which has been in .operation...In..the City 
since March 1965* the effect of such attachment on work
■ lead :;and Job ■ satisfaction - as -well as the various steps' 
leading to the completion of general practitioner/nursing 
■staff attachment-are-discuseed, ' ,
The first health visitor .attachment .in 1956 came when 
a partnership of three doctors (later increased to four), 
already running a practice ante-natal clinic with a 
district midwife in attendance, informed Dr* Warin that 
they were planning a practice child welfare clinic, fhe 
offer of a health visitor was considereduhnecessaxy at 
first, but the partnership was persuaded to have ;the health 
visitor.- at the child welfare clinic for 0 trial period of 
three months* Shis was so successful that the partnership 
then asked fox4* the services cf the health ■visitor in a 
full time capacity*: ' fkey felt .she had been so valuable 
to them in connection with mothers and babies that she 
would probably be equally helpful with their elderly patients 
and unmarried mothers, and throughout the whole range of 
their practice* As the surgeay premises were large enough, 
the health visitor was allocated a room and she was based 
permanently, with all her records, at the surgery, where 
she had access to all the general practitioners1 records*
■ fhe/health, visitor carried out all her normal duties with
the practice patients* 8he was usually in the surgery 
from■ -3-11' a*m* seeing-/her own clients as well as patients 
referred by the doctors* Problems were discussed and then 
doctors and health visitor all went out visiting according 
■to agreed programmes*:-
After three years, durli^ which time the obvious success 
of the original attachment became known both to health 
visitors and general practitioners, other requests for 
attachment were received* fhe complete scheme of attachment
was: completed in Ifovember 1963*' ;
Since 1965 eveay practice in Oxford has had its own 
team of health visitor, district nurse and midwife*
It is interesting to note in this report that the 
general practitioners at first thought a health visitor 
unnecessary at their child welfare clinic* However, when 
they were persuaded to have one and had seen the advantages 
and understood her skills and function the doctors 
themselves asked for the health visitor'to be fully attached 
to- their'practice,;to the extent of making available a 
room for her at their surgery*
HAMfSHXRE •
; ■ 0, Swift/-and1* ■ fJacPoughll (196.4}, discuss' th© - ■
. scheme of attachment-of/health visitors, midwives and 
/district nurse to a partnership of six doctors* fhe 
attachment started' in 1958 with, one health visitor* ; fhis ■ 
Was' increased to two in 1961 and at the sane'time two nurses 
and two midwivea were also attached* Frier to'19#8'. this , 
group practice had itself employed two 'nurse/mi&wives' to 
work with the private patients*'
fhe principles upon which the practice works *re 
clearly .defined .and each member of the .team carries, out their 
own proper dufies*.;/'lhere -is -a meeting' of all partners'. , 
and attached staff every morning at 10 a.m* It is felt 
that the Continued meeting and the co-operation engendered 
gives a better service to the patients. Inf ant welfare 
centres are' held regularly, and once a week a partner is . 
present for consultation* fhe work of fhe health visitor 
has .increased/in. relation to young people and the elderly*
' ■ ■ AdainiBtratively it has not-been'fouM necessaiy to 
■ increase- fhe establishment of county nursing staff and 
all staff have the use of either their own or county cars* 
fhe increase in mileage la offset by a much improved 
medical service* In some very rural areas the triple-purpose 
nurse i.e. one practising health visiting, district 
nursing and midwifery is ideally qualified for attachment 
to the single-handed general practitioner* It is left 
to the doctor or gioup of doctors 'themselves to decide if - " 
they want attached staff*' - It is essential that the County
Medical Officer and the County. Hureing Officer meet the 
doctors and fully discuss the .proposal, and that the ■' 
"attached' staff are'accepted as full members of the practice 
team* "Regular. meetings for the exchange of information 
are a vital, factor* '
fhe writers feel that the greatest single contribution 
to comprehensive medical care for the family doctor’s 
patients is by the attachment of local authority staff* 
fhe attached staff remain in the employment of the local 
health authority and .relief 'arrangements for off-duty days, 
holidays and" sick -leave .are arranged . by the' area nursing 
officers, who remain in close contact with the staff and 
meet the doctors to discuss how the attachment is working*
The points that come out of this scheme are that 
there is careful preparation of doctors and local authority 
staff at all. levels, and that better medical care is 
provided' for all sections of the population* ■ fhe small ■
.extra -expense is met willingly- to provide this improved 
care* -'
WOMMXIfG - A Health Visitor Work Study .
#*A*G. . Graham (1966) states that before embarking on 
further attachments, of health visitors to. general practices 
he' decided to analyse and compare the’work of 6 health "" 
visitors working'oh. their own'on a district- basis . with . . 
two health'visitors operating in a general-practice; - 
setting* '. fhe two health visitors had been- working In their . 
new environment for four months and had already established 
new patterns of. work. ’ ■ -
fhe .work study was commenced on January 1st 1965 and " 
continued up to the end of April and was chosen to:'include 
a full school term, fhe following information was 
extracted?-
a) Visiting 37.1/^  - 59.5/e about half the working day.
■fhis.was fairly constant.
b) Clinics 11*7$ - 18*9$. Also fairly constant.
c) Schools. :.fer most, health visitors about'5$— ' 7$.
d) falks* Very littles ranged from nil (2 health visitors)
, to- 5.7$*-'
e) Case discussion with G.Fs. Only the two attached
health visitors gave significant time to this* 5$ - 8.3$.
f) Case discussion with others* 0 - 5*8$.
g) Office administration. .SJhie Has disturbingly high*
.19*5$ - 30*1$* . about a' quarter of the working day. .
Some health visitors included time spent on the 
telephone with other social workers* voluntary
£')«** .continued***
agencies etc* as well as clerical work* Even so,
, , /there -is clearly a need to pass on some administrative
■ -work to others -and-, eo al&w them to- give, more time' "■
- ., -to their field work duties which .need -their special
;. .training' and .skills,
h) :travelling* .■■.ihis- was calculated as ;:a 'percentage ,
■ - of the total time; on duty and - was- ■ remarkably constant 
■•■at 10*1$ --16*7$*.. 'fhough doing:aore mileage, attached
health-visitors did not appear to spend'©ore ti©a:
' actually-travelling/than-fheir colleagues working in ■ 
/ districts.
* / * • • ' ■ '
2.. Patterns of Visiting
Ihese showed interesting variations* Tisits were
interpreted as effective items /-of/-service rendered and
could he more than one at a single house call* Ineffective
visits'were excluded.
a) . ■ ■Visits recorded were calculated as 2.3 - 2.7 .per
■ hour of visiting time end there was no significant .- 
difference between the dix district health visitors
■ and -the 'two health visitors operating -within the ; 
general practice. As might be expected visits 
requested by general practitioners were much ©ore 
frequent fox* the two health visitors working in the 
attachment scheme*
b) Visits to children under 5* All the district health
v visitors had/over:50$ of their visits in this category
reaching as high as 81.1$. The two attached health
■ visitors had significantly lower percentages*
e) ■ Visits to the elderly* ■ • I n '-contrast, visits in
this category were highest for the attached health 
visitors but some of the district health visitors 
V- - were approaching the. same level*. However,' In Worthing
it is clear that visiting the elderly is an increasingly 
. "important aspect of the-health visitor’s work* ■/
in this particular study no mention is made of. why 
the two health visitor attachments to general' practitioners ■' 
were made or how the system.was introduced, or whether 
the general practitioners were- organised on group practice 
lines* It is noticeable also that vexy little In the way 
of group health education or health teaching in schools 
was undertaken by any of the health visitors*
si. mmmb rnn mmL msmmm- . ' ' .
' W.H# Allen and ¥,!, King (2968).undertook © survey 
"in the urban parts of St. Albana City ■ end Hemel Hempstead 
of health visitors attached to general practitioners, then 
the first survey was undertaken some health visitors in 
St. Albans were still working in geographical areas, but 
by the beginning of 1966 all the health visitors were 
attached to general practitioners. The health visitors 
in both areas were assisted by part time state registered 
nurses, particularly for school work, fhe health visitors 
completed .the survey forms for the months of March and- \ 
October 1965.
fhe survey has shown that the range and amount of work 
carried out by the health visitor increased following 
attachment to general practitioners, that more time had 
been spent in consultation with general practitioners and 
that more referrals took place between health visitors and. 
general practitioners." As was anticipated there was an 
increase in work with the elderly, mentally ill, the disabled 
and social problems, fhere was a slight decrease in visits 
to children under 5. fhe survey showed that there is need 
for reducing time spent on clerical' duties and administration*
In the report there is no mention of how the attachment 
was carried out or how the health visitors and general 
practitioners were prepared, nor are any reasons given as 
to why health visitors became attached, nor is any comment 
made on #hat the staff thought about attachment schemes.
W M T HIDIEIG- OF TOBKSHI1B
■John %  Clow (1968) carried ’out a survey in the West 
'Elding of Xorksliire in. Hovember 1966 of health'visitor, 
attachment to general practitioners. Attachment and . liaison ■ 
first began in’ the West-Hiding Division.' 26 in ■1961, with 
a trial: scheme* This soon became generalised attachment 
throughout the area* In 1964 the committee, of the West' 
Biding, embarked on a policy of whole hearted health visitor ■" 
attachiaent throughout the Oounty*
As a result of .the-survey,-.which-'was carried out during 
■one week in November, certain Interesting facts case out*
/■fhe attached health visitors did considerably less 
visiting than their unattached colleagues*- ■ fhia was 
particularly so in visits to expectant mothers and children 
under 5, and patients over 65* Where other visits were 
recorded there seemed. little' difference. between ’the two 
groups and although it was expected that attachment with 
the family doctor .would lead- to greater contact with-problem 
families this was not.so*/ 7
Attached health visitors did more clinic seseionf, 
particularly of infant welfare* She attached health visitors 
retained their duties as school nurses and -spent. marginally 
less than their unattached colleagues in school health 
service work.
Attached health visitors did a little'more formal 
health education than the unattached. It is a matter of 
concern that so little .of the health-visitor’s time (45 "
minutes for attached health visitors and 36 minutes 
by unattached health visitors per week) was devoted to 
this activity*
fwo points -emerged from .the survey* firstly that 
the changeover has not resulted in any disruption of the 
service and secondly that there is a satisfactory increase 
in the personal contact between the health visitor and 
the general practitioner*; fhe pooling of the knowledge', 
of socio-medical needs of the community ~ which attachment 
will inevitably bring - should lead to © better service 
for the community which- is the primary aim of all concerned*
NOBTBSRB. IBHiAHD (County of Londonderry & Tyrone)
A pilot survey of North Ireland health authority 
district nurse/midwife ©ad health visitor services was 
carried out in the Counties of Londonderry and Tyrone 
during the; two weeks 25th April ~ 8th May 1966, following 
consultations between the Ministry of Health and the health 
committees of the two participating areas, fhe two areas 
were comparable in area, population and the deployment 
of health visiting and district nurse/midwife staff,
.(Report, of the northern Ireland Health Authority).
fork in the school medical service accounted for the 
highest percentage of time spent in clinics, being 45,72$ 
in County A and 55,88$ in County B, while time spent in 
child welfare clinics averaged 30,64$ in County A and 
30,18$ in County B, fhe time spent in health education 
is disappointingly low at 6,3$ in County A and 3.45$ In 
County B, Of the total time spent on visiting the highest 
percentage is to the under 5 years age group at 37,58$ 
in County A and 41, 3$ in County B,
fixe time spent on clerical work averaged 20,67$ in 
County A end 20,66$ in County B, In England the corresponding 
figure was 20$. (Use of ancillary help in the health 
services, Ministxy of Health, 12/59), Clerical work and 
travelling together, accounted for about 40$ of the working 
&ey* It is noted that rather less than 60$ of the health 
visitor’s day is spent in active health visiting and that 
it is generally accepted that there is merit inuattaching
•health visitors to,general practitioners and the survey ' 
showed that this had been initiated in both counties.
As the survey was only a pilot one the findings ©re 
suggestive rather than conclusive. It was felt that the 
value of the survey was that it gave a reasonably accurate 
picture of the work of both district nurses and health 
visitors..
In this survey there are no figures shown for visits 
to persons between 5 years and "old people^ apart from 
the physically handicapped. Ante natal visits would 
account for some visits to persons between these ages,
c m m w i M W  .
■ ■ helper. (1969 ), - looks at ■ the. development of community 
health teams within the County of Cumberland, fhe way 
in which. the nursing' personnel and the doctors .-have 'come 
together to, provide- community care has required a lot /
'/of: thought-; and/staff. preparation,-,.
, ■ fhe pattern of group .attachment, which started in.. 
1959 and I960 followed meetings of staff and doctors,
- and - two' hehith visitors were .attached to .group practices. . 
fhese-were followed by further attachments in 1962, 
-Duplication of advice and'the . giving of contra&ictoxy 
: advicef especially in child care, was avoided. " By 1964 ' 
almost 100$ of attachment of health visitors to general 
practice was achieved and discussions were started with 
a view to attaching district nurse/midwives to the team#
One of the difficulties encountered was that the 
rural -.communities could see'"their village nurse being . 
-taken from them, -' These- difficulties 'were resolved .by 
-'meetings with-Barieh.councils and local-organisations to . 
discuss.'the'.'.Masons for reorganisation and to bring public 
attention to the benefits it was expected to have on 
patient care, fhe health -visitors attached to the health 
teams fouM continuity of core much more possible knowing 
the medical as well as the social aspects of the famlliis,
■ From reading this survey it is seen that a great 
deal of preparation and thought was given to the attachment 
scheme, entailing some redeployment of existing staff and
obtaining the co-operation of doctors, communities and 
thehacking of the County-Health Committee. ■ The whole ; 
scheme is' continually-assessed ©s new 'patterns of work 
develop and new needs'arise in the community. .
There., has been'.development of the team spirit, and 
nurses and doctors are now agreed, that this way of working .■ 
provides better communications, - a better service to. the 
community and. a much more satisfying and stimulating Job' 
to'themselves, ■
' -Jameson (1969)-reviews in general the development 
of group practice'and local'authority services'in relation 
to. health visiting. By 1956 there'were 24 known attachments. 
There are now many more attachment schemes, but the following 
table shows how the development has -increased *«-
This last figure being obtained from the Council for the 
Training of Health Visitors* statistics.
Year
1957
195®
1959
1980
19fel-
1962
1963
1964
Ho, of attachments
135
275
525.
: tn the conclusions;of ell the surveys studied the 
resulting better service which it is hoped will follow 
health visitor attachment to general practice has been 
noted.
In all these surveys which included a study of the 
time spent on .clerical' and- administrative duties f these. ‘ 
were found to occupy ©bout 20$'of the working time of 
the health visitor, ' The Hinistry of Health circular 12/65 
dealt with the use of ancillary help,in the local authority 
nursing'services,;:
M U  III HEALTH VISITING •'
lo survey of the work of health visitors would he 
complete without' mention of the' -role' of men in health 
■ visiting, tinder .present legislation a man . cannot' ■he ■- -/ 
brought within the. legal definition of a health visitor. ; 
There.was opposition b y ’some 'traditionalists’ against-men 
in health visiting, hut in 1961 the Aberdeen Health 
Tisitor Training School initiated a full time course for- 
selected registered male nurses with an additional 
. qualification,1 MacQueem(1966) discusses’the present ■ 
position with regard to men in health visiting; and states 
that six local authorities had sponsored man for training* 
and of the twenty trained in the first five years, fourteen 
are in health visiting* MacQueen enumerates the arguments 
in favour of employing'men'and gives some of fhe duties - 
they can successfully'undertake* and says that urban ■ 
authorities keenest on the appointment of the new health 
visiting officers have visualised -that; 6-10$ of their .- 
staff might ultimately be male,.
- MacQueen makes the point that the wastage among men ■ 
is less than that of women and they can be useful as an 
element of stability. He hopes that a minor legislative 
change may be fozthcoming so that male and female students 
may both be under the Jurisdiction of the Council for 
the ■Training of Health 'Visitors, ■
. Anderson,Draper et al found that in the towns ' 
surveyed by them the - health visitors discussed a 
curative topic in at" least 'a third'; of their home visits 
■ They, feel" that, these curative aspects ©re frequently: ■' 
forgotten and only tend to be revealed by careful study 
of the health visitor’s role,
Betriew of surveys '
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It appears from this table that only- in two instance© 
is there any similarity between the areas and' it may 
be that their .farticular needs in these areas are 
not met by the’ present training*
OllATSm III
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■ ■.' fire Council for.the-training'.of Health 'Visitors 
published a pamphlet in 1967 which defined the' functions 
of the health visitor in the United Kingdom and set out 
the'skills .and knowledge she brings to the .'service*
Definition of fnnotIona in the United Kingdom :
; ■. fhe health visitor. is anurse’ with "post-registration : 
qualification who provides'- a continuing service ■ to. ! 
families and individuals in the community* Her work has 
five'main aspects 7
1* She prevention of mental, physical and emotional 
ill health and its consequences?
2* Early detection of ill health-and the'surveillance 
of . high risk groups? .
3* Becognltion - and identification "of. need' and mobilisation 
: - of appropriate -'resources - when necessary? - 7 
4* - ' Health, teaching? :
9* Provision of care? this win include support
;' ■ during, periods of. stress- and advice; and guidance = in ■
' eases of illness as well as in the care and management 
of children* fhe health visitor is not, however, 
actively engaged in technical nursing procedures*
: Knowledge and Skills ■ ■
y'fhe health visitor is a practitioner in her own ; 
right, detecting cases of " need on her .own initiative 
as well as acting on referrals* She has skills and 
knowledge particular to her work and these are drawn from 
her nursing background and from the additional preparation 
: in her health visitor course*
fhe ©kills she brings are observation, the developing 
of interpersonal relationships, teaching individuals and 
;'groups'' and skill in crganieation and planning in her own
; sphere*:
- .- fhe knowledge the health visitor brings is obtained
from her nursing background, knowledge of human biology, 
bacteriology, processes of disease and therapeutic methods* 
Prom her obstetric or midwifery training she brings 
knowledge of pre-natal development, factors influencing 
the. subsequent. health of the child, care of mother and 
- baby following delivery - and the emotional factors - 
■ assooiated. with pregnancy'and childbirth* :
' ." From her health visiting course she brings knowledge 
of the development 7of the individual at all stages of the 
life cycle, the development of the individual in relation 
to M s  social and cultural group, the development of 
social policy* She changing patterns of health and disease 
and the methods used to determine the priorities of the 
.services and the principles and practice of health visiting*
!2he health visitor* s training is designed to 
■'sharpen the studentls capacity-to 'perceive early' deviation
. from ,the normal, to provide practice In designing a 
programme of help where ■it is ■' squired f to ' prepare ■ the 
student to select a method of health education most likely 
, to" fee eueceasful and to give m  uMerataniing of. the -.
■ principles-of; learning and'teaching*
■fhrough supervised -practice the '-'student'health visitor 
-is able -to develop these skills and to learn-to help 
families and to establish' priority needs among her clients*
-■ - this basic .preparation:can be used in any situation - ; 
in which the -health visitor find a herself, whether'working • 
in a rural or urban setting,, within a geographical area 
or attached to. a medical' practice* lo other worker combines 
the type of. knowledge and skills■outlined,
A sub committee of the Standing Medical Advisory 
Committee was set up under the Chairmanship of Sir Wilfred . 
Sheldon, mid on July 14th 1964 agreed that the terms of 
' referene©' should' be
«fo review'the medicM functions and medical staffing 
' of Child -Welfare -Centres and to make recommendations”* ' 
Evidence, written and oral, was received from professional - 
and: other bodies* -
fhe sub-committee defined various terms and as the 
title ,!Child Welfare11 did not seem applicable to the 
concept of the work of the preventive child health service 
of today, they therefore referred in the report to the 
**0hlld Health Service"*
Among ' the recommendations were that the doctor 
and the health visitor must continue to act as advisers 
on infant nutrition In its broadest sense, including diet 
technique of feeding and vitamins, as well as on hygiene, 
clothing, general child management and training*
, .fhe"'doctor and the health visitor have a unique: .part 
; to-.-play in the 'detection and- management.of emotional 
illness and. they recommended that child psychiatrists 
should not he regularly employed in child health clinics*
;*0he/.committee were in no dealt about the continuing 
need for a preventive service to safeguard the health. 
of. children, and set out the recommended functions which 
include routine medical examinations, advice on infant 
nutrition and hygiene, the detection of defects, parent 
counselling and health education* Immunisation and 
vaccination sessions are matters to be decided in the 
light of local circumstances, but the sub-committee did 
not think there was a need to sell /proprietary infant 
foods and cereals at the child health clinics, nor should 
■ the'' distribution of medicaments- be continued, but that ' 
the distribution of vitamins A, 0 & D should continue*

- HcOleax^r (3-935) :0tates ifbLat heelth visiting, wos.
■first undertaken .In 1862 by philanthropic ladies? / 
interested in social service*:''but as .possibilities; ,;: ' 
Increased-*; eepecially in the field of preventing infant \ 
mortality*. the work - passed more into the hands of ' 
professional, visitors*, fheee visitors were not however 
specially trained for their duties* lost - of those ■ 
employed by local authorities were trained women sanitary, 
inspectors*'.who hat a knowledge of domestic sanitation 
■m&: the conditions leading to .the . spread of infectious 
diseased they-were not trained'in'infant care*
In 1831 Florence light ingale writing'to &zv Verney*
Chairman of the North Buckinghamshire technical Education 
Committee said **ihe needs of home health bringing require 
different but not lower ^ ualiflectiom n when contrasting 
; sick nursing with health visiting* ' .She persuaded the 
'Committee to start a course ■ o f : sixteen lectures in one 
of -'their education, establishments*. During the ■ training 
the students were taken on home visits, fMb. was the 
first attempt at a training for, health visiting ..and of/ 
the sixteen students selected only six passed the examination 
and obtained a .certificate*
With'the passing of the. Itondon County Council (General 
lowers) .Act 1908 a first step was taken towards setting 
up a standard of proficiency for the new profession of 
health visiting*'' She regulations.'of--the local. Government
Board laid down that mo candidate should he appointed 
who did mot possess one of the following qualifications s- 
. a) ■ a medical degree
b)- full training..as, a nurse 
;; o) . the certificate of.-the .Central Midwives Board- 
..a) some training in nuking and the health
visitors certificate of a society approved 
; by the Board
e) the previous discharge of ..duties of a.' similar
character in the service of a local authority*
One of the first tasks of the newly formed Ministry 
of Health'in 1919* ..was. to'-consider the conditions 
governing the appointment of professional health visitors* 
The Board of Education (Health Visitors training)
Begulations 1919 prescribed courses of training* Bor 
students without previous training-a course of two years 
was prescribed* and there was a shortened, course of ..one ' 
year -for University Graduates, trained nurses* and 
women who had had not' less than three .years fell time-' 
experience as a health, visitor* '
The Board undertook to give a grant, of .€20 annually . 
for each student attending the course* After 1925-these ' 
grants were paid.by the Ministry of Health instead of 
the Board of -Education* When the regulations were issued 
the Ministry of Health announced that their sanction to 
the appointment of health visitors would only he given 
in eases where the candidate hod taken a course and 
obtained the certificate prescribed-.--In the regulations*.
In 1929 the Boysl Sanitary Institute (now the Boyal 
Society for the Promotion of Health) was appointed the 
central body to conduct examinations and issue the 
certificates qualifying candidates for appointment as 
health visitors* fhe loyal Sanitary Institute instituted 
regulations for candidates for the examination* Candidates, 
who had to be trained nurses and hold the certificate of 
the Central Ifidwlves Bo aid or declare their intention of 
obtaining this certificate, must complete a course of 
training, approved by the Ministry of Health, in Public 
Health Work lasting for at least six months*
Ihe syllabus for the examination included
1) Elementary physiology and structure of the body*
2) Personal and Domestic Hygiene; General hygiene 
and sanitation.
3) Infectious and communicable diseases.
4) ./Maternity, Infant and Child Welfare.
5) School Medical Service*
6) Sanitary haw and Government,Elementary economics 
and social problems*.- :-
7) fhe principal legal enactments and regulations 
connected with the above subjects*
In 1924 the Ministry of Health issued a circular 
requiring all future appointments after April let 1928 
to health visiting to hold the health visitors certificate.
In .1925 the Ministry of Health required that 
in future midwifery training wee compulsory for all 
health' visitors*,'' fhis .reduced- the one-year'course to 
not/less than nix'months to allow ' f o r ' - t h e spent in" 
Midwifery' training* ' Boaemaxy Hale," (1968) ' observes '■ that 
. this move; weakened; the'' social: and" preventive aspects; of'". the 
training of the health ‘ visitor* ■ ■ She goes ah-to .any'' that 
when midwifery-training was divided, into ■■parts 1 .and" XX* 
the:first': part was' acceptable-for future'health visitors,,;- 
and that-’some years later an approved three months -obstetric 
course, .within- the general nursing course.;was. acceptable"
■ as. an - alternative to midwifery, training; end-it appears 
thet ; this course, is: an improvement on Bart -1 Midwifery 
for 'potential.-health, visitors* .
■ In 1329 the local' Government Board Issued statutory
rules--and orders settings out the -qualifications- of. certain*
officers of the public health team, among them health 
visitors and-.tuberculosis:'Visitors, ..-which.'qualifications
■ are -.now-■incorporated.:.inv the. National Health Service Act. - 
1946- (Qualifications of Health Visitors.and-ISuberculcala 
Visitors. Regulations Ho*. 1415.)-*,
: 5he: "Hoyal- Society for the"Promotion -of ■ Health,as the 
examining body set out a syllabus for courses for the 
training of health visitors and this syllabus .remained1 the.-. 
basis for training until the constitution of the Council 
for the draining of Health Visitors under the Health Visiting 
and Social Work (draining) Act in 1962* Under Section 2(a) 
of this Act the Council for the training of health visitors -
*%hall promote the training of health visitors by seeking 
to'secure facilities for the training of persons intending 
to become health visitors by approving such courses as 
suitable *•***<;?■/ .
One of the first tasks the Council undertook on its 
appointment was to design a new and comprehensive form 
of training* It was felt necessary to clarify the Council1 
policy on training and a pamphlet /Background to the 
syllabus of training*1 was published by the Council in 
duly 1965* Because candidates for health visitor training 
are now required to be state registered nurses with some 
obstetric training* the student health visitor comes to 
her post registration training with © knowledge of normal 
physiological and pathological processes and considerable 
skill in observation* Health visitor training must be 
expanded to fit her for work in the community and the 
Council enumerated five- main points: of study. ■
1. ;fhe development of the individual*
2. '.. .fhe In&ivi&ftELltn 'the Group*.
3* fhe development of social policy,
4*. fhe social aspects of;health.and.'-disease*;.
5* principles and practice of health visiting*
In preparing the syllabhs the Council took into 
account the variation of employment of public health 
nursing staff, the need to produce a syllabus flexible 
enough to allow for community changes; the knowledge to 
be gained from sociological study of communities; the 
appreciation of the significance of emotional factors in
health and disease $ the changing-demands on the service 
due to a better Informed public and the advent of other 
workers in the health and welfare field capable of taking 
over some of the work hitherto done by health visitors*' 
fhe Council wad;anxious that more attention should be 
paid to fieldwork teaching and emphasised the importance 
of the use of special trained health visitors who would 
undertake this particular form of teaching* fhe new 
syllabus was used from September 1965 and in courses 
commencing in September 1966 the training was extended 
to one year; a normal academic year followed by a period 
of approximately, 3 months' supervised' practice* .fhe granting 
of the Council*s certificate to practice as a health 
visitor in the United Kingdom is dependent on the student 
passing an approved examination, set by the training 
institution and satisfactory completion of the course of 
supervised-practice*: ■
fhe training of health visitors has undergone a 
number of changes, to meet the needs of the service in 
Great Britain* fraining courses are based in Universities, 
Colleges of technology and the Hoyal College of Nursing* 
fhese are controlled by the educGtion policy of the 
establishment* Some courses are controlled by local 
health authorities based in their own premises or in
. V
educational establishments* \
' ' ' ’ -N
Bryden (1969) surveys the first ten years of an
experimental course* fhis goes back to the Nurses • Act ,
: ( * \ ;
1949 when the General Nursing Council encouraged experiments
' • \ :- ’ ' ■ , ■ - ' , H
- ■ \
in the training of student nurses* fhe course was 
pioneered by the Queens Institute of District Nursing 
and was joined in the planning of the course by the principal 
tutors of Hammersmith Hospital and Battersea College of 
fechnology (now the University of Surrey)* fhe first 
' students•' arrived; in 1957, at Hammersmith. Hospital* • : fhey■ 
had been selected as the first participants in an experimental 
four year course which wouB combine general nursing, 
health visiting, district nursing and Dart I certificate 
of the Central MdwIves Board* After this course the 
students are Qualified to follow employment as hospital 
■ or'district nurses or as'health visitors, and.-are free V 
to choose which they do*
Experimental courses were started at Southampton 
University with St. Thomas * Hospital,Manchester University 
and Crumpsall Hospital* She former course trained students 
specifically for health visiting and students at the 
Manchester course are trained for a diploma in community 
nursing* In both, students undergo general nurse training 
during the course*
fhe World Health Organi© at ion-■fechniCEl Seport: 167 
(1959) dealt with fublie Health Nursing; the functions of 
Dublic Health Nursing, the administration of Public Health 
liaising Services and the Education for Public Health 
Nursing were considered in separate sections.
fhe committee felt that public health nursing, whether
■ \
it is part of the basic nursing curriculum or a post \.
basic course, must be built on a sound general nursing
education which includes preventive and social as well 
as curative nursing contents to understanding of people 
as individuals end family members* knowledge of growth 
and development patterns* and of the ; bases' of human 
behaviour* the ability to analyse-the social* physical 
and environmental indie es of health and safety* shill 
in health teaching and ways of finding and using community 
facilities for health are important in every kind of 
nursing, this content* while of basic importance in 
public health work* does not by itself constitute preparation 
for the practice of public health nursings specific 
public health content is also needed, fhere should be 
adequate staff to enable the field nurse to allocate 
adequate time for guidance of students$ she should have 
an interest in students and teaching ability. Hurse 
practitioners who are providing comprehensive family care 
of high quality and who are working effectively with 
professional personnel and with community agencies are 
essential to any clinieal field.-
In the ^Preparation for public health nursing” 
section the committee felt that the preparation for public 
health nursing practice should be included in the basic 
nursing programme. Shis should Include as a minimum 
instruction in epidemiology* vital statistics* ■ community 
health organisation and public health nursing management, 
to integral part of preparation for public health nursing 
is clinical experience in public health setting. This \  
experience should be of sufficient length to develop skill
■ in counselling well families s to gain a sense of the 
sequential nature of family -care and to have experience 
of working with other members of the public health team 
and" with community agencies. ■
' Post-basic nursing courses may he required when the' 
■basic 'nursing course does not Include -public health 
nuraing^
■' As a result of the Willink Committee report in 
1957 expansion in medical education was halted and 
■discussion on radical Innovations that could best he 
fostered by new radical schools were halted.
..A steering committee was set,up under the Chairmanship 
of hr* -dohn fry and with Dr. Ilicholas Malleeon as secretory 
and convenor* ; following a memorandum circulated in *Tuly 
1962 to some 100 colleagues in medicine and related fields. 
Three working parties were set up by October 1962* a . 
'"fourth in 1964 and the fifth In 1966. ■ This fifth working 
. party concerned itself with the education and' training :
■of-health service personnel other than doctors.' fhe report 
was published;-in 196? under the; title of WA comprehensive 
Medical School” by the Institute of Social .-Heseerch.
Section 111-dealt with nursing education. The-working 
party reported- that the problem of community nursing is 
crucial. They felt that the mod would be for a highly 
'trained community nurse, whatever she be called and in 
whatever context she works. Through the association of 
;a University School of -human'biology with; a polytechnic 
strong in this field, - and'with the:co-operation of-the
nursing services of the hospital and the community* it 
will he possible to devise a series of nursing courses 
ranging :from those based on an ..academic' degree' 'through 
to a vocational state enrolled nurse qualification.
a) ■ TJ.S „A#
b) Brasil
c) Prance
&) Kuseia
Q U A ¥
Fablie Health Pape re Is a medium for publication ■ 
of occasional papers that have usually been prepared as 
contributions by the World Health Organisation on a ,
particular health question# In 1961 Public Health 
Papers 4 consisted of ^aspects of public.'health nursing11* 
Papers; were presented on training for various aspects 
of public health nursing in different countries* including 
America* Brasil*. Russia ant France* Although in' these 
countries the work of the health visitor* varies In name 
and function* much of the basic' training and work bears 
a close resemblance to that of the Halted Kingdom*
tffilgED SSPAEES OF AMERICA
Xn America the public health nurse working in the 
community is concerned with nursing care during illness 
as well as the prevention of illness and the promotion
/fnioHc)
and maintenance of health, Bryan and faylor(l96lJrecall 
that the nursing profession was slow to admit that 
education of any kind worthy of being - called such must 
have it origin in an institution of learning* Whilst 
remarking that practical experience is essential* and ' 
bedside teaching ie imperative, it means that any faculty 
within a University assumes responsibility (in co-operation 
with the health services) for deciding on the kind of 
training it deems desirable for the students* the quality 
it requires of students work and the evaluation of that 
work* SJhie should assist the student to learn principles* 
to think* and to be' critical of results* Ikese are:the 
broad principles that apply to ■'community health nursing*
Biyan and faylor go on to say that to engage effectively 
in coimunity. health nulling the student must have - a 
sound' educational background* ■ Students ■ undertaking ; - * 
community' health nursing in the'Medical'Center, University" 
of .California* are generally senior students who enrol 
for a course of -9 units (18 hours per week, 6 'of theory, 
and-12 of ".practice) for a -period of 16 weeks, - fhe - 
authors lay stress on the fact that a public health nurse 
is always a member -of a team and that the great strength 
of: her service depends on her 'skill,'' the, relationships 
she develops, and the importance of continued practical . 
work, during the whole course* ,
Bzyan and Saylor consider two-three days a week 
during the 16 weeks is better than a short concentrated 
block of practice, this being of advantage to the student 
and families she visits as it.takes time to settle down 
to n new- routine' and. to assimilate new knowledge, fhe 
families need.time to consider ideas suggested' to .them 
and'to-put them in the framework of their -own ideas* .
Bryan and faylor-consider thatno discussion of nursing 
today is complete, without . some consideration of . research 
and while degree programmes do not train stud ante-to do 
research they should provide a sound general idea of 
what constitutes good research and discipline the student’s 
mind to a problem solving approach.
BBMlh
Under the title "Oomprehensive nursing education 
'through:a basic programme" Olete de Alcantara* director* 
-Hlheirao freto School of Nursing, Faculty of Medicine* 
University of Sao - Faulo, Brazil* discusses the training 
of - nurses for public health nur&ing* . fhe:,first school 
of nursing * the Ava Meri School* was founded • in 1923 
based on the' American pattern* . fhe rapid social changes : . 
in Brasil sine© the first world war*, due to the. great /
. development and Industrialisation and increasing urban 
populations, stimulated the expansion of the health services, 
there was a scarcity of experienced nurses and great 
pressure was put on graduate nurses who despite their 
lack of training had to assume responsibilities in 
hospital© and public health services* - In 1953 the 
Bibeirao Ireto School was established as part of the Faculty 
of Medicine, University of Sao Paulo, and gave an opportunity 
for 'the^development of the basic curriculum to keep 
. pace with' the needs of the nursingservices, A survey ;
■ showed that -no graduate nurses were employed-by the 
hospitals or any other health agencies* , fhe low .social 
status of: workers in the health services whom everyone 
called "nurses" set a serious problem in recruitment*
It was decided to provide a basic programme that 
would help the student to understand the social contribution 
of the professional nurse, Nurses were to be trained 
for-'.practice in hospitals and public health agencies,
and also for administrative, supervisory and teaching 
responsibilities in both services* She teaching of 
public health nursing was not to be confined to the lest 
year only, but the preventive and curative aspects were 
to be integrated throughout the course* fhe re are no 
provisions in Brasil for-a State-Board examination that ' 
would evaluate a school on-the basis, of performancey .'but 
a committee: on curriculum is trying to devise objective 
tests for the measurement of general -competence after, the 
completion of the’' programme*
fhe idea of this basic programme very closely resembles 
the integrated course organised by the University of 
Surrey and Hammersmith Hospital, which is discussed elsewhere*
FRA1TCB
fhe work and training of the "assistant see isle" in 
France is described by Yvonne Turpin, Chief Social Worker,. 
Ministry of Public Health and population,-Faria*
The need to train staff of the social service became 
manifest before the first world war* In 1911 the "Eeole 
normale sociale" was established and in 1918 the "Boole 
practique do service social"* The state used to recognise 
two diplomas} that of social hygiene visitor, most of 
whose work is in the field of health, and that of social 
worker, whose health knowledge is more limited but who 
is better acquainted with social problems as a whole*
It-was found that .their .spheres of-action'overlapped 
in domiciliary wo2k* Accordingly in 1938 a decree 
'established a single diploma .and. unified the training, . 
and..thus .is the easeat present* A decree .-in 1951 regulated 
the'granting of the-,'diploma* .
' ‘The course' of study lasts three years#;’ . fhe - first;' ■ 
year is medical studies,'-taken Jointly with nursing- students} 
the next two; are devoted to social and medico-social' 
studies* . According to statistics-for. the last 5 years,
50#. of the candidates for the state diploma for social 
service first obtain the-state nursing diploma* ...A very , . 
small number have the midwife’s diploma*
fhe trained social worker helps in the discovery and 
prevention of disease* She furnishes the doctor with the 
personal, family, social or professional 'information he
may require in any case. She sees that the doctor’s advice 
Is understood and followed and reminds the patient of 
follow-up visits* .’She helps families to settle family, . 
economic and ■social problems, with’.which they are faced 
as a result of the illness* She ■ helps with rehabilitation, 
and advice' about' empXoyment,-'-etc* ' This presupposes that ’ 
the social worker’ha© advanced 'technical knowledge’in ; 
such fields as infant welfare^ anti-tuberculosis campaign 
and mental hygiene* The social worker’s Job varies 
according to whether she works at a health centre or on 
the district* The health centre gives medical and social 
consultations to adults and children, with special 
sessions for maternal and child"-welfare, - etc*-' It would
appear that the social worker in the health centre assist© 
as receptionist to the doctor, taking notes, keeping 
-'case'records in order,-preparing statistics etc* If she 
cannot make inquiries herself, she enlists the -aid. of 
the district social worker*
- .The-basic duties' of the - general social worker are 
home visiting and ;the clinics*.-Social workers may help - ■ 
with vaccination- sessions, in school hygiene consultations,
. first aid -courses-:etc* . .fhe many-sidedness of 'the- social ' 
workers enables them to gain'the "confidence - of the family, 
which wouM- ■ he'-put off; by a succession .of visitors*; Health 
education to prospective parents, and home .visiting after.; 
the birth of the baby, advising on feeding, the various 
needs of the mother and immunisation procedures, are part 
of the duties* The social worker must '-occupyherself; 
with rehabilitation, In the campaign against cancer,', and 
in the rapidly developing field of mental disorders* fhe 
range.of -duties of the'"assistant© seciale" resembles. 
the-work/of the health visitor in the United Kingdom, ■ 
but her ’ training .is limited - to:- one year-, of medical training, 
whereas;.at'.present- in the United-.Kingdom health, visitor.: 
training either follows general' nurse ■ and obstetric 
training or is within an integrated course#
M B S  IA - -
In the-U..S*B#B*\ all groups of auxiliary medical "■; 
workers are known as "medium-grade medical personnel"#
This generic name., includes.'.feldshers and. nurses amongst 
others, ouch as midwives, X~Bay laboratories assistants 
etc, 12*13* Ashkirkov director.and A* Hhuk and Y* Nisiku, 
members of the Institute of Public .Health Organisation 
- and Medical Hlstoxy .{Sewastiko Institute) Moscow,' discuss 
the.•■work and training, of feldshers' and■ nurses*.' There .has 
been training of feldshers since the 18th Century but 
with the development of the Bemstvo public health services 
in- the.19th Century education of the feldshers assumed great 
importance# Many of the feldshers worked independently 
■ of the physicians. Sony of the physicians in the .Semstvo 
wished to provide the peasantry with easily accessible 
and fully qualified medical assistance, but the landowner 
who headed the Zemstva wished to retain independent 
feldshers as being a cheaper form of medic el assistance* 
After the revolution in 1917 the system of feldsher schools 
.gradually began-to expand. There were-.opportunities of "■
-learning-to'become.-physicians in a. shortened'period*
' There became a greater need for "medium grade medical ■' 
workers” -in the rural communities to give first aid ■ and 
medical assistance before the arrival of the doctors and 
carry out preventive work*' The feldshers and feldsher' 
midwives form part of the rural medical services' and; cerry 
out their work'.in centres, under the guidance of the 
physician in charge of the district. They carry out free 
out-patient treatment, to the people in their area, give 
first aid in acute illness and give assistance in childbirth* 
They ke,ep expectant. mothers under supervision, and carry
out routine examination of .children in schools,; creches 
Kindergartens- and pioneer camps® Systematic health - • 
education is carried out in the :feldsher/feldsher midwife ' 
centres'and there may he a pharmacy attached to;it*.' As, ■ 
a result of ell; these steps general and -chili' mortality -// 
has been-reduced®
Feldshers 'are trained at.feldshers school for those 
students-who have not had a full secondary education# 
fhe course is four years but is -reduced-for those who 
have had'full secondary, education# ; .'Subjects taught on. 
the course include biology, anatomy,'-physiology 'and .general 
medical subjects® lore'than: half the 'teaching, time is 
devoted to special subjects such as care of the sick, 
obstetric, gynaecology, nervous and mental illnesses etc®.
21 weeks in'the four years are devoted .to practical work® :-
The . functions ,of- the feldshers can 'be' compared • to ' 
the; health visitors in the. United Kingdom• with the difference 
that they undertake first aid and nursing duties® The - v 
basic training for the work of. a feldsher includes.-, only.. 
eleven weeks in hospital.and ten weeks during the fourth 
year are-devoted to factual, practice district hospital ■ 
and feidsheavjaidwife. centre*
CHAPTER' VI
fhe Standing Huraing Advisory Committee of the 
Central' Health Services Council in their report1 issued 
on tune 25th 1965 gave the following Indication of the 
time spent oh various duties by'health visitorsf ‘ based' ' 
on resent studies?**
Katies ' Percentage,, of working hours
Visiting '10 •
Attendance at clinics ■ 30
Other duties . 8
travelling 12
- Clerical work 20
100
fheoe figures were not very 'different from those produced 
by earlier studies for . the i m B m n  Committee Can' inquiry 
into health visiting 1956)*
Xh view-©f the imperfect nature of other* surveys 
and of the feet that tsany health vie iters were trained 
under the old syllabus an attempt was made to match the / 
interpretation of. the m m  syllabus by the University of 
Surrey and the requirements of -the health visitor in the 
community* fwo areas» tho'-bondon Boro ugh-of Merton and 
the County of Wiltshire Wei's chosen for'a survey of the 
work of the health visitors*
true following are the reasons for the choice of 
these two areas?-
1* -Merton borough is' entirely urban and Wiltshire 
is , mainly rural*
2* ' fhe- health visitor superintendents were known '
. personally, and when approached' were very willing to ■
: co-operate*
3* ;fhe Superintendent in Merton was trained at Battersea 
College.of. factaology (now the:-University:of Surrey)* . 
fhe '.Superintendent of Wiltshire was not. ■
4* A certain number of . the health visitors in each; ,
area were also trained- at Battersea'College of feehnclogy* 
fhe figures • being. 6 out. of 21 health visitors' in Merton 
and' 19 -out.of 64 in Wiltshire who completed the survey* 
fhe rest of. the staff1 in both areas trained at other 
courses throughout the country*
5, At the time of the survey both superintendents were 
responsible for the administration of the health viol ting 
service only*
At the 1961 census the population of Merton was 
189>013 and of Wiltshire 422?9$5 of whom 209$046 were 
shown as living in the . rural districts*
this survey could be .criticised in that insufficient 
numbers of health visitora were trained at the University 
of Surrey to make an efficient comparison with the training 
received there* Also there may be criticism that as bo 
few trained under the new syllabus a comparison Is not 
yet possible* Of health visitors who returned the forme 
only 10 out of 12 trained under the new syllabus and of 
those 10 onlys. 3 trained at the' University of Surrey*
fhe London Borough of Merton wee formed in 1965 
as a result of the London government Act 1963, fhe 
components were the two boroughs of Wimbledon and Mitcham 
and the urban district area of Merton and Morden, Many 
large mansions and houses are found in the north of the 
borough. In the south are small terraced houses* some 
of them due for demolition* three Council .estates, one 
built between the wars and two composed mostly of flats 
were built after the second world war, fhe population 
in the southern end work in light industry on a factory 
estate in Hordea and many of them work in the building 
industry as well as in shops and daily cleaning jobs* 
fwo laundries provide work for some of the women, fhe 
remainder of the population commute into central London 
to work or work in local Council offices and government 
departments. There is a high (1961 census) number of 
professional people in the area* Mitcham consists of 
©mall privately: owned property and Council property,
The population work in light industry in the area, or 
. are labourers: and Partisans*:
Merton and Morden urban district has grc?m up in 
the last 60 years from almost a village round two old 
churches to a large Council estate built after the first 
world war and privately owned house© built In between 
the two world wars. This area is largely middle class 
whose inhabitants work in the professions and local and 
central government departments. There is some light :
industry in the area which provide© work for some of the \
• ' ' V . :V
inhabitants,-, ■ The' large estate, owned at present "by ; ; rX;: ■
■ ■ . . ■ A
\\
The' Greater-London Council, was .originally built for 
families with-young■, children■ rehoueed'from- the Inner 
London, ares' directly ■- after the first • world '.war, These ■ 
families have .grown up in the area -ana. the children'.'moved \~
,elsewhere so that the .population on,these estates-is-an 
ageing one® . fhie probably accounts. for the upward trend 
in the population grade from 45 ~ :59 years and the greater • 
percentage in these' age' ranges than those in Wiltshire,
When the survey was tone 4 of the 21 health ..visitors 
were fully attached to' general practitioners the .rest 
having coyopemtlon with them, , Since ;the ..survey'.was. 
concluded the attachment of;staff to'general practice has 
been increasing* A few of the staff In this area use 
public transport for their work* This' ..is from choice. as 
cars or scooters may be used in the area by owner drivers . 
on a casual, payment basis*.
- The County of Wiltshire follows the pattern of, most 
rural counties* A great deal of agriculture, is. tone 
in the area and there ore some medium oisea towns supporting 
industry, of which-Salisbury,' population 35*492* .
Chippenham 17#543-and .Trowbridge 15,844 are the largest# .
One large town Swindon* population 91*739 is the -centre 
of the railway repair works# In Wiltshire: 38 out of 
the 64 health visitors who returned the forms are attached - 
to general practitioners, 13 have co-operation with the 
general practitioners and one' health visitor stated that' 
she had no contact with some'' general, practitioners in 
the area* This health visitor is'responsible for
families on m  E.A*!5. station and vie its them as part 
of.-her routine work* irrespective of their being on 
any one .general practitioners list* She'.entire staff ' : 
of the rural areas used.ears or .scooters either owned : 
by the.health visitor or provided by the local authority* 
In this area one -hedth .visitor was.'largely concerned 
with the visiting of tuberculous clients and those-with' •. 
•chest '.diseases# as well as attendance at chest clinics*' 
Her visits and clinical duties have been recorded with 
the ^part;timew on duty*
■ At the oommmmmmt of this -survey the populations 
. according .to the 1961 census were collected and;compared- 
on a percentage haste* fhc graphahowe that he tween "
0 -* 40 years the population percentage was greater in 
Wiltshire but that after this age the percentage was.- 
higher in Merton*' Thto remained so until the 90:** 94 ' 
a go group when the two figures were identical* A further 
'comjferiscm was done, of young people between 0 - 20 age 
ranges* fhe percentage in Wiltshire was higher until 
the 11 years age group when there was parity .after which 
the figure was higher in Merton reaching 'its greatest;' 
disparity at 13 years* ' She percentages coming close ' 
.together-at 19 ~ 20 years.
■ fhe comparison of the birth rates for the two areas
‘ :Q#S)
tor 1964* 1969*.1966 and 1967-are shown .in a i^dDograonand 
in each, of the four years it was considerably'- higher in ' 
•Wiltshire, it is noticeable.'that in both areas for the 
years ahovm the birth rate is falling.
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m o g  SURVEY I
XKgROBTTCMOH
A pilot survey based on the following questionnaire 
was carried out in the Greater london Borough of Merton
Ccn/r\ly <£'
and^Wiltshire. In Merton the survey covered the five 
days November. 27 th «* December let 1967. Five health visitor© 
hased at felham Hoad health centre* Wimbledon completed 
the questionnaire* f© test the efficiency of the 
questionnaire no guidance was given to the health visitors 
as to how the questions should he answered.
The questions selected were based on the authors 
personal knowledge of the work of a health visitor* on 
the description of her work as envisaged in the National 
Health Service Act 1946f on the recommendations of the 
committee on the inquiry into health visiting (HMSO 1956)* 
and on the report of the standing nursing advisory committee 
of the Central Health Services Council (1965)*
This report showed five fields of activity of the 
health visitor and it was felt that the questions posed 
would specify activities under each heading*
Five health visitors in Wiltshire completed the 
forms for the five days January .£2nd V26th 1968 and 
the results are summarised as follows***
January 22 ~ 26 1968
Please record the following daily# 
Forms supplied for each day.
1# Hours spent on clerical work
2, a)
b)
fotal number of telephone calls$ in
out
Subject of telephone call and action taken#
Subject
1 
11 
ill 
iv
v
Humber of' visits
a) Children 0-1
b) Children 1-2
e) Children 2-5
Action
d)
e)
School children 
Over 60
f ) Handicapped, (may be 
included in above)#
---Han'STc et? ‘ feentally
T
fhysi'cailvl
Humber I
4#
5.
6#
7*
a*
9*
10#
X»i» f  
12#
Humber of Immigrant families visited '
Humber of households visited (Section 3 to be Included).
Other workers visiting these households# e.g. School
Welfare Officer# Welfare 
Officer etc# W*B.?#S. 
m e a s e  speelfyi vl
ii vii
ill viii
iv ■ ix
V X
Humber- of Clinics undertaken
Humber of vists of schools
cleanliness inspection 
school medical inspection 
any other# please specify
Other workers interviewed
1
ii
ill
e.g. H.S.f.O.C.# School Welfare 
Officer etc#
Hame or meeting NumberMeetings attended.
e.g# Group meetings 
of H.Vs. with other 
workers etc#
Any other work undertaken# e.g# visits with clothing etc#
Please specify#
Any relevant comments on this form as to its giving 
a picture of the daily work of a Health Visitor.
1. Clerical work - fixne In houra
Merton 27*11.67 - 1.12.67
Wiltshire 22. 1.68 ~ 26. 1.68
MBE20I
H.?. 'Mon. files.- tea. fhur. J?ri. fotal
1 ■; It ' 1 ■. ■ 4 It■ it .v 6
2 3 1 2 0 4 - ■ 6| '
3 1 1 2 2 0 6
4 It 3 H  ‘ ' 1 34 10|
5 If 0 3 0 1 5f
8f 6 9 ... 44
6| ■ 344 ■
w m m i m
H.T. Mon. 2ues» Wed.' ©nar. fotal
■ 1 ■ If 3 1A**«• '14**•« " ■  5
2 n -s' ■ F .It ■
2
?
li 5
■ ;3 . i » ■. S. it 1 4f
4 ■ i 4 f 4 1 ■; 3§
5 a& ■ 1 1 0 2 . 44
4-f 3^
j
41
3 1
..ii
3l2 23
♦ lumber of telephone calls
Merton 27*11*6? -* 1.12*67
Wiltshire 22* 1*68 - 26. 1.68
MSEI0H
H* V* Monday fuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday fotal
In Out In Out In Out In 1 Out In Out In Out
1 1 2 ■ 3 ". 7 2 2 1 1 ^ 3 0 10 12
3 2 3 1 1 2 2 1 0 2 0 8 6
3 4 2 3 .2 6 4 3 2 0 0 16 10
4 2 2 2 .1 1 1 3 4 2 5 10 13
5 2 3 2 14 6 3 ' 0 0 4 0 14 20
11 12 11 25 17 12 8 7 11 5 58 61
WIM’SIIIRE
H*?. Ion
In
day
Out
fue.
In
sd ay 
Out
Wed 1 
In
m u  I I I  I L L  111... I l l
lesday
Out
IhU3
In
rsday
Out
Fri
In
day
Out
lot
In
;al
Out
1 0. 3 1 ■ 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 2 5
2 1 1 1 2 0 1 0 0 2 0 4 4
3 0 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 1 ;0 2 2
4 3 2 1 1 0 2 0 2 2 0 6 7
5 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1 1
4 8 4 4 2 3 0 3 5 1 15 19
Children 0-1 visited
Merton 27*11*67' - 1.12,67
■'Wiltshire--. 22.: 1*68 -26* 1*68
m r n m
H. Mon*. 'fuee« wed* ' fhur* -Pri* - fotal
■ 1 . ' 7 2 ::0- ' 0; . 0 9
2 5 i:;; -3v ' 3 ' / ■' 3 ' -o . 14
3 V: 8 ■ 3 I 3 . 11 0 25 '
4 o ;- ■ 4 ■ 4 1 : 9
5 ' 2 2 : 1 : 0 , 2 ; 8
22 10 12 18 3 65
WIMSH1RE
B* V* Mon* fues* ! Wed* fhur* Fri. fetal
1. 0 0 |: 2 • 4 3 9 ■ ;
2. . 7 4 ! 3 0 ; 3 17
; 3 2 ■. 1 1 . 2 , 2 ; 4 / 11
■ 4 5 : 4 r 2 1  ^6 . ■ 18
.5' 3 3 I: ' 6 : 0 4 16
17 12 : i5 7 20 71
l.Chilfiren 1-2 visitea
T'crton 27.11.67 - 1.12.67
Wiltshire 22. 1.68 -26. 1.68
if*?*. ' non* . Sues* fei* fhar* Fri* fetal'
. i : '■ 1 0 ..0 \ 1 . 0: !: ' 2
2
%
■7 ■ 2 :' 
- o
2 4 '
"■ o
o ;
ft
r m .
R
4
<K
2
. iZ 
0 | 2
«
4 '
u
4
O •. 
12
5 2 0 2 2 2 8
14 4 ! 8 13 .6 ' 45
"masHiHB "
II* ¥* lieu* - faea* Wet* ‘■ ftar*; f ri#. :■ fetal
1 1 - O' 1 2,'V 1 "'■■'■ : 5 ■■■;'
. 2 ' 4 ! 1 ■ . 8 O' 2 ■ ■ 13
3 ■ 1 !' ' IV 2 ■ 2 2 : M
4 8 !' .7 4 2 10 . ; 31. .
5 o ! 0 1 2 0 3
14 !. 9‘ 14 8 15 60
5* Children 2-5 visited
Merton 27*11*67 - 1.12.67
Wiltshire 22* 1*68 - 26, 1,68
Merton
H.V. ■ Mon, . fixes. .Wed,: Thar. Mri, Total
i ; . -8-' .■ 1 0 0 : . 0 9
2 . 6 v/4/. 2 2 0 14
3 3 ;' 3 1 1 0 a
4 4 0 4 ‘ - 4 0 12
5 8 0 3 ' '2 '! 1 14
•29 8 10 . s’ ■ 1 57
Wiltshire
H.7. Mon, fixes. Wed,' Thur. Fri. ! Total
■ 1 : 0 ■ 0 . 0 ' ■! ' 4 0 4
2 3 ; 1 ■ ; 2 0 3 9 ‘ '
3 0 2 4 6 ■ - 3 15
■ 4 . :-9 ■ 10 3 0 10 32
5 . 0 0 ' ■ 2 0 0 2
12 13 11 10 16 62
Immigrant families; visited Merton 7 Wiltshire 0
Visits to 6CM- " 4 21
Visits to mentally handicapped : 0 - ; -;; 0
Visits to 'phyaicelly tiandioapped 1
■=. :a) ■ blind - l . ;" l
h ) multiple 
- hand leaps X ■ ■
Other workers contacted,
Family Planning Association 1 0
School Welfare Officer 3 0
Mental Welfare Officer 3 0
H,S*P,0.C, . ■ 1 : 0
Teachers ■ ■; 0 2
•Oeneral Fractitioiiers 0 1
Midwife 0 ' 1
Households visited
Merton 27,11.67 - 1,12.67
Wiltshire ;22,,1,68' ~ 26,'1,68
IISHfOI
H.V, laOn, ■ fues, Wed, ■ fhnr,!■:m , :: f otel- ■'
■>;;1:' 7 10-. 4 0 1 ■' i 7 16 - ..
2 ' 8 5 5 6 0 24
3 11 ■ .6 ■- 4 : '■■A : ' 0 25 ; ,
4 5 ' 0 9 : 6 - o 20
5 10 2 6 2 . 5. 25
44 17 24 19 ■ 6‘ 110
WH.3JSHIRB
II,?, .Mont, fues. fed. liiur. fri. Total
-1 ' . : 2 ■ 1 2 5 5 15 7'
2 11 .5 5 1 ; 8 30
3 : 4 0 ■ 5 ■, ■ 0 0 ■. :9 ;-
4 11. : 15 5 ‘ ■ 2 16 49 .
5 ' 4: ■ .6 5 5 0 20
32 27 22 13 29 123
Other visitors to household
Merton 27,11.67 - 1,12.67
Wiltshire 22, 1,68 ..,-26, 1,68
Merton Wiltshire,
Ceaeral Practitioner 6 12
Home help' : • 1
School welfare officer 1
Social worker ' ■ . 4: 1
Public health inspector 1
Mental welfare officer 2 1
Welfare: officer . 3 1
Appliances worker 1
Council for unmarried mothers 1
.National Society for the 
Prevention of Cruelty to 
Children 1
.Child-;Care .officer 1; 3
Psychiatrist / 1 -
0uiM of social" welfare - 1
Moral welfare worker 1 . . .
British let Cross'- 1
District, nurse 1 :
Probation officer 1
Womens voluntary service 2
Metical officer of health 1.
St. Itesber of clinics attended
Kerton 27.11.67 - 1.12.67
Wiltshire 22. 1,68 - 26. 1,68
. Mom ' ' lues. wea# . Thar*- fotaX
1 ■ .0 1 0 X ’ . 0 ’ : 2 '
: 2 0 ' X i 0 2- 4
■ ■■'S v ■: $ \ '■ 1 • ' 0 1 O' 2
4 ■ i ' x ; i : 0- ■ X .4
o . X 0 X "X * 3
■ ■_ i 5 2 3 : 4 15
W1MSHXHB
H*Y*' Som faes* Wed. fhur* Mi. Total
x- X 0 X X 0 ' ’3
. 2 X ■; X X : X : 0 ... 4
' 3 3 X 2 0 0 6
4 .0 0 2 0 0 . 2 . ,
. 5 ■ X ' ' . X . 3 X 1 7
e .3 9 . • 3 X 22
1G. Visits to schools
Merton 27.11.6? —  1.12.67
Wiltshire 22. 1. 68 -26. 1.68
H*V. 1
o p
I * : $1268.;/ •Wed*; Sots!
i ; ■ ■' ;0 0 ■ 0 1 0 1
. 2 0 0 . 0 . 0 : .0 0
3 ."0 , . 0 1 ' 0 ; o 1
4 0 0 0: 1 1 2
5 0 0 0 ■ Q 0 0
0 c 1 2 1 ■ ■ -4
WIL3BHIRE
H*V. Moa#' fuea#: Wed." fhuxv F ri, fatal
1 X . . ■ 0 ■ 1 . ■; x 0 3
2 1 1 1 X 0 4:
... 3 . 3 1 2 0 0 . . $ '
■ 4 . 0 0 2 0 0 2
..- 1 1 ‘ 3 1 1 7
6 ; 3 9 3 1 22
Question 1 and 2a fine stent on clerical work.
Humber of telephone calls.
Analysis of these figures shotted--that health, ■ 
visitors.in Merton spent significantly longer on clerical 
work than those in Wiltshire (p4*05) and the difference 
In the number of telephone calls' in Merton was also 
statistically significant • ( p <>01). - Shis could be 
accounted for by the fact that health visitors in Merton ■ 
are grouped In office premises whilst those in Wiltshire 
are’ not. Clerical work am ’ telephone ■ calls in Wiltshire 
would be<undertaken at home* some out of office hours 
and may not have been recorded.
Question 2b. Subject of telephone calls.-
lo useful' information was obtained from these and 
this question was rejected.' r'
Question 3. ' Humber .of -visits in m e  croups. '
Differences in the average number of visits in 
the age groups recorded’ over the five days -by the health , 
visitors in Merton and 'Wiltshire 'were not statistically 
significant. It .was felt that the selected age groups 
were very limited end that an expansion would be nacesearjr 
in a further survey.,, ihe numbers of handicapped 
persons recorded were of no value and this section 
was not analysed.-
Question 4# Immigrant.families visited.
fhe number of itimigrsnt families recorded was 
infinitesimal ati it would appear that in neither area ; 
were these families occupying a substantial part of 
the health visitors time*'
Questlon 5* Humber of household visited.
m m m m m m m m m m m fim m m tm w n vm tmum. t \m n i mmmm m m m m m m m w  v n m m
fhere was’no useful information obtained from the'-’ 
question and it.was therefore rejected* as it did not 
show unsuccessful ( m  reply), visits to .households , as '••' - 
opposed to those households visited successfully. '.
Quest ion 6. , •' Other workers visiting households.
She answer to this question was not always possible 
as the health visitors ore not always made-aware of 
other visitors to the household. SPhis question would have 
to be expanded and differently worded’ if information of 
a more specific nature qras required.
Question 7. Humber of clinics undertaken. .
/ ■. Ho ■ analysis M m  done on these- figures as no 
description of. the kind of clinic' was requested* fhe-. 
question would .also have to be differently worded if,.- 
more-detailed; information was required.
Question H. Humber of via its to schools.
Analysis of these figures showed that health visitors 
in Wiltshire did. statistically significantly more 
school visits than the health visitors in Merton {p. X*0L>. 
fhis could be accounted for by the fact that state 
registered nurses are employed on a part-time basis in 
Merton to undertake the school medical inspections*
Questions 10. 11. 12. Meetings .attended, other works 
comments oh fore* -
fhese quest ions supplied no. useful Information 
and were not analysed# Ho specific request was made ; 
for the- health -.visitors to record visits to expectant 
mothers, and it would be necessary to' .request these' ■ 
figures- in a further survey in order to see the extent 
of the health visitors work 'with this' section of .the--' 
population*’ ■
MSOPSSION
It was seen from this first pilot survey that the 
questions did not reveal the full extent of the health 
visitors.activities* fhere was not a detailed enough ■ 
selection of -age ranges, there was.no indication of 
unsuccessful/ (no reply) visits, no .' Indication of the 
total number of persons contacted, no . information- about 
health education group.-sosalone. or'bf the nature of 
the. clinics' undertaken* ,
VILQT STOtTS! II
She second pilot survey based on the following 
questionnaire was carried out; in Merton and Wiltshire* 
'She same five health visitors , in both areas-completed 
the form for the five days ganuary 22ad'~ 26th 1968f . 
inclusive* Ilo guidance was given to; the health visitors 
in either area as to how the questions were to be 
answered* When the questionnaires were .returned it 
wss seen that one health visitor in Merton resigned ■ 
so that only four completed forms were returned from 
that area*
• Survey of health, visitors6 work, : January 22nd-26th 19680
aramsis. op home m s iT m a * ;:
It, Humber of persons -selected'by Health Visitor* , 
for home visits a,*,,,,,,,*,,,,,,,,
2. Of these visits what number'?/ere ':
■ 3fec tual r"bne^ 3fectual '
3# Humber of heme visits requested t** :
■ a. by client ’
' by. others* Specify, 1*
: . ■ . ' ■ 3 * .... .
4a -
4* .Humber of expectant mothers seen,
a, with other children Included:in section 5,
b. With no other children, .
5, Ages of persons actually seen for purpose.of visit,
(include section 4 b, please), ’ .
:o -; i ■ ■ . ■ 1
. 1 ~ 5 
5 - IS­
IS - 60 ■
- 60 ♦  '
6, Of the effectual visits what number,-were*.''
1, 'Given'advice ■' . . .
2,•' Recommended s course of action ^
(c,g* to attend clinic, see $,¥»»
Rapt*- etc*)
3* for purposes of inspection
(look at vaccination, assess"F6rT'Say' 1 
Hursery admission etc,)
4, Visited for any other reason,
Please specify 1,
2,
- ■ ' 3.
4,
travelling time, for whole of visiting
8, If no home visiting done.
Specify other work undertaken a.m*
p.o#
Examination of .the first'pilot survey showed . 
that more detailed .questions were required if a 
satisfactory analysis, of the activities of the health 
visitors was to he done* An attempt was made, to find 
how many visits were ©elected by the health visitor .- 
herself and how many were requested by others, As 
noted in the first survey no. question was asked about 
ineffectual visits (no reply), nor about visits to 
expectant mothers, these were therefore Included* 
Question 8 was' included in m  endeavour.-'to find' out' 
what the health visitor achieved on successful visits, 
to come into line with the report of the standing 
nursing edvisiory committee of the Central Health 
Services Council (1963) e question on travelling time 
was included. Ho question on clinic attendance was 
Included in the survey but question 0 might reveal this.
Survey of work Week January 22n& - 26th 1368
i* . m m m i of pbssoss q w soted  m  health' visitors for: visits
MIHTOH
H.?* ■ Mon* Tues*. Wei* . Thar* Fri* . Total
.' 1 ;! 16 7 7 0 8 38
■ 2
fj 5 4 ■ 6 4 26
3 ’■ V A ' C A !? 0 y
■4 7 10 7 8 8 40
5' • 10 ■ 6 14 0 8 38
40 28 32 14 28 142
WILTSHIRE
H.V. Mon* lues. tea. Thar* Trim Total
1 4 ! ' . . 2'.. 4 13 9 32
2 14 " 6 13 2 8 43
3 5 5 5 7 29
4 ! . ■ 15 18 5 2 16 1 ' 58
5 4 5 8 9 7 ! 33
44 36 35 j 31 47 ! 193
Weelc 22nd — 26th January 1968
2. OP VI3I2B SEM5CEED IH I 
EPPE0SUA1
■■ n*v* Mon* ■ Tms* ' Wed* Thnr* Tri* ■ fotal.
2 10 ■ ■. 6 '. 7 0 •5-. 28 -■
2 . 13 1 . 4.. 6. 4 4 31
3 ¥ M C A If ■ o.... I
4 5 6 8 ' 7 ; 5 28
5 ' . 8- | 4 . ; 20 0 ■ 5 27
36. |' 20 28 22 29 224
!? IMBHIBE
H.V* Bon*' Saes* Wed* Thm* ;Fri* fotal
x 2 1 3 ' 22 ■ 5 22
: 2 24 ’ 6 32. 1 7 39
’ : . 3 4 4 '■’5 ■ ' 4 ; 5 22
4 . 22 23 ■ 5 . ' 2 26 49
■ 3 4 . 6 '' .''6 ■ 5 ■ 28
35 32 30 ; ■ 23 - . 40 160
m  VISITS SimQTm 11 X ' ?/eefc 22.1.68 - 26.1. 
Ineffectual
HSfOIf
H.V. Hon. ■fues. tea. fhur# Fri. ■fetal
1 6 1 0 0 3 10
2 1 2 0 2 0 5
V. 3.' ¥ ; A 0 : A H ■; 0 . ■; ¥
A ■ ■ • 2 4 ■ 2; ' . 1 3 12
5 . . 2 2 4 ■ - :0 3 11
11 6 3 f ’■ 38 '
WXLfSHIRB
' H.¥. Mon. lues. Wea. ftwar. Fri. fatal
1 ■ f 1 1 • ' 2 ' 4 10
2 0 0 2 1 '
' ' 1 4
3 3 1 0 1 2 7 ;
f 4 . .3' . 0 . o.: 0 7
5 0 0 : . 2 4 0 6 '
i ! , t '
v ;9 ' ■, 5 ’ 5 8 7 I 34:
V i s i t ®  R E O S O T E S fE D  ® T BBHtOII W I B f S l I E l
Client 3 6
School 3 1
Medical officer of health. ■ : 2 . - O '
Assistant isedieal- officer ; >2 1
Ceneral practitioner 1 7
Housing' department - 1 0
neighbour 1 0
Hospital- 1 O
Other health visitor 1 O
Children*s officer 0 2
County Hall 0 1
Welfare officer (E.A.F.) 0 1
4. 33XTB02AN2 K0SHBH5 SEE! Week 22.1.63 - 26,1.68 
Primisravida - Kaltipara, :
ISERSOIf
' Monday 
H
Tuesday .Wednesday 
T  K  "
Thursday
? m
Frid
X?
ay
Pi .
Total
? m
" 1 0 0 0 0 .0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.
2 0 1 0 X 0  * . 0 0 0 ‘ O ' 0 O' 2
■ V A  ; ■ 0 A H 0 : Y
:.v. 4-. ■ 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 3
■J . 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 O 2
0 2 0 1 ' 0 ' ■ X . 0 0
r*% 
I 
° 
1 0 7
WXMSHIRE
H*¥* 'Monday 
P M
Tuesday 
P M
Wednesday 
P M
Tliurs&ay
P, • M
Friday
P ■ M
Total 
P M
' 0 ■ X 'O' 0. 0 0 0 X ' O- :-0 0 2
' ‘. 2 ; • 0 0 0 ■ 0 X 0 0 0 0 '0 X 0
3 0 ' 0- 0 - 0 0 0 0 0 '0 1 • 0 X
4 0 0 0 0 0 0 4 ■ 6 0 ' 0' 4 .6
■ ‘S ' 0 X 0 0 0 0 0 X 0 X 0 3
0 ■ 2 0 • 0 I 0 4 8 0 2 5 12
5. VISI2S IS  AGE GROUPS Keek 22.1.68 - 26.1.-68
O-l years
HBEfOI? /. -
/Men." :.Tae&0: wea. fhur. Fri# [ 3?otal
i • T' . ■ ■ 2 . ■/ 4 0 2 15
2 . 3 ; :- '-2 2 - 3 1 11
3 A 0 A S 0 Y
4 . a . 2 3 4 3 14
5 3 0 3 0 4 10
15 6 12 7 10 50
\ WIMSHIBK
■ fues* Wed* .: f Mr* Frl* fetal
1 . 0 ;' o ■ 2 ' 3
. 2 ¥ ,4 3 ■: V  0 3 17
3 . 2 ’ 2 ■ : 3 ■; - 2 4 13
4 . ■' 3 4 2 1 6 IB
' 5/ v i 3 6 0 4 16
17 13 16 7 ;: 20 73
6. 1-5 years Seek: 22.1.68 - 26,1.68
ion* fues* Wed, ■ 57hur# fri* fotal
1 ..a : -7,"'’ 4 0 ; • 5 ' 24
2 \.: $ v..-' £3_ © ■ ■ •6 : 3 2? ;
3 ■ ■ ■:.? . A • 0 . v:A;;' ' H; ' ‘ .8 X
4 3 ' 0. 4 7 6 20
■ 5 8 ; 2 ; 5 . ■ 0 4 19
L ; 24 ■ ■ 14 ■ 21 13 18 ': ;:' J0 :
WIMSHIRE
ifiX' 1-ion* - £uee*,, v/ecL ; iKiur* frl. iolex-
1 1 0 ■ 1 6 ■ 1 9
2 7 2 8 ' O'. ,5 - 22
3 1 3 4 ' 8 ' -5. ' ■^fl
4 8 7 4 .., . 2 ■ . 10 r 31
';5 0 0 2 2 0 ■
17 12 19 18 21 . 87 ' - V
7. 5-15 years feete 22.1.68 -26.1.6
H.V. ; Mon* fties* ,Wed.; . fhttr* . Pri* Total
: 1 ' ■ ■ 0 '■■■■■; c . 0 0 0 0
2 \ ■ 1 . *0 0 1 ■ 1 3
■3 .. ¥ ' A ft- a II 0 Y
4 0 0 0 0 0 . ' 0 .
5 ■ 0 3 3 v • O ; 0 6
1 3 3 .-. 'x . 1 9
wIM3HIHE
H.F* .Mon*' Tues* Wed. Tiiur* Prl* Total
■l,- - ■ ' 0 : 1 0 0 i ; 2
2 .0
o
; o -' 0
■
; ■ 0 
A
i 
' o
1
KJ
. 4 '
d
0
u
- O
- M$# . 
0
■ u 
0
* ■
0
9
0 . .
5 0 1 0 0 3 : 4 .■
2 2 . ■ 1 ■ 0 ' 12
a* ; 15-60 .' ' Weak 22.1#68 - 26.1,68
MBHfOM
H. V. ■Mon* : fu.ee* fed. ftmr. FrI. feta!
' , 1 1 ■ 0 - 0 • 0 0 1
' - 2 1 0 1 : - 1 0 3
3 ¥ A ' O' A I 0
4 0 0 1 2 0 3
5 ■ 3 0 •0 ... 0 . 2 ' . 5
- 5- ; 0 2 3 2 ' 12
WILTSHIRE
H.V. Hon. faes* Wed. f hur. Fri* fotal
1 .0 1 0 1 0 2
2 0 \ 0 0 . 0 0 0
3 0 ■ 0 • 0 : 0 0 0
4 1 ' ■ . ■ 0 ■ 0 0 0 1
5 . ' o •; 1 0 0 3 4
1 2 ■- 0 1 3 .7
S, Over 60 Week 22 .1*68 -  2 6 .1 .6 8
m m & m
H.V. Mon. ' mee. ' lei. ■ Thur* Fri. Total
1 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 0 0 -2 1 2 5
3 Y ;a :'v- ; C A ' N 0 t
4 v 0 1 . 1 0 0 2
' '■ 5- 3 0 . 1 ■ - . o 1
- r .-... :
0 y 4
3 1 •: 4 1 ■ 2 ■ 11
WILTSHIRE
H.V. Mon. -fuea. Wei. Thur* Fri. Total
1 . 1 0 0 0 0 - 1
- 2 - 0 - 0 1 X 2 4
3 0 0 0 0 1 1
4 1 2 0 0 2 , 5
5 - 1 ■ 1 . J 0 4 ' ‘ 0-' 6
3 3 1 5 ; 2 17
Questions X eat 2* Selection of home visits# effectual 
and ineffectual visits. -
. These questions were asked in - an. endeavour to 
ascertain who' selected the family on. requiring" a visit ; 
from the health visitor# ; The four health visitors : in 
Merton selected 142 persons and those in .Wiltshire 193©' 
There the difference was not . statistically eignif leant 
(f 1). Of the 142 selected in Merton 114 were effectual 
visits and 38 ineffectual (no .reply)#. Of the 193 selected 
in Wiltshire; 170 were effectual - .and 34 ineffectual* The 
difference, in the number of effectual visits, of the .two 
areas las not statistically .significant (p 1)» m r  was 
the difference in number of the ineffectual visits (p 1)#
Question 3# Humber of home visits requested#
The replies to the question did not show any 
useful information and were rejected* A further, question 
on the; subject of selection of visits must be undertaken# 
These findings are recorded in- numbers only*
Question 4* Humber of expectant mothers - visited*
' As has been noted no previous question-had requested 
this Information. so it was ■ included here#- The difference 
in the numbers-showed-no statistical significance either
for laultipara or -primagravida (p 1)*
Question 5m Ages of ."persons, vieited#.
The figures recorded in this question were analysed 
end in no section of; age groups was 'there - statistically 
significant difference between"the numbers recorded' in 
both areas* (p 1 in all sections)*.- ,'As & 'result of this
limited grouping it.was-felt that the. age groups should .' 
he.further broken down in;order to see whether there 
was any eigaifleant difference between the. two area?.
Question 6m. Mvice. items*
'Ho -'analysis was mate of the numbers resorted in ■ 
this section as the ■ questions were ■'not "e'pecMO;.-enough* ■
It was therefore rejected and' it was decided to pose ■ 
these questions in a different fora In the definitive 
survey* .
'Question 7* Travelling time* .
Wo useful infomation was- obtained-from this question 
as. ;it became apparent that some health visitors recorded 
time taken-in getting to the visits and-others did not* : 
This question was therefore rejected*
Question 8* Other.work. undertaken*
..Ho attempt-was made to too brd the answers to the 
question as' it had already been done by health' visitors'- ■' 
.in.Horton from lovember 27th - December.let 1967 and 
was. done, by the health visitors in Wiltshire on the seme 
questionnaire during the period of the second survey*
Certain aspect© of this survey-did not reveal the 
full extent of the' health visitors work and when the' 
definitive survey was planned'the age groups would- be ' 
expanded and the advice items included in question 6 of 
the survey would be more clearly defined*
' From the number recorded and the analysis carried 
out it would' appear that-within the limitations of the ■ 
survey the. five health vial tore in each area were carrying 
out similar work*.
M f X f ? I T X T O  S T O T O f
. '.The definitive surveyf based on the following ■ 
questionnaire was then carried out in Merton and 
Wiltshire* The survey covered the period May 6th - 
May 31.Bt 1968* ' :
The questionnaire was sent to the lursing Officer 
of the area who distributed them to the staff* 
Accompanying the questionnaire-was an-appended form, 
in order to compare length of service and performance 
in the two groups* As with the previous surveys no 
guid once -was- given to the - health - visitors ■ as to - how 
the questions should be-answered*
May 6th ** 3lst inelusive 1968
fime spent on clerical
telephone calls 'IN • ••••.••<>«
0CJ3? • •«* . *0*»*
Number of effectual visits to households
Number of ineffectual visits to households *.......
Number of effectual visits to ALL persons
0 - V ■0 0 0 0 0 0 0  0 0 0 3 5 - 39
1 mtm 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 40 ~ 44 « • • • • :* • •
2 ** 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0 0  0 45 - 49
3 ' «* . . . f t  • • * . . . 50 - 54 • • • .  • .  ft ft . •
4 -» 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 55 - 59 . . . . . . . . . .
5 M* 9 0 0 0  0 0 0 0  0 0- 0 60 - 64 • . • . • « ft • ft •
10 - 14 ■0 0 0 0 0 0-0 0 0 0 65 — 69 :'ftftfftftftftftft«
15 19 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 yo * 74 . ’ ft » • . • » • ft ft •
2 0 24 . . . . . . . . . . 75 - 79 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
2 5 ■ft*. 29 . ' ft ft ft ft ft ft ft; ft .ft' ft ' 80 - 84 . • . .  ft * ft ft ft •
30 w: 34 ft. ft . ft ft. ft ft ft ■ 85+ * ft • ft . • .  • • •
Number of visits to expectant mothers (included in age
• ■ table) «•**** 0-0 0 0 0
Number of visits to handicapped persons (included in
a£e table) •
Clinic sessions undertaken
Please specify type and duration •........
• •*****.■*•
0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
Number of visits to schools for any purpose 
Please specify purpose' » • • •  ft. • ft 0 • ft ft * « ft. ft ft ft
.'Vftftftfftftft *« ftV0-0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 0
Of the effectual visits what number were given advice.
a. Infant feeding and growth ..........
b. Foddler feeding and growth
c. Family advice ..........
d. Advice for extended family
e. Family planning
f. Home safety
g. Other. Please specify. .........
h. Recommended course of action
attend clinic,G.P., Referred to other workers et
i. For purposes of inspection
(For daily minding, day nurseries, 
vaccination etc).
Contact with other workers (e.g. G.P. Y/elfare Officer etc. 
Please specify.
. ■ trniVEfflsi fi. of srarar
. ■ 1968
■ . Please, supply the following information*
Hatnet : ♦*.#**#*****#*•**♦*****♦♦•♦**♦..
Bate of qualification a s © health visitor *•»••**•** 
Years of service as'a:.health visitor ■ *•••••«••«
length of service.in present area ■
Relationship with .-General Practitioner 
•. 1. ' ' Full attachment
2. Partial attachment
3* Close co-operation
4* Casual co-operation
5. Ho contact*
Health Education groups 
■ a) ante-natal' 
b) ■ parents raft 
■c) .schools
d) others, please specify 
•Please delete those not applicable*
- Questions 1+■2*-3, 4# '6t 7*. 9* end 11. were 
similar or Identical' to those in the pilot surveys, ■
■ as they appeared; to produce ' , :  answers of use for. ,
the purposes of this investigation* ■
Questions 5* 8,"and 10' were expanded to provide
that information of value thought to he absent' in the 
pilot surveys*
A complete breakdown was .made of the figures returned' 
on. questions .5-10 and these were subjected to statistical 
analysis* the two areas were compared and- further. 
statistical analysis was applied to each areaseparately 
for those health visitors who had been .qualified for more 
then five years with those who heel been qualified .leas
than five years and who were recorded, as .being. always on
\
duty* Of these health visitors, 40 out of 45 in Wiltshire 
hod qualified more than'five years, .ago and. 8 of. the-18 in- . 
Merton* . - .
" fbere.was no selection of staff talcing part in the 
survey* 27 health visitors. out of e total . of 27 completed 
the forms in Horton and 64 out -of 8.0 completed the forms 
in Wiltshire*
When the forms.wore returned it was seen that of . 
the 27 health visitors in MertonM9 had been off their 
normal duties for a variety of reasons such as sickness, 
annual leave, post certificate refresher- courses add that : 
of these 9, three worked on © part time basis only*
Any health visitor who had been off for more than 
three day© was counted as only working part time' and" 
was recorded with the' "part time” health visitors of 
which there are two in Merton* /
In Wiltshire 19- health visitors out of the' 84 had'- 
also been off normal duties for the same reasons and-these 
were also recorded''as working -"part time”*- .-There ware 
no health visitors recorded as being' employed "as "part time
. In both areas . some members of' the staff recorded 
as "full time” -also had occasional days off* These were 
accounted for when - the - means, were obtained* ■ ■ ' '
' In order to obtain o clearer picture of the ages of 
persons visited by the health visitors the age figures 
??cre extended to coincide with those of the 1981 census*
The numbers of visits to expectant mothers were 
again included and handicapped' persons were introduced- 
as they had not been' included separately, in the two pilot 
surveys*
' The number of clinic’ sessions and visits to schools 
were also recorded, as there are invariable fixtures-in 
the health .visitors* work* .
The selection of advice items was ■ the authofa based 
on knowledge of work as a health visitor and in discussion 
with health visitors working in many different areas*
One item which was not included and with which health
visitors Interviewed; are having to ' deal in some areas ■ 
is that of housing problems* the health visitors are 
able only to refer their clients 1n the appropriate 
housing departments and to write reports on housing 
conditions*:■The advice given -has to he related.to■the' 
housing:in which.she finis the families she visits*' ' '/
V. It is known that health visitors make contact In 
the course of their work with many .other members of the 
public ant each health visitor was asket to specify 
'others' that'she contacted..taring the period of the survey* ■ 
A complete list with the number of. time contact wee . 
made is shown in' -appendix’ II.'
Reference to the records of the University of Surrey 
(Battersea College of Technology) revealed that 6 out 
of the 27 health visitors'in Merton and 19 out of the 
64 health visitors in Wiltshire, underwent training'for the 
health visitors certificate'at-the University of Surrey. ’ 
(Battersea dollege of Technology)*
In Merton 27-health visitore ■ completed the' enquiry 
form, the'following table aho?^ 0: dates of qualifications 
as health visitors'and' the year1©'work in the present .area*
tear of Hutafcer of m._B in Area
qualification Health Visitors
1946 1 22 yrs*
■1948 - 3 5 yrs* 18| yrs* iHlr
1950 1 3 mths?
: 1951 1- - ■ 9 yraf
1952 2 * 16. yrs s 3 yrs#
'1954 1 , :'4t: yrs#
1957 . , 1 * . 41
1959 ■ 1 ' 9  yrs#
2 6 yrsf 6 yrs#
1963' 1 ' 5 mths* .
1964 3 * 10 mths# 3 yrs 10 mths#
3t yrss
1965 3 # 2 yrs 9 mths# 11 mths#
5 mths *
1966 4 * 1 yrs 9 mths# 1 yr lQznti.
8 mths % 2 yrss
2 * 8 mths s 11 mths #
* a health visitor known to have trained at 
University of Surrey (.Battersea College of 
Technology).
-One health visitor did not record these particulars,
There was full attachment of the health visitor 
to general practitioners in four instances. Two health 
visitors were partially attached, one being attached for 
the doctor’s families living in Merton and sharing 
attachment with a health visitor in WanAevwio£h who visited 
the practice patients in that borough. The remaining.
health' visitors had some co-operation with the general ■ 
practitioners*; .Since the survey was started there has been 
full attachment by two more health visitors and others 
©re being implemented*. ■ '
Nine .of the- health visitors both part time and 
full time undertook no health education groups*- It is 
not known .whether these did not wish to do this .or did not 
do group education for any other reason* ' One of the : 
health visitors undertook duties solely concerned with, 
tuberculosis and'chest diseases* Her work is recorded 
with the other health visitors in the part time group*
With this exception all the health visitors undertake 
duties as school nurses but undertake very little formal 
teaching in schools* ■ The health visitors do not undertake 
routine medical inspections in secondary schools.*- These 
are done by State Registered Nurses* - Routine medical 
inspections in primary schools are at present undertaken 
by health, visitors#* The attached health visitors spent 
some time on most days at' the .doctor’s surgery for case 
discussion*'" Usually-the contact of: the other health 
tlsitors with the general practitioners was by telephone*
■ State Registered Nurses undertake most of the routine 
medical inspection in schools and immunisation and 
vaccination clinics and a clinic clerk helps with the 
clerical work*
In Wiltshire .64 health visitors completed the 
questionnaire*-- 45 were recorded, ©s full time and 19 as . 
part time * One of these was mainly concerned with
tuberculosis and .chest diseases*. All the health 
visitors'withVthis exception'' undertake duties as school 
nurses hut have state registered nurses as assistants 
in the routine medical inspections and have clerical 
assistances in "the clinics* All the health visitors in 
the area were employed full time*
fhe following table shows data relating to year 
of qualification and years in the area*
’W a r " WTmrTr'rr ■
qualification Health Tisitors ■ -irae.in,.Area.
1930
1931 
1933 
1937 
1941
1943
1944
1949
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1954
1955
1956
1957
1958
1
1
1
1
1
1-
1
1
2 #
3 #
2 *
3
3 *
2
2
3
3 * ■ 
6 *  "
1
5 ***
6 yrss
13 yrs t
14 yrs i
24 yrs t 
13 yrs s
25 yrs8
20 yrs i
14* yrs 8
13 yre; •
2 yrs i 2 yrs 5 
8 yrs * 10 mths t IB yrs:
7 - yrs 1 84* yrss
2 yrss 7 yrs? li§ yrai
1 yr 8 mths* 11 yrs*
1 yr 4 mths*':
6 yrs: 14 yrss 
2|* yrs: 6 yrss 
3'4 yrs s 6 yrs: 3& yra t
5 yrs: 2| yrss 2 yrss
1 rath: If yrs:7yrs 9mtho 
10 yre: l yr 8 mthss
6 yrs s
lOf yrss
1 yrs 9 yrss 11 mths:
10 yrss 1 yrs
Year of 
qualification
Humber of 
Health Visitors fime/ in' Area ■■
■ 2 ## ; - ; . 9 yrss' 1 yr 11 mthst
. ...'■I960" ■ 3 ** -5: yrs* 1 yr 8 mths* 
7 yrs 10 mths*' -
1961
2  #  . .
, 6 yrs* 2 yrss
1962': r: ; ’ ■ 3 2i jr&$ .6 yrs* 6 yrs*
1963 v/y.,;...: . l-yr'8 mths* ;2 .yrst ■
■ -1964 ' 2 -' 3 yrs 10 mths* 34 yrs*
:; . 1965 ■ ■ ■; :.2'**.;■ 2| yrs* '2k yrs*
1966 l lir yrss
1967 3 • 9 mths* 9 mths* 8 mthsr~
* Represents a health visitor known to have
trained at the tteiversity of Surrey (Battersea 
College of fectmology).
38 health visitors out of the 64 who returned the 
forms in the country area were working in full attachment 
with general practitioners.
Eleven ©f the health visitors hoth part and full time 
did no health education to formal groups. It is not 
known whether this was from choice or due to circumstances. 
3?he rest of the health visitors did e great deal of 
teaching in schools.
Of the 64 health-visitors- in the County of Wiltshire • 
who completed the form during the survey. 26 worked in 
entirely rural areasf 24 worked in" urban areas, and 14 
worked in areas which .Were partly rural and partly urban.
B13OTTS and.-OTSOTSSIOR
Question I Clerical-workmmmmia inmnwirain. rnmm mmmmmmmimmmmmmimimmm
Daring the. survey May 6th - 31st 1968 the health;, 
visitors were asked to record the time spent , ou; clerical 
duties* fhese duties include "writing up of observations
made on visits on the child *s record card, recording for ■
statistical purposes numbers of visits* clinic sessions* ' 
school visits "done each day and . "any-'report© which may 
he found necessary following -visits*
: fhe full" time health visitors in Merton spent an 
average of 67*16 minutes- each 'dby on clerical work*
Part time - health visitors. In-Horton - 91*02. minutes* fhe. 
full time health visitor© in.Wiltshire..spent 72*37 minutes 
and the part time 67,01 minutes* ■' It is interesting' to 
note that the part -time health visitors spent appreciably 
more time on clerical, work in Merton - where'as in Wiltshire 
the full time-health visitors spent more time than the 
-part time,-, Ifo real reason has been found for this.' 
'difference in Merton with the"©Koeption that part..time 
health visitors may do more visiting-than, sessional . 
appointment©.and would therefore take, more time in clerical 
work*
fhe-amount'of time ©pent on clerical work roughly;;, 
corresponds with that recorded in other survey©-reviewed' ■ 
but is in some. instances, lower than.' that' recorded in 
Worthing,-
Question 2 felephone calls "in" and "out”
Health visitors make a considerable number of 
telephone calls and receive many during the course of 
their work, fhis question was included to txy and assess 
this activity, full time health visitors in Merton 
received on average per day 2,65 calls and themselves 
made 2,12 calls, She part time health visitors figures 
were 3,08 "in*1 calls and 2,19 "out1 calls. She full 
time health visitors in Wiltshire receded 1.52 in calls 
and made 1,28 calls out, fhe part time health visitors 
figures were 1,10 "in" calls and 1,03 "out" calls, fhe 
larger average for both part time and full time' health 
visitors in Merton may be due to the fact that the health 
visitors in Merton are based in groups at clinic premises 
whereas some health visitors in Wiltshire work from home 
where they all have telephones* but their frequent 
absences prevent easy receipt of "incoming" ealle,
fhe health visitors in Merton* in general, are not 
available on the telephone at home eo that the "incoming" 
calls tend to be concentrated on the clinics at which 
they are based and at which they axe available during 
certain times each day.
Other surveys reviewed have counted telephone calls 
in with clerical work which may account for the higher
figures in those surveys.
•Average telephone ealle per day per health visitor
; ' ' WIMSIUHl ■
45 health visitors
.'V.',." 'full'time' '' '
19 health visitors 
part time '
II ' ■ ' 1.52 ' ; 1.10
om 1.28 / 1.03
MBRSOr ■ ■ ■
16 health visitors 
full’ time v.'
' 9 health visitors 
'’part1 time1
2.65 3.08
oil 2,12 2.19- •'
Questions 1 and 4 ' ' Effectual ana Ineffectual visits ■
. ■ ■ ;%rQ.1 hoKseholflyr^ :~ri~r~r~i“r‘~~" ..
Health visitors visit for Bany reasons| and it is 
their responsibility to select homes for visiting* Such 
visits are of potential value only if contact is made*
IDhe success of home visits is therefore reflected by the 
proportion of visits in which the client or clienta are 
at home. In this context, ineffectual is taken to mean 
a visit where there was "no replyV
In Merton, over the period of the survey the full 
time health visitors made an average of 5,45 successful 
visits per day, In Wiltshire the figure was 6,44,{p 4,001), 
An ■axplanation: of-this'significant difference may be that 
as the families visited in Merton are- living closer
together, the health visitors select greater, numbers 
for visiting and therefore could have more "unsuccessful"
travelled during visiting sessions make: it necessary to 
ensure that the families are at home* It could be that 
in Wiltshire an appointment system may have been developed* 
Another explanation may be the nearness of shopping 
facilities and frequent travelling facilities tend to 
encourage mothers of families to go shopping daily and 
therefore be "out” for short periods, whereas in Wiltshire 
shopping days have to be arranged to coincide with
transport to the nearest towns* fhe health visitors in !
Wiltshire would know when the buses etc# were running 
and would avoid calling on days they know the mothers are 
most likely to be out*
However, the average number of unsuccessful visits 
in each area by the full time health visitors show no
significant difference* (pC*l) fhe significant difference
of successful visits in the areas (p <*0D1) could be due 
to the fact that visits in Merton took longer than those
in Wiltshire and therefore not so many visits were "successful 
during the survey* V-
fhe same results for sucoesafal'v;aii't unsuccessful 
visits by -part ' f i m  health ■'visitors in both"areas '
were ■ f©bad and-the - ■ ^
visits whereas in Wiltshire the greater distances
A further study into the time taken on each visit 
would provide useful data*
Average number of‘visits per day per health visitor
WttteHIEB
45 'full time 
. health visiters
Successful. ■ 6* 49 ;
Unsuccessful 1,84
‘ ? 18 full time- 
tealth visitors
Successful.-.- 5*14
Unsuccessful-- "1*92
19 part time 
health visitors
6*75 '
; 1.99
9 part time 
health visitors
4*48
; 2.06
Effectual visits’to arsons in ages
r Under .the national Health Act-1946 health visitor ■ 
have a statutory duty to visit all homes where there 
are: young children. Health visitors received from 
the Medical- Off leer of Healilfe department all’ notifications 
■ of new births in their area of work. Following this.- . 
notification* -the health' visitor selects the day on 
which ©he win visit the ©otter and her new baby* STnis . 
varies according to whether the mother is. confined: at 
home* when the midwife attends for ten days* or in hospital 
where length of stay in the maternity ward varies from 
36 hours to 10* days. It is essential that the health 
visitor visits as soon-os possible after discharge in 
order to help the mother over the -first days at home*
She re is a significant difference (p < *001) 
between the mean number of visits to the 0-1 age group 
in the two areas for both full time and part time 
health visitors* This could be due to several factors*
firstly# as seen in the h ^ ^ ft(page 89) the birth 
rate for the years 1964-1967 is greater in Wiltshire 
than in Merton and this would affect the number of visits 
to babies under one year of age*
Secondly# infant welfare clinic session© are held 
more fi'equently in' Merton, and in some* instances regular 
attendance at these .sessions 'means, that the health visitors 
do not feel the need to home-visit so often, it could 
be argued that if every baby was brought to the infant 
welfare clinic there would be no need for home visiting*
It is generally accepted that the health visitor is able 
to work more efficiently with the families when she 
visits them in their own homes. Conversely, if the 
mothers only visit the welfare centre in order to obtain 
cheaper proprietary milk or other commodities if may be 
more necessary to visit her in her own home* Ho attempt 
was made in this survey to find the numbers of babies 
brought to the wolf are centres.
In Merton special clinic sessions are recorded for 
the 1|H> year age group. These sessions are worked on 
an appointment system and the toddlers attend at regular 
intervals* h complete developmental examination is done 
and the health visitors attend these clinics with the
medical officer. Ifo each special clinics are recorded 
in Wiltshire of the toddlers.being examined at the 
infant welfare-'sessions.
. The greater average numbers of visits to children 
-in the 1-5 age groups'-recorded in Merton may he due to 
the- fact that some problems# ■ deficiencee and medical- 
conditions may he exposed and the health visitors visit 
these toddlers more frequently*
It is interesting to note that when comparing the 
average number of visits to toddlers by the health visitors 
always on duty is greater in Merton than in Wiltshire $ 
whereas the average number of toddlers visited by the 
health visitors Mpart time” on duty is greater in Wiltshire 
than in Merton* (see Tables pages 155 and 164, also 160 and 160 
The reason for this is not clear and needs further 
investigation.
The significant difference of the mean number of 
visits to the 50^ * age group may be accounted for by the 
fact that more of the health visitors in Wiltshire are 
attached to general practitioners and are therefore in 
closer contact with this age group through referral by 
the doctor*
The significant differences between the mean number 
of visits in the age ranges 60-65*5* (see Tables pages 139 and 
140) may be accounted for by the fact that in Merton there 
is an efficient Guild of Social Welfare with a full time 
social worker dealing with the elderly. There is close 
co-operation between this organisation and the health visitors 
who refer their elderly clients to it for closer supervision*
.One health visitor serves on the old peoples® Welfare 
Committee* It may also he accounted 'for by the'fact 
■ that the health visitors in Wiltshire who are attached 
to general, practice#- visit the elderly, who are on the 
doctors® lists, for -social advice, and assessment. This 
fact-can he seen in all. the group attachment’surveys, 
reviewed elsewhere. ■ ' This may also account for the 
significant difference in the . means in visits to the 504- 
age group. ■ This' again has -been found in other surveys 
discussed*
there are-major difference# between the -living ■ 
.conditions of old people in'the two areas, there may 
be old people living in isolated cottages and villages 
in Wiltshire who need to be visited more frequently than 
those in Horton who in many instances receive supportive 
care from their families who live near them.
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COMPARISON BETWEEN WiLTSSIiRE AND MERTON OF MEAN 
NUMBER OF VISITS PER HEALTH VISITOR PER DAY FOR 
EACH AGE GROUP* BETWEEN 6tli and 31st MAY 1968*
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m m  iiiy.-visigs 
stohact m m m  off analysis
Category
Merton
*■«
X
Always'
S,»
iiitsaire Xlweys 
x S.T)
Significance 
t- P 
value value
.0- . 1*91 0.49 2.91 0.48 . . 6.55.. ' 0,001
1** : 1.29 0.41 1.36 0.29 0.62 0,53
2«» ■ ; 1.27 : ;0.35 .1.26 0.19 0,11 0.10
■■■; 3- i.ro 0,27 0.94 0.23 3.30 0.002
4- : 0,9? 0,28 0.82 0.25 1.19 0.24
* 5- 0.35 0.19 0.32 0.11 . 0.61 0,10
io- 0.08 0.08 0,11 0.07 1.26 0.21
* 15— 0.28 0.14 0.23 0,09 1.36 0,10
: \20~ : ; 0,83 0.37 1.02 0.25 1.92 0.06
25- '■ 0.93 0,18 0.92 0.25 ' 0,14 0.89
« 30- 0,51 0,21 0.46 o.n 0.94 0,10
* 35- 0.33 0,14 0.17 0.09 4.25 ... 0,01... .
40-, 0.12 0.07 0.13 0,06 0,48 0.63
45- ■ 0,08 0.06 ; 0.09- 0.05 0,58 7 0 .57:.""'
50- 0.01 0.02 0.08 0,03 7.61 0.001
55- 0.04 0.07 0.07 0.07 1.37 0,18 ■
60— 0.02 0.03 0.07 0,04 4.02 .001
^ 65— 0.05 0.05 0.18 0.09 5.59 0,01
70- 0.06 0.07 0.29 0.12 7.52 0.001
« 75- : 0,06 0.04 0,22 0.09 7.30 0.01
80- 0.08 0.07 0.17 0.05 4.78 0.001
85+ 0.02 0.03 0.06 0,04 3.73 0.001
* SJheee axe . valued of Welch’s test statistic for the
difference between two naans with unequal variances*
m m -  daily visits
mm m i' f A m s : of ' a m l y s i s
.... .Merton .acme- • • .Wiltshire some-' " Significance
Category ■- ' 'times ^ - times t- Xu
. x-. ■ ' S*B ‘x SJD-‘ ■' yalue yalue
o** ■ - 1.64 1.35 3.66 0 .3 2 5.52 0 .0 01
1- 1 .0 3 0,42 1.62 0.35 4.31 0 ,001
2-* o;85 0.48 1.50 0.51 4.17 0 .001
# 3- o;89 0.77 1.13 0.44 1 .2 1 0 ,1 0
4— 0.69 0.57 0.97 0,46 1.72 0.09
* " 5-' 0.34 0 .3 0 0,29 0.17 0.64 0 .1 0
^ X0~ 0.17 0,25 0.07 0.07 1.71 0 .1 0
15- 0.16 0.19 0.19 0.14 0.56 0.58
* '20~ - 0.33 0.27 0.9S 0.53 4.94 0 .0 1
25- 0.48 0.38 0.99 0,57 3* 31 0.002
30— 0.49 0.40 0.54 0,27 0.47 0.64
35- 0.22 0.27 0.36 0 .18 1.92 0 .0 6
0 1 0 .28 0.39 0.16 0.13 1.31 0 .1 0
«• 45- 0.14 0.18 0.07 0 .1 0 1.53 0 .1 0
” 50- 0 .1 0 0.15 0 .09 0 ,08 0,27 0 .1 0
55- 0.03 0.09 0 .06 0 .1 0 1 .0 0 0 ,3 2
60- 0,08 0 .12 0.06 0 .1 0 0.59 0.56
*  65- 0 .2 1 0.31 0.13 0.09 1 .1 0 0 ,1 0
* 70- 0.23 0.35 0.16 0.13 0.85 0 .1 0
* 75— 0.17 0.25 0.25 0.13 1 .2 6 0 .1 0
80- 0 .09 0.15 0 .2 1 0.14 2.57 0 .0 1
85+ 0.05 0 .1 1 0 .13 0.13 2.14 0.04
* .fhese' values are the;,values' of the 'Welch’s test • 
statistic for the difference between two means with 
unequal variances*
• ' ' Share is no significant different^' in -the number 
of visits to expectant 'mother© when the' two areas are 
compared# although there ie a 'greater proportion of' 
women in the c M M  bearing age groups* ■ this suggests 
that Merton women are visited • more often: than are' those' 
ia Wiltshire. Thin may well arise since la Merton' there' 
im. close co-operation between the midwifery department, 
of the local hospitals and the health visitors* ani'the . 
Vnaaee of all expectant mothers booked in'the hospitals 
. serving Merton are notified to the health authority* . 
this difference may well be explained by the'fact that 
transport to the urban area &ate*&atal clinics is more 
easily obtained and' the urban hospitals recommend 'their 
patients to attend these clinics to relieve the pressure 
on the hospital ante-natal services*
Question 1 Visits to,. htmdicaOTOd m r & o m
In Wiltshire* handicapped persons were visited on
average 0*18'time©' per day whereas' in Merton the figure 
- was 0*09 visits per day* the difference being significant,, 
(p <* *001) Mis. difference in the means of visits to 
the handicapped may be accounted for by the presence and 
easy availability in Merton of Welfare Officers* to whom 
handicapped - persons are referred by the health visitor 
after a' primary visit. Merton. Welfare Department keeps 
an up-to-date register-of all handicapped persons in 
the area, and are responsible for their care*
Mean Bally Visits 
Summary fable of Analysts
BEHfOI WILTSHIRE SXGHIPICAHOE
Category ' S.B x : ' . s.3) ; X t-value P-value
'Expectant mothers 0*36 0.18 0.39 0.15 0*08 0.94
. Handicapped 0*16 ,o*or; 0.30.' 0.12 4*08 0*001
Always on duty
MHEfOI : .WlhfSHIHl SIGHIFIOMCB
Category S.B mmX S.B t-value B-value
Expectant mothers 0.29 0*34 0*25 0*28 
Handicapped 0.29 0.35 0.19 0*30
Sometimes on dutyv
0.65 0.52 
0*64 0*53
.This is the value.of-Welch's test statistic
for the difference between, two-.means with unequal
variances*.
Question 8 Clinic session attended :
fhe types of clinic attended by health visitors 
over the'-four week period of the survey differ in the 
two areas, although this difference arises only in a 
few specialist types* Sables pages 145, 146, and 147 
shows that the health visitors attended on average more 
infant welfare sessions than any other* fhe full time 
health visitors in Merton attended the greatest number of 
infant welfare clinics*
•this could be because in'Merton the infant welfare • ^ 
sessions ere-held-weekly whilst in Wiltshire some 
sessions are hc-M fortnightly. In Merton special 
sessions are held for toddlers which' the health visitors/ - 
attend,-no ■ such --clinics- having-been attended-by the-,' 
Wiltshire health visitors* foddlera in Wiltshire are .
8eett dually at the infaat welfare aeestons. laltial /, / 
audiometxy is performed by the health visitors: in' both , 
Merton and Wiltshire, ffhose foiling this wide-screen , ■ \
test In Wiltshire are referred directly to the audiologiet, 
whereas in''.Merton they are- referred to an audio-logy ; v; 
clinic In which, e specialist assistant medical, officer , 
is assisted by health visitors.
fhe table' also -shows -that health -visitors in Merton 
undertake more ante-natal, clinice on. average than do 
those in Wiltshire*' fhls'ta'aybo' accounted'for by the' • 
fact; that the Merton local maternity units refer their '■ 
booked patients back to the local authority clinics until 
the 36th week of pregnancy! : whereas - in Wiltshire. many 
of the -expectant mothers .are examined by their,general" 
practitioners and health visitors, do.'not’routinely attend:,.-' 
these sessions*.
Merton holds clinics for the older citlsens at 
which a health visitor is present and this is recorded 
in the table. Ho such clinics were recorded in Wiltshire. 
Clinics attended by the.health visitors in Wiltshire ■ 
but not in Merton include eye clinics, ear, nose and 
throat clinics, also veneres!/disease clinics, la Merton 
the eye clinics are staffed by a clinic clerk, ear, nose
. and throat defects are referred to the local' hospital 
outpatients by the general practitioner and there are 
facilities for the treatment of venereal diseases at 
outpatient departments* In Wiltshire health visitors 
attend special enuresis clinics, whereas in Merton, this 
problem Is dealt with at toddler clinics and by referral 
of older children to the general practitioner*
She slight variation seen in the average number of 
relaxation and mothercraft sessions attended by the 
health visitors can be accounted for by the combination 
in Merton of these sessions with ante-natal clinics, and 
such sessions did not appear separately in the replies*
MERIOH 18 Full time health visitors
Average number of clinic sessions undertaken
May 6th - 31st 1968 
Infant welfare clinics 7*05
Audiology *47
Ante-natal clinics 1* 27
loddlers clinics ,77
Barentcraft 1*03
Oeriatrie ,22
Immunisation and vaccination ,14
Relaxation and mothereraft ,61
Other sessions ffotal number 
Case conference 1
Problem children clinic 1
MlfiXOH 9 Eart time health visitors
Infant welfare clinics 4#55
Audiology : *11"
'Ante-natal c l i n i c s .1,11 
fodaiers clinics *55
I^arenioraft . ■ *44
Geriatric 0
XsmBaaisatlcn'and y ' a c c l n a t l o a :" -0- 
lelaKation and .mothercraft'. 0
'Chest clinics *66
■ Other sessions ' . Total number
Case conference /.I-
WlIiTSHIEB ..■/■: 45 Bull time' health visitors
Average number of clinic sessions' undertaken 
May 6th >> 31st 1968 '
Infant welfare clinics 4*5
Audiology . v 0. v
Ante-natal. clinics; *7$
Toddlers clinics : O
■' ■ Earentcraft ' *08 .
■ Geriatric ' 0
Immunisation and vaccination *4
Helaxation and mothercraft #72
Chest clinics *X7
Yenereal diseases clinic *08
Bar* nose and throat clinic *02
Bye clinics ' #07 .
. Enuresis ■ ' / *02
WIMSHIBE 19 Part time health visitors
Infant welfare centres 4*4
Audiology 0
Ante-natal clinics *63
loddlers clinics 0
1?arentcrsft 0
Geriatric- ' ■ 0
Immunisation and vaccination * 23
Belaxation and motherersft *37
Oheat clinics *57
Enuresis clinics *05
Special medical clinice *34
Other sessions Total number
Case conference 1
Question 9 Iftsits to Schools
Health visitors in Wiltshire and Merton recorded 
sessional work undertaken in schools in the survey for 
May 6th - 31st ;1968*: '
The tables show an average number of visits to 
schools paid by the health visitors over the period#
The average number of routine medical examinations 
attended by the health visitors in Merton is smaller 
than in Wiltshire* This is accounted for by the fact 
that state registered nurses are employed in Merton to 
undertake these medical inspections# This also accounts 
for the smaller average of sessions spent in vision
testing and preparation for the examination* On the 
other hand the health visitors in Wiltshire undertake, 
more teaching sessions in the schools* This practice 
of having health visitors doing more health education 
sessions within the school curriculum is not so well 
developed in Merton*
Health visitors in Merton undertake no sessions of 
immunisation and vaccination in schools, these being 
undertaken by state, registered nurses employed on s" 
part time basis*
In Merton the routine cleanliness inspection of school 
children is no longer undertaken - as the numbers of ' 
children infested is almost negligible and it was felt 
that these inspections were no longer needed. Occasionally 
they are done at the request of head teachers* following 
complaints by parents*
The employment of ancillary staff such as state 
registered nurses for-certain duties, clinic assistants - 
end clerical assistants was started following the 
publication of the then Ministry of Health circular in 1959*
When state registered nurses are employed on 
duties connected with the school health in Merton service, 
they are introduced to the service by health visitors and 
undertake the routine weighing, measuring and eye testing 
of the children. The nurses are in attendance at the 
medical inspections, assisting the school medical officer 
and acting as a liaison with the health visitor and the
child1 s family*" Clinic assistants who are trained 
nurses assist at clinic sessions and with, some administration 
they are under the supervision of the health visitors 
hased in the clinics. Clerical assistants, where employed, 
undertake clerical work for health visitors and other 
staff of the clinics.
MEHfOI 18 Full time health visitors
Average number of sessions in schools undertaken 
May 6 th -» 31st IS
Eoutine medical examinations 1.21
Vision testing and preparation .42
Health education *53
Immunisation and vaccination 0
Health and cleanliness inspections .26
Other 37
9 fart time health visitors 
Eoutine medical inspections .44
fision testing and preparation *11
Immunisation and vaccination 0
Health and cleanliness inspection .44
Health education *33
Other 11
WILTSHIRE 45 fall time health visitors
Average number of sessions In schools undertaken 
Mav 6th *>' list 1968 ' ^
Immunisation and vaccination 1.88 
Health and cleanliness inspeetiens2.77 
Other *66
: ;:9 fart time health visitors ' 
Eoutine medical'examinations . ■ ' 1.15 
Vision testing and preparation 2.15 
Health education .53
Immunisation end vaccination 1.42
Health & cleanliness inspections 2. 2 
Other. ■ 1.05
■fhe greater; eve rage ■ of ■ the full time health visitors . 
giving health education talks, in-schools could he 
accounted for by the fact that health visitors undertaking 
these sessions do, not normally- take leave on days, when - 
they would he in the schools, in order not to break the 
sequence.;■
Routine medical examinations
Vision testing and preparation 
for medical exams
1.84
Health education
1.62
i.r?
a) Infant feeding & growth f) Home safety
b) foddler feeding & growth g) Other
c) •‘Family'advice ■ * h) Course of action
d) Advice to extended family " 1) Inspection
e) Family planning t :
Question 10 Advice Items ■
Significant differences bet?.?eea the means in the. 
advice items-were shown;ln'sections-'a, b, a, e, f, g$ " 
for both full 'time and part time .health visitors.
(see fable p-l52)I© guidance was given to the health visitors 
in the interpretation ■ of ''extended family15 and-, without , 
further investigation it is not possible' to asy why the 
difference occurs. It may be that. in Merton more ■families " ■ 
have grandparents and other relations living with them, 
or are in closer contact with them than in-,the village 
communities where children tend to move, further away -when /, . 
they xoarryv
With regard, to advice on Mfamily planning15 the 
availability of family planning clinics within Merton, 
means that the health visitors tend to .refer their clients 
for export advice rather than give such .advice themselves 
and it may bo that general practitioners in Wiltshire 
tend to give family planning advice In co-operation with 
the health visitors working in their group attachment , 
scheme. If may be that more training in family planning 
will become necessary if health visitors ere. eventually 
ell attached to general practitioners.
fhe significant difference In item f - home safety - 
(p^* 001) ..could he accounted for by the greater average 
number of visits to the young and the old in Wiltshire* 
as' shown in the age/visit table (pages 158-169)*. If 
home safety advice is important as part of her Job she. 
should visit these vulnerable groups frequently* ■.
mbm mam nnw3 
m m m i T  of Hssimfa op ' '
■ miHfOH. - stmiBicMCB
Oetegoiy. S B0B T: S*£ ■ t-valae . B-ydue
a) 0.51 1.20 0.61 3.21 11.32 0.001
b) 0.65 1.69 0.64 2.69 4.90 0.001
c) 0.47 0.82 0.52 0.96 0.89 ■ 0.38
a) 0.22 0.30 0.15 0.22 1.40 0.17
e) 0.25 0.29 0.19 0.38 1.22 0.23
f) 0.51 0.45 0.65 1.12 3.61 0.001
6) 0.37 0.51 0.32 0.67 1.44 0.16
U) 0.55 0.58 0.35 0.92 2.39 0.02
*i) 0.28 0.24 0.65 0.57 2.84 0.01
Sometimes on duty
*' ' fhese are values of Welch’s test statistic 
for difference between two tnoano with unequal 
variances*
' limM ’BKrm vxsifs : ■. 
sxrvim of sestots m  a w a i y s i s
:>ri:T0H WIMSH1RB , SIGKmCMCB
Category. ■"
; ** “ -
X ; ■ S.B x • S.B t-velue V-value
Advice#a) 2.05 0.82 2.67 0.36 3.07 0.01
given. ..
*b) 2.26 0.55 1.96 0.34 2.07 0.05
e) 1.05 0.24 1.16 0.22 1.43 0.15
a) 0. 4*3 0.12 0.19 0.09 7.25 0.001
e) 0.53 0.17 0.28 0,11 ; 5.38. ' . o.ooi
f) 0,31 0.15 0,52 0.15 4.33 0,001
s) 0.31 0.19 0,55 0,12 4.90 0.001
h) 0.56 0.19 0.46 0,19 1.60 0.12
i) 0.19 0.12 0,03 0,09 3.30 0,002
Always on fiuty ■ ■
* These are values of Welch10 test statistic
for difference between.two means with unequal
. variations*
‘ As with item'd"--, other advice given - no guidance 
was given to health visitors as to what was required 
and it may' he that "different Interpretations .account for 
the significant ..difference* ,
She .significant difference between the moans of 
visits of inspection item i - (p< *0 0 1 & p< .02) ~ 
may be accounted for by the small miaount of organised 
child minding'done .-in the rural area of Wiltshire. In 
Merton there- are some,day- nurseries and play groups ■ 
which at the time of the' survey were vieitia for the
rIRE n = 45 MERTON n = IB WILTSHIRE n = 19 MERTON n = 9
» I 1 1 i J__i
INFANT FEEDING & GROWTH
TODDLER FEEDING AND GROWTH
Family Advice
. KEY 
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V
Extended Family
m
V 7 7 7 \
Family Planning
un
Home Safety
. c
Other
Recommended Course of Action
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Purpose of Inspection
purposes of ias|®ctlon.hy-the/he8lth visitors*. ■ There 
are also two'local authority■nurseries. In Merton 
which the -health visitors;visit in order: to see children 
from their-case list who attend*. :
Question .11 ■ Contact with other/workers . ’
Burins the survey 'the: healthvisitors' were 'asked' 
to record any other persons . contacted in relation to 
their work* ■' In Wiltshire a list ’o f 60 other persons " 
were recorded# - Sose health .visitors act ©s;field 'work 
instructors for student health visitors and have recorded 
this as a "contact%  The contact with general practitioners 
is high in Wiltshire where '38 of the'64.'who .returned the 
questionnaire work in a group .practice attachment scheme*
It is normal to have regular meetings'with the doctors 
in the practice..
The overall, lists are, very similar for both areas' 
aid show that the health'-visitors .-are' In-.contact with 
a large range of other' local'authority staffs^' voluntary 
agencies and school staff. '-One health'visitor in'Merton . 
spent some time' reclaiming her car' from' the -.ear'pound* 
perhaps a hasard not met in a -more rural area -and- one- 
health visitor-in Wiltshire recorded' contact with- B.S.f.C.A. 
The; fact that at -the time - of the .survey, only. 3. of , the .- 
■ health' visitors ; in Merton mere working ■ with, a-group ■ 
practice and;this accounts■for a smaller average number, ■ 
of contacts - with general practitioners than to - Wiltshire.
Ab stated, elsewhere* more health visitors in Merton . 
have joined group practices since the survey.
A complete list with numbers of times,each was 
contacted appears as appendix II.
In addition to the dally records of work done . > 
the health visitors were asked, to write a diary of the 
day°e work on Kay 16th. /Although it was hoped that these 
dinfios would reveal skills used*.no guidance was.given, 
and in many instance© the diary was a record, only of • 
work undertaken and-not a'detailed’record or assessment.' 
of work done. '■ Where'.a--full-report .was-written this 
showed that a great deal of counselling and advice was ■ 
given-and revealed ■ the function and role of the health 
-visitor. A selection of these diaries are in appendix III 
hut are insufficient to draw any conclusions. ._
Analysis was taken of-the -visits in-both areas , 
of those health visitors who were always on duty end 
who' had. qualified .more; than- or' less , than '.five years ago® 
la Her Ison 10 out of the 18 .always on duty qualified,
-under'five'years ego. ■ .110: significant differences-were .- .; 
found in the mean number of visits to any age group or'; 
te';expectant mothers-and the handicapped. In Wiltshire.
•5 out of .45': always on duty qualified less than'five . 
years ago®'. Significant, differences wore found in the . 
means age "-groups 104 40*.', • This may be accounted for
by the -fa.ct: that-' in 'a 'more' rural area health visiters 
tend-to. live-within'.’the'community and maintain contact
ywith families after the young chiMxen have grown up* ' f
-1
fhie is•particularly true of areas. In which, the health • 
visitor has spent m&ay yearsf as ;shown, in.tables 127# f
129§ 130# 170 and 171* ■ ■ *
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2*06 2.06 2.41 2.82 1.18 2.13
.82 1.06 1*24 2.18 .94 1.55
1.06 .94 1.41 .1*06 *94 1.40
*82 1.12 1.12 1.00 1.12 1.20
1.12 .47 1.00 .88 .71 .8?
: *53 .18 .18 .24 .24 .40
.06 .18 0 0 0 0
.24 .24 • 47 .24 .25 .20
.76 .71 0 1.65 .65 .53
.83 1.18 .94 .94 .71 .67
.24 .24 *65 .65 .47 .53
.24 .24 : .29 .29 .29 • 53
0 ’■ .06 1 .06 .06 .06 .13
0 .06 0 .12 .06 0
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0 .06 .12 • 18 .06 0
*12 .06 .12 0 0 0
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Daily xaean of "Visits done by Health Visitors in Merton*
Humber of
6 7
0- 2.50 1.72
1- 1.38 *83
2- 1.22 *66
3- 1* 33 .88
4- 1*11 .68
5-9 .72 #33
10-14 0 .05
15-19 .22 * 16
20-24 .88 .61
25-29 .77 *94
30-34 .77 ♦ 55
35-39 *33 .72
40-44 *22 .22
45**49 0 *16
50^54 0 0
55-59 .16 .05
60—64 .05
o
.
65-69 0 ♦ 05
70-74 .11 0
75-79 .05 .11
80-84 .05 .16
ir\CO 0 0
Expectant
Mothers .50 *61
Handicapped
Persons .33 *05
ealth Visitors 18.
M  1968
8 9 10
1.72 2.33 2.18
1.38 1.83 1.41
1.61 1.27 1.94
1*27 1.38 1.35
.61 1.11 1*12
.65 *22 .59
.05 0 .12
.22 *72 .18
1.00 1.50 1.06
.72 1.16 1.00
.66 .50 .82
*27 .55 .29
.16 .05 .12
* 11 .16 .12
0 *05 0
0 *05 0
0 0 0
0 .05 0
0 *27 *12
.05 .05
.11 *16 0
r *05 0
.27 *27 .35
.11 .05 .18
13 14 15
2.65 1.06 1*47
1.47 *41 1.53
1.35 1.06 1.65
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1.24 .47 1.47
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who were . nalv?ays. on i.u%rs at the time of .the survey*■
rli
%*
■
?*
;
j . 3 *
'^ i6
&
17 20 21 22 23 24 27 28 29 30 31
a. 47 2.65 2.25 1.78 1,16 1.47 1.84 1.76 2.24 2,88 1.35 2.53
i*06 2.82 1.34 2.16 2.61 2.59 2.35 2.47 2.53 2.88 1.76 2.27
I 24 1.06 .83 1.27 1.27 .88 1.00 1.00 1.24 1,24 ,65 ,80
1*7 .35 -.43 .38 .61 .47 .35 .41 .35 .53 .35 .67
r*
.1.71 .59 .50 .50 .61 .53 .41 .29 .65 .82 ,24 ,53
24 ,71 .12 .33 .22 .35 .24 .35 .24 .35 ,24 ,21
Ui .18 •.88 .11 ,44 .24 .29 .47 .35 .41 .12 .13
.•.59 .47 .69 .38 ,50 .76 .53 .24 .65 .94 .47 .13
• 7 : ' . ?
.  ';29 .29 .24 .16 .16 .18 .12 .35 0 .18 .18 .07
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Daily mean of visits done by Health Visitors in Merton : 
Humber of Health Visitors 9.
MAY 1968
6 7 8
0- 2,37 2,57 .75
1.- 1.00 1.57 1.12
2-. >87 .71 .37
3- 1.00 ,0 ,0
4- 1.75 , ,57 . 62
5-9 ,25 1.00 ,37
10-14 ,12 ,14 0
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20-24 .87 0 ,50
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65-69 0 0 0
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85 + 0 0 0
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who were "sometimes on duty" at the time of the survey*
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.75 .55 .50 ,50
.25 .44 .25 ,37
0 .11 .25 .12
V ‘ 't
V *
'Expectant
Mothers
Daily mean of visits fcy Health Visitors in Merton w&p
Number of Health Visitors XI. 
MAY 1968
less than?
v; -Wv.'
i
*p?
6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15' .c
0- 2.7v 2.1 1.6 2.4 2.5 2.2 1.3 1.5S .
1- 1.40 1.1 1.4 1.7 1.7 1.4 .5
■
.9’ \
2- 1.5 .9 : 1.5 1.4 1.4 1.6 1.1 1.0)0?;: * '
3- .7 1.1 ■ ■ h * 1.4 1.4 1*5 ^6'; 1.5 O'
4- .4 1.2 .6 .4 .8 .9 • 2 7 :'* I " J
<' - ‘
5-9 .6 .4 .6 .1 *4 .4 .3 .4 *
10-14 0 0 .1 0 a .2 .2 0;-
15-19 .2 .1 .1 1.00 0 .5 ♦ 2 .
20-24 1.0 .7 .4 1.50 .9 1.00 .6 1.1 fv
25-29 .9 1.3 .8 .7 1.00 1.4 1.00 1.11;-
30-34 .4 .8 .9 .3 1.00 .3 .4 .2 p
35-39 .2 1.1 .4 .3 .5 .5 0 .2
40-44 # .1 .3 0 .1 «1 .1
45-49 0 .2 .1 .3 .1 0 0 .2 PP
50-54 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 T ‘rrc -*1i * -
55-59 .2 .1 0 0 0 0 0 4  £
60-64 .1 0 0 0 0 0 0 - d It
65-69 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 ' o, ^■>
70-74 0 0 0 .3 .1 0 0
_ fv-. 
0 ^
• • p
75-79 .1 .1 0 .1 .1 .1 .1 o 1
$'•'* ' * g
80-84 .1 .1 .2 .1 0 0 .1 c3 ;-j
85 + 0 0 0 .1 0 0 0 6 :J
.8
Handicapped .2
Persons
.8
.1
*4
0
.2
*1
♦ 3 
V3
• 6
*2
• 2 
*1
• 2
Jjre "always on duty11 and who qualified as Health Visitors 
5||rear ago
h\
Sjt-
'r*
rfiV'% *
I!6
H.55
17 20 21 22 23
2.0 2.37 2.0 1.4 1.55
'%66 1.22 1.62 .8 1.4 1.22
’^4
,77 .88 1.75 2.0 1.7 1,11
1.44 1.00 1.37 1.3 1.5 ,77
■ ;66 1.33 1.12 1.3 .7 1.22
Y*33 0 .12 .4 0 .22
^ V H
” is’ ini\- .-tfi .11 0 .1 0 0
f A*’ i22 .22 .50 .4 .3 0
•J 44 1.11 1.00 .9 1.2 ,66
■ 5 
1.33 1.0 1.12 1.8 1,00 1,00
y33
"5
.33 .87 1.00 .7 .44
,11 .33 .37 .2 .1 ,22
.11 .11 .12 .1 ,1 0
,4 *S 
:0 0 0 0 0 0
yb 0 0 0 0 0
Vfo *11 0 0 0 0
0 G 0 0 0
V) .11 ♦ 12 0 0 .11
p .22 0 0 0 .11
:-P 0 .12 ,1 .1 t ni
b .11 .12 0 .1 0
p 0 0 0 0 0
- I , V1 ^
I F .22 .12 .3 .1
0
■JS> ,11 0 .2 .1 0
itlt
24 27 28 29 30 31
1.55 2.00 2.55 2.11 i.ii 2.37
>88 1,11 1,66 1,22 .77 ,87
,66 1.11 1.88 ,77 .55 1.62
.55 1.22 1,44 1,00 1.00 ,75
1.11 .33 1,33 .88 ,44 .87
.33 .33 .11 ,44 ■■ *11L .50
0 ,11 0 0 0 0
.33 .22 .77 ,11 ,44 ,25
,66 .66 1*44 ,77 .33 ,62
1.11 1.55 .88 .55 .77 .75
,22 , 44 1.00 ,22 ,33 ,37
♦ 44 0 .33 . 44 .33 .62
0 0 0 ,11 ,11 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 .11 0 0 0 0
0 0 .22 .33 ,11 0
0 0 ,11 /  0 0 ^ 0
0 0 .11 .22 0 0
0 0 .11 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 .25
.11 .22 • 22 ■,11: .22 .12
P. 0 0 ,11 .11 .12
.22 ,55 ,77 ,44 .44 .62
.11 0 *44 0 0 .12
Daily Mean. of'- visits • by •Health1 •. Visitors in Merton vthp?
m o r e  th a n
Bteher of Health Visitors 7.
m m  1968. •*;,
6 7 ' 8 . 9 10 13 14 15 ;
0- 2.25 1.25 1.8? 2*25: 1.71 3.28 .71 1.42 §
1- 1.37 .50 1.37 2.0 1.00 1.57 .28 2.42 \
’ 2- .87 .37 1.75 1.12 2.71 1.00 1.00 2.57 '
3- 2.12 .62 1.25 1.37 1.28 .85 .28 .1.85
4- 1.37 .50 .62 2.0 1.57 1.14 .28 1 * 14
5—9 .87 .25 .62 .37 .85 0 0 .28
10-14 0 .12 0 0 .14 0 .28 .28
15-19 .25 .25 .37 .37 0 .42 .14 .28 *»•;:
20-24 .75 .50 1.75 1.50 1.28 1*00 .42 1.00
25-29 .62 .50 .62 1.75 1.00 .14 .42 1.28
30-34 1.25 .25 .37 .75 .57 .42 .14 ' *57;
35-39 .50 .25 .12 .87 0 .28 * 28 .71
40.44. .50 .37 0 .12 .14 .14 .14 *5f||
45-49 0 .12 .12 0 .14 .14 .28 .14; j
50-54 0 0 0 .12 0 0 0 0 ‘
55-59 .12 0 0 .12 0 0 0 0 •/.
60—64 0 .12 0 0 0 .28 0 0 -
85-69 0 0 0 0 0 .14 .14 .14!
70-74 .25 0 .25 .14 0 .14 .14 1I'
75-79 0 0 ♦ 12 0 «14 0 0 .14 i'
80—84 0 ♦ 25 0 .25 0 0 0 .0 ;'
85 > 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
Expectant I
Mothers *12 .37 .12 .37 .43 1.00 .14 .57 j
Handicapped .50 .0. .25 0 0 .57 >28 .42 4
Persons'
||§ere "always on duty11 and who qualified as Health Visitors 
II years ago.
4*16=» -£»~4 17 20 21 22 23 24 27
28 29 30 31
'.'1.62 1.67 1.62 .87 1.37 1.37 2.75 2.12 2.25 3.87 1.25 1.85
,,.87 1.37 1.12 1.37 1.62 2.25 .75 1.00 .75 3.25 1.12 2.28
t 
/*< • 0
0
"'4
;..
1 . 0 0 .62 1.75 1.75 1.62 1.50 .75' .87 1.37 1.37 1.14
,>87 1.50 1.37 1.12 1.25 2.87 1.12 1.00 .75 1.00 1.25 1.71
1.00
’t ’
1.12 .87 .37 1.12 1.75 1.12 .62 .62 .87 1.0 0 .85
,•75 .12 .37 .25 .50 1.00 .75 0 .25 0 .37 .28
\ v* 12 .37 .37 0 0 .12 .12 .25 0 0 0 0
.12 .12 .12 .12 .50 .25 .12 .25 .12 .37 .12 .14
1.00 .12 .62 .87 .50 .87 .75 1.00 0 1.00 .42
;.50 1.00 .37 .62 1.12 .50 .62 .75 .75 1.37 .62 .56
’ .25 .25 .25 .75 1.00 .12 .24 0 .25 1.12 .62 .70
. .12 .37 .37 .37 .50 .25 0 .50 .25 .12 .25 .42
-:?.i2. *12 .37 .25 .25 O 0 .12 .12 0 0 .20
% U 1 2 .12 0 .37 .12 .12 0 .12 0 .25 .12 0
*
- 0 0 0 .12 .12 0 0 0 0 0 0 O
o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .12 .12 0
’ i!2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .12 0 0
- 0 0 0 0 0 .12 0 .12 .12 .12 .12 0
; o
5
.12 .12 0 0 0 .24 0 .12 0 0 0
- 0 0 0 .12 0 0 .24 0 0 .12 0 0
/ 0 0 0 0 0 .12 0 .12 .25 .12 0 0
• . 1 2 0 0 0 .12 O 0 0 0 0 0 0
Y 4 5 0
.12 .12 .50 .62 • 50 .50 .12 1.00 .50 .14
' \t 25\ *** *
Zi'Z
1 #</S** ,
•. ■*<■■’' ' "
.12 .25 • 12 0 .37 .12 .12 .37 .37 .14
Pallor mean of visits done by Health Tisitors in Wiltshire*. 
Number of Health fisitors 45.
MAX 19 6£
6 7 8
0— 3.39 2.33 1.91
1— '■■ 1.64 1.42 1.31
2- 1# 43 1,22 .97
3- 1.41 .68 .80
4- .75 « 44 .44
5-9 *36 .22 .26
10-14 .09 .06 .13
15-19 .29 .26 .35
20-24 .92 .71 .71
25-29 .75 .51 .73
30-34 .58 .51 .42
35-39 .25 .11 . 22
40-44 .20 .06 .20
45-49 .18 .04 .11
50-54 .09 .02 ,06
55-59 .09 0 .20
60-64 .06 .08 *06
65-69
ovo..
; .13 .15
70-74 .31 .11 .24
75-79 .16 .11 .15
80-84 .23 .22 .17
85 , 06 • 04 .11
Expectant
Mothers .62 *58 *33
Handicapped ,29 *24 *15
Persons
9 10 13 14 15
!.44 3.02 3.53 2.24 2,55
..17 1.60 1.88 .89 1.17.
.95 1.31 1.35 1.33 1.49"
.53 1.00 1.15 1.00 ,7i;
.55 .97 .84 .48 *91\
.31 .11 .33 • 39 *42^;
.08 .06 .15 .04 .13 1 ,
.15 .22 .35 .26 ,37 ‘
*71 1.28 1.40 1.04 .88 c
.77 1.40 1,42 ,66 .97
• f\
3
G
O .37 .51 .62 •31;-
.13 .24 .17 .31 .04 ^
.11 .08 .17 .15 .02 K
.08 .15 ,06 .06 .13
.04 .08 .11 .15 .11 l‘r
.08 .08 .06 .17 .04 ^
.08 .11 .02 .02 . ° 8  |
.08 .24 .33 .11 » 20 v
.40 .44 .42 *20 .33,1
.26 .22 .24 .26 .15 *
.28 .13 .22 .20 • 06>
,11 .04 .08 0
*< *
.!5 I
.17 .62 .77 .37
-
.35 ■;
.31 .44 • 26 .28 .26 |j
who were ” always on duty” at the time of the survey*
V
' 16 17 20 21 22 23 24 27 28 29 30 31
2.54 3.20 3.17 2.71 2.57 2.79 3.05 3.64 3.24 3.28 3.28 3.28
1.02 .93 1.22 1.13 1.17 1.57 1.42 1.81 1.26 1.81 1.23 1*46
1.20 1.27 1.37 1.15 1*33 .95 1.35 1.18 1.13 1.67 1.12 1.46
■:.82 .61 1.06 1.24 .84 1.03 .91 1.27 .86 1.07 .95 .81
:. 64 .52 .75 .91 1.02 1.03 .79 1.07 1.00 1.42 .95 .97
-.58 .18 .44 .20 .28 .23 .27 .40 .42 .37 .35 .18
,->11 .07 .33 .13 .02 .09 .14 .05 .08 .09 .09 .21
,:;.18 .09 .20 .26 .22 .09 .3° .29 .15 .21 .23 .09
.79 *98 1.15 .86 .87 .95 1.19 1.34 .66 1.37 1.28 1.28
.88 .95 .88 ♦ 77 .60 .93 .93 .98 1.35 1.19 .97 .74
;.52 .66 .37 .33 .53 .58 .53 .36 .42 .48 .37 .46
.11 .20 .08 .24 .11 .05 .32 .06 .28 .21 .18 .09
;\o9 .18 .13 .13 .08 0 .14 .16 .20 .16 . 14 . 16
X o i .16 .11 .06 .15 .02 0 .11 . n .05 .09 .07
,\n .05 .04 .04 .11 .09 .07 .05 .08 .12 .07 .07
-5 0 .05 .3.5 .02 .02 .05 .02 .25 .06 .02 .02 .02
5il6 .09 .11 .06 .08 .06 .02 .13 .02 0 .12 .02
V
;>13 ■ .20 .26 .17 .33 • 34 .09 .29, .13 .07 .16 .07
.34 . .50 .24 . 11 . 44 .18 .27 .2$ .33 . 14 .37 .21
.29 .
t
.31 .20 .11 .46 .20 .32 .18 .15 .21 .25 .09
>16 .13 *15 .15 .20 .11 .25 .16 .15 .14 .14 .14
'>09 .09 .06 .04 0 .02 .05 • 06 .11 .05 .04 .05
,;31
A 18
ivfc
7*
.42 .35 .31 .26 *27 .35 *48 .24 .39 .30 .25
.40 .68 .31 .39 .23 .30 .27 .33 .27 .18 .12
Daily mean of advice given by Health Visitors in Wiltshire
Humber of Health Visitors 45.
HAT 1968
6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15
Advice a 2.77 2.24 2*08 2.35 2.75 3.51 2.19 2,53
given
h 2.45 1.72 1.33 1.68 1.80 2.24 1.71 2,17
Wiltshire e x ia03 1.22 1.24 1.33 1.40 .84 .71
-Vft5' .r/It-**
iifad who were "always on. duty" at the time of the survey.
" >* \*
4
n ,r;
S'16 17 20 21 22 23
V‘1
.2;?5 •2.84 2*97 2.55 2*60 2.36
J
i.95 1.79 1.95 1.55 1.57 2.25
?r50 .77 1.35 1.11 1.24 1.18
' j.34 *34 .20 .06 .35 .16
'%23 *16 .24 .31 .37 .20
.’1 66
/■J*
.31 .58 *26 .28 .42
:/>50 *86 • 48 .51 .42 .50
C
O .50 .44 .35 .06 *23
1 ‘,_J ■
fi 02 .05 .13 .08 .06 .05
tr - 
1 I*
/*V*r * *t
'•'-j
. vM
i'%’1
HW
14 •* 27
i •
28 29 3° 31
81 3.14 2.93 2.78 2.62 3.07
32 2.00 1.75 2.44 2.02 2.55
,07 1.43 1.15 1..26 .91 1,00
21 .11 .15 .25 .18 ,18
37 .40 .44 .21 .12 . 21
46 . vo 
■ ’ 
o 
.
, .51 .58 .39 ,46
37 .55 .44 .48 .46 .69
27 .25 .46 .25 .44 .42
09 .06 .02 ,0 0 0
Daily mean of visits doae by Health fisitors in WlltshiSfgs 
Humber of Health Visitors 19,
MAS" 1968
6 7 8 10 13 14
0- 3.31 1.93 , 1.B6 2*86 3.94: . 3.90 3.46
1**» . 1.43 1.66 U u 1*66 1.50 1*78 1.93
'■ 2- 1.18 1.40 *86 1.00 1.18 1*20 1.81
;'3~. ■ .93 .66 .71 1*00 1.25 1.27 1.12
4- *68 .72 v '.64 2.06 1.12 .72 .79
5-9 .24 .12 .21 .20 .5 .53 .24
10-14 .06 .19 .07 0 .06 0 .07
15-19 0 .24 .07 .33 .37 .07 .20
20-24 .48 .57 .42 *66 1.31 .53 1.12
25-29 ; .62 .62 .57 .26 1.06 .86 .48
30-34 .36 .57 .42 .20 .75 1.00 .24
35-39 .38 .12 .57 .34 .25 .07 .07
40-44 .19 0 .35 .20 *06 .24 .20
45-49 .06 0 .14 .07 *06 0 .12
50-54 .06 .07 .07 0 .12 .12 0
55-59 .06 .07 0 .07 0 0 O
60-64 0 .33 0 0 0 0 0
65-69 .19 .24 .14 0 .12 .07 .07
70-74 .19 .12 .14 0 0 .20 .20
75-79 .19 .50 .26 .31 .20 .12
80-84 .12 .20 .28 .14 .31 .53 .33
85> .12 .12 .42 0 0 0 .07
' I2W  2.07:
*18H
•2ll
.44II 
.19 
• 240
Expectant
Bothers *31 *24
Handicapped .44 *12
: Persons.
*35
.24
.20
.20
*93
*25
.07
.35
.07
.24
‘*1
$1W1 j
:E?
wfio were ,fsoine times on &utytt at the time of the survey#
.•*ty ■
'r: *-•'
t
1,16
V
17 20 21 22 23 24 27 28 29 30 31
Y,
>\J(. 20 3.53 4 .31 3.68 3 .61 3.58 6 .23 4.38 3.39 4 .4 1 3 .31 4 .0 0
H I.  20 1.93 1 .44 1.46 2 .00 1.58 1 .3 0 1 .61 1.42 2.58 1 .3 1 1 .33
'Jl.93 2.20 1.75 1 .77 1 .23 1 .50 1 .46 1.15 1.26 2.92 1 .23 .93
• -fa. 
- 
00 .87 1 .00 .77 1 .77 .85 .92 1 .61 1 .0 0 2 .41 1*42 1.25
•T *.^5
,-v .79
> tS
.87 1.12 .72 1 .08 .75 .69 .49 .47 1 .33 .7 7 1 .5 0
;^*33 .63 .5 0 0 .24 .58 .3 0 .24 .12 .25 *14 .33
'll-C
:1 . 0 7 0 .12 0 0 0 .14 .14 .0 7 .25 .08 .08
oC
M•»4V
> **vV> .20 *12 .49 .08 0 .3 0 • 14 .0 7 .41 *14 .33
1  .8 0 1.26 1.69 2.38 1.23 .93 1.15 1.08 .66 .75 0 1 .4 1
1 .7 3 1.13 1.69 1.09 1.23 1.16 1.85 .48 *62 2.58 .3 0 1 .0 0
V  .20 ♦ 52 .43 .24 .77 *50 *38 .48 *66 1*00 .3 0 1 .08
Vi *40 .35 .31 .24 ,38 *33 .30 .14 *47 .92 .61 .41
V *  07 .26 .19 .08 0 0 *14 .14 .20 *50 0 .3 3
a*, o/O', 1 .3 0 #08 0 0 0 0 0: *25 .08 0
V% 24 .07 .12 #08 .14 0 0 .08 *12 *33 0 .16
0*>?? 0 0 .08 .08 0 .24 0 0 *33 .24 0
* * 0 .26 .12 * 14 .08 .16 .08 0 0 0 0 0
•-&
^  • 20 .26 .25 0 0 0 *08 .24 *07 *16 *08 *16
, .2 0 .20 *25 *08 0 .25 *24 .48 *07 *33 0 0
;.V 3 3
* • V7 **
.20 *25 0 *38 *41 .3 0 .24 *0 7 *33 0 *25
« :*.20'C'+$ .13 .12 * 14 .08 *50 *24 .38 0 0 .14 *16
V *  07 *26 *12 .1 4 0 *41 .24 .08 *12 *08 0 *08
3 . 0 7 .13 .25 .05 .2 4 .50 0 0 .07 .58 .38 .4 1
.,■•» x! . 33
*v
rh
.52 .12 .14 .3 0 .66 .30 .28 0 . 33 .2 4 *08
Daily mean of advice given by Health Visitors in Wiltshirp|;
Humber of Health Visitors 19* f#JSsSri
W*
MAY 1968 m
IS
mm
'■’fit-yii
Advice a 2,94 2,63 2,07 3.07 3.62 3.12 2.93 3.68 p#;
given ■' W$
Wiltshire
6 7 8 9 10 13 14 15
. . .
b 2.56 2.07 1.03 2.00 3.06 1.93 2.93 2.69
e .75 .87 .64 .62 1.06 .79 .41 1.19
d .12 .07 .14 0 .19 .26 .07 .12
e .24 .07 .35 *20 .81 • 66 .24 .50
f .93 .93 .86 ♦ 57 2.31 .33 1.53 2.56
g .75 .80 1.28 .79 .57 1.12 . 66 1.19
h .75 .47 1.00 1.51 1.38 .79 .86 1.24
i .25 .40 .78 1.73 .86 .24 .79 2.31
Tfh.0 were ^sometimes on duty11 at the time of the survey.
V-rJ]
■S'}
9
7 T
£ ' ■ - . • ■
1*16 17 20 21 22 23 24 27 28 29 30 31
3*12
■>.v:
3.07 3,68 3.68 3 .31 3 .57 4 .6 1 3,84 2 ,47 2,58 2 . 14 3 .00
1.00 3.46 3 ,00 2 ,00 2,89 2 .50 2.42 2,92 2^40 4 ,4 2 3 .14 3 .4 1
.80
1 #
1.26 1,06 .84 1.92 2.66 1 ,00 .72 ,47 .84 .7 7
CD•
.33 .13 .3 1 .14 .46 .41 .24 ,38 ,12 ,2 4 .53 .08
.53 .35 .3 1 ,53 .49 .58 ,24 ,24 .24 .58 .24 .16
.93 1.47 .62 • 38 ,24 1 .50 1,15 . ,84 .48 2 .00 1 .53 1,25
.73 .81 .25 1.09 .48 *25 ,38 .3 0 .4 7 ,66 .3 1 .5 0
. .79 .8 1 1 .00 1.46 .72 1 .50 .42 .92 *94 .92 .38 ,58
X. 40 .94 .1 2 0 .08 .16 .08 0 ,0 7 *16 0 1 .0 0
1
Bally: mean of . visits by Health Visitors in Wiltshire
■ less th^l
Ptf-.
lumber of Health Visitors 5.« %
'■■ M Y .  1968 ft
. 6 7 8
0 - 4*00 2*5 *8
1 - 1*4 2*0 2 .0
; *8 1*4 1 .0
3 -  . 2*0 1 .2 1 .2
4 - 1*8 1 .0 .2
5 -9 ' 1*0 0 *6
10-14 0 0 ■*4
15-19 • 0 'm2 0
20-24 • 4 • 6 *2
25-29 0 .2 0
30-34 0 .2 .2
35-39 0 *2 0
40-44 0 0 0
45-49 .4 0 0
50-54 *2 0 .4
55-59 0 0 .2
60—64 .2 • 4 0
65-69 .• .2 : .2  : 0
70-74 *6 0 0
75-79 0 0 .2
BO—84 0 • *2 0
8 5 * *2 0 0
E xpectan t■
Mothers . *4 ■ ■ *8 *4
Handicapped . ,2 . * 6 : ■ 0
Persons
9 10 13 14 15
3*6 2 .6 4*0 2*6 2 .2
*8 1 .0 1*0 .8
77-*1 J)
1*4 *6 1*2 1 .0
«§§
1 .2 i-7'
*6 *6 1 .8 .2 dO a’.**;:.
.4 *6 1 .8 .6 .6  /V
,*6 . 0 , 0. - 0
0 0 ; 0 0 .2
0 0 0 0
• 0 f« 2 1 .0 .2 . 0 77
• 4 .*2 .6 0 ..2  A
.4 . O 0 0 , 0
. O . 0 0 0 0 .
0 7 0 . 0 . 0 0 ;;
0 7. 0 0 0 ] 0
0 0 .6 .6 , . 2
0 7 - *4 .2 .2 .2
0 0 0 0 . 2 | | ;
0 0 *8 0 .8
0 0 *6 0 ,4
0 0 0 1 .4 ’ *2M
0 0 0 .4 0
0 0 0 0 0 1- tpc'ii
*4 7 .*2 1 .0 .2 0 / '777.5
.4 0 . : .4 .4 .4  7
 ^y
■$rere “always on duty0 ana who qualified as Health Visitors
'*J># years ago
-"A
; 7^**«
€'
44i’
«|ae 17 20 21
-'I.
1.75 1.75 4.0 2.4
;;N75 .50 .4 .8
la. 25 .25 1.4 1.2- v*
|K.75 .25 1.2 2.8
;i*.75 .50 .6 .2
■ 2 5 0 0 .2
S^*
.5 0 0 0 0
O'
:
0 0 oi- %
■# ^ ■ \$ 0 0 0 0
• A •.>;•
i? 0 0 0 0
0 .25 • 4 0
•iC 0 .25 0 0
/ !.25 0 0 0
: 0 0 0 0
‘ 0 0 0 0
\ 0 0 .2 0
r
. 0 0 0 0
o 0 .2 0
0 liOO .2 .2
’ 1.25 0 .2 0
> 0  - :; 0 0 0
v* 0
V
0 0 0
,.501, .25 .4 .2
.j.25 1.00 . 6  ■ .2
V*. *
22 23 24 27
2.6 3.2 1.6 3.2
.4 1.00 1.0 2.0
1.6 .8 1.4
.6 1.0 1.0 1.4
1.4 .2 2.4
.4 .6 0 O
0 O 0 0
0 0 0 0
* 2 0 0 0
0 .2 0 .2
0 .2 .2 0
0 0 *2 0
0 O .2 .2
0 0 0 0
.4 .4 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .4
.8 .2 .4 .2
.8 0 .2 0
.2 0 0 0
.4 0 .2 .2
0 0 0 0
.2 .4 .2 .2
.6 .4 .4
28 29 30 31
3*6 2.8 4.0 1.6
.6 1.8 .80 .2
1.2 1.4 1.8 ; U
.6 1.2 2.0 .4
.6 1.8 .8 .4
.2 ’ 0 O 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
O A 0 .2
.4 0 0 0
O .2 .2 O
0 0 0 .2
0 0 0 .2
0 0 0 0
.2 0 .2 0
.2 0 0. 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 .2
0. 0 0 0
. 2 .8 0 0
.2 0 O 0
.4 0 0 .2
,6 .2 .2 .2
.2 .6 .6 .4
It wlll^e; oeen-from;;'the tables ' on the opposite.' - ' 
page that inwall--instances where,' there-,:is,'a' significant 
difference between the numbers of visits to different 
ages in Herfcoo 'arid .-.Wiltshire.---there - is ''considerable 
overlap in the distribution, fhus while," a /real/- 
■•difference'exists* it is not 00 great that special 
'training is necessary for work in'either', of these two • 
. areas* ' fhe same la'true of visits- to' expeotnnt ©others 
,'and.'..the,;tandieapped.;-v
iV
I'
pi
Sailer mean of visits by Health Visitors in Wiltshire «!*$:
more t
lumber of Health Visitors 40*
I#
MAY 1968 
9 10 13 146 7 8
3.25 2.4 2.05
1*66 1.35 1*22
1.51 1.12 .97
1.33 *62 .72
.61 .37 .47
.28 .25 .23
.10 .07 .10
.33 .27 .40
.97 .72 *77
.84 .55 .82
*66 .55 .45
*28 .10 .25
,23 .07 .23
.15 .05 .12
.08 .03 .03
.10 0 0
.05 .05 .07
.08 .12 .17
*28 .12 .27
*17 *12 .15
.25 .23 .20
*09 >05 *12
Expectant
Mothers *66 *55 *32
Handicapped *31 .20 *17
Yersons
2.3 3.07 3,47 2.2
2,6i
1.25 1*67 2.00 .90 i.i#?tr'
.90 1.4 1.37 1.35 1.5-*
.52 1.05 1.07 1.1
.57 1.02 .72 .47
.27 .12 .37 .45 .42;
.10 .07 .17 .05 .12 :
.17 .25 .40 ,30 *4li
.80 1.42 1.45 1.15 .97...
.82 1.55 1.52 .75 1.07,'-
.27 .42 .57 .70 •3f§
.15 .2? .20 .35 .06
.12 .10 ,20 .17 •of?
*10 .17 .20 .07 .15
.05 ,10 .12 ,10 .10'
.10 :■ \ m .07 . .17 .o |;J
.10 .12 .02 .02 .07
.10 .27 .28 *12 .12';,V/':'-
.45 .50 .40 • 22 .32 ‘i’.
.30 .25 ,27 .12 .15
.32 .15 .25 ,17 .07
*12 .05 ,10 0 .17?
.!
*15 ,67 .75 ,40 • 4C&•♦L'i
.30 .50 .25 *27
.} j
iere ^always on duty” and who qualified as Health Visitors
r,l
■3? years ago '
•iV
fftt:
$ ■
$ A
t'116 17 20 21 22 23 24 27 28 29 30 31
¥
ja.58 3.35 3.07 2.75 2.57 2.74 3.23 3.69 3.2 3,34 3.18 3.5
,<1.07
*
.97 1.32 1.17 1.27 1.64 1.55 1.79 1.35 1.81 1.28 1,62
£|fl.22 1.37 1.4 1.12 1.40 *87 1.50 1.15 1.12 1.72 1.0 1.60
«5f*
CO
Z
0 .65 1.05 1.05 .85 1.05 .89 1.25 .87 1.05 .81 .86
v #
.52 .77 1,00 1.00 1,00 .86 .89 1*02 1.37 .96 1.05
:".6«
‘v t
,20 .50 .2 .27 .17 .30 .45 .45 .42 .39 .20
>> .14
> y
.07 .37 .15 .02 ,10 .15 .05 .10 .10 .10 ,21
' 7
20 .10 .23 .3 .25 ,10 .32 .32 .17 .21 .26 .10
.89 1.75 1.3 .95 . 95 1.07 1.35 1,51 .75 1.50 1.44 1.42
1.00 1.05 .97 .87 *67 1.02 1.05 1.07 1.5 1.35 1.02 .84
',,.58 .70 .37 .37 *60 .64 .54 .40 .47 .50 .39 .51
• 14 .20 .10 .27 .12 *05 .32 .08 .32 .21 .20 .07
‘ .08 .20 .15 .15 .10 0 .13 .15 .23 .17 .15 .15
...08 >17 .12 .07 .17 .02 0 .14 .12 .05 *  30 .07
v .14 *05 .05 .05 .07 .05 .07 .05 .07 .13 .05 .07
■ 0 *05 .15 .02 .02
... +&/■ .05 .27 .05 *02 .02 .02
> .17 .10 .12 .07 .10 ■ .08 .05 .10 .02 0 .13 .02
.15 .23 .27 .20 .27 .34 .05 .30 .15 .07 .17 .05
V .42 .40 .25 .10 .40 .20 .27 .27 .37 .15 .42 .21
■-SS.
•> .20 *35 .2 .12 • 50 .23 .35 .20 .15 .13 .27 .10
a ? .15 .17 .17 .17 .14 .25 .15 .15 .15 .15 .15
» H O .10 .07 .05 0 .02 .05 .08 .07 .05 .05 .02
4 30 .45 .35: .32 .27 .28 .35 .51 .20 .40 .30 .25
5 *24 .35 .70 .32 .37 .20 .27 .27 .35 .21 .13 .07
&
Visits in age groups,. Health visitors alway
. on duty.
. ; ' > 1ES20R.".;V ; WXMSHIEE ’
' . Iflean'. Batige. : : Bean Range : .
*- 0- 1.91 1,06-2,82 ; 2,91 1.91-3.64
1- 1.29 0,41-2.18/ '1.36 0.89-1.88
2- 1.27 0,66-1.94 1 .26 0.95-1,67
3- ■ 1 .2 0 0.47-1,76 .;■ :-:0.94;; 0.53-1.41
■ ’4- ! ,92 ; :0.24-i.47:' 0.82 0.44—1.42
.. »35;-.: 0.06-0.72 . 0,32/ 0.11-0 .58
! : xo*** .08 .; o;-o.24 0.11 0.05-0.33
• 28 0.12-0.72 : "0,23. .; 0,09—0.37
20- .83 0 -1.65 1.02 0,66-1 .3 7
;.V2sU ,93.;.-. 0.71-1,27 : : ; 0.92 0.51-1.40
30- .51 0,24-0.88 0.46 0.28-0.66
35- .33 0.12-0,72 ; 0,1 7; 0.04-0.32
40— .12 ; ;0.-0.24 ; 0,13 0 —0.20
■ ' 45- : .08 ; . ; ;■ 0 -0.18 0 .09 ' 0-0.18
■*/ go- ' V .01 0-0.06 o.os 0,02-0.15
V : .04 0 —0.24 0.07 0 —0.20
*' 6o~ ' .02 : :■ 0 -0.12, ■ 0.07 0-0,16
* S5- .05/ . .. /O -0.18 0.18 0.07—0,33
*76- .06 . 0-0.27 ■ 0.29 0.11-0.50
75- *06 ; 0 -0,12 0. 22 0.09-0,46
*80- .os 0-0.24 0.17 0.06-0.28
« 85- .02 0-0.07 0.06 0-0.11
..Expectant 
Bothers 0.18 0.12-0,76 ;o.i5;: 0.24-0.77
Haadi-
.03 0.05-0.35 ■ ;, o.i2 0.12—0,68
indicates where there is a significant differeac
s i t i iu s  u i  nge •■oumeiiimes on  au
M S R O T  WIMSHIRE
Mean , Range ■ Mean Range ; :
* 0- 1.64 0 -6.80 3.66 .86-4.41
* 1- 1.09 0.25-1.80 1.62 1.14-2.58
* 2- 0.95 0-1.80 1.52 0.86-2.92
3- 0,89 0 -3.00 1.13 0.48-2.41
■ 4— . 0*69 0 - 2. 0 0 ' 0 .97 0 .4 7 -2 *0 7
5“ ■; ' ;:0*'34 ; 0 - 1 .00 0.29 0 —0*63
10— 0*17 0 > 1*00 > > 0 ,0 7 ■ ' ' ■ ; ' O '. -0*19.
15- 0*16 0 —0*66 : 0.19 0 -0 *4 9
so- ■ :0*33'>.. 0 -0 .8 7 0*99 0 - 2*38
25- ■0 . 48; ■ ;:-:- o; -1 .5 0 0*99 0 *2 6 -2 .5 8
30- 0.49 0 -1 .2 5 0 .54 0 . 20- 1 .08
35- 0.22 0 -1 .0 0 0.36 0 .0 7 -0 .6 1
40- 0.28 0 -1 .5 0 0.16 0 -0 .5 0
45- 0 .14 0 -0 .6 0 0 .0 7 :;:.^ ;:0:-1.3O
50 - : ' ■ : 0*10 0 -0 .5 0 0.09 ■>:: 0 - 0 * 3 3
55- 0.03 0 —0*40 0.06 . ■ 0 -6*33
60- 0*06 0 -0 *2 8 0*06 0 -0 .3 3
65- " 0 .21 0 -1 .0 0 ' V 0 -0 .2 6
70- 0.23 0 —1* 40 0*16 ;-'.:o:-o*48
75- 0 .17 0 -0 *8 0 0.25  ^ ■ O —0*50
80- 0.09 0 -0 .5 5 0 .21 > .  0 -0 .5 3
85* 0.05 0 -0 .4 0 0.13 0 —0.41
Expectant.
Mothers 0.34 0 —0*83 0.28 0 - 0*58
Handi­
capped 0.35 0 -1 .0 0 0 .30 0 - 0 . 8 1
* Indicates where there is a significant difference.
mem? . MiUjY rtsxm
^ABY.gAmE 0IMS3UMB 
UKPER.'S 'anfl/OVBB 5' 2IAES SERVICE
Category SeB
Under 5 yrs 
service ■
x
Over 5 yra 
service
B.D ; -x
Significance ■, 
t~ ■ IP-
value value
*■ 0~ 0 .4 7 1 .9 4 0 ,77 1 .88 0 .30 0 .1 0
*  1~ 0.36 1 .1 8 0 ,7 3 1 .4 1 1 .28 0 ,1 0
2— 0 .43 1 .26 0 .6 0 1 ,3 0 0 .2 4 0 .8 1
^ I** 0 .32 1 ,14 0 ,57 1 .2 7 0.89 0 ,1 0
4*» 0,36 0 ,82 0,44 1,00 1 .4 1 0 ,17
■ e 5** 0.18 0 .3 0 0.32 0 ,39 1 .1 0 0 .1 0
♦ X0~ 0 .07 0.05 0,13 0 .1 1 1 .79 0 .1 0
*  15*. 0.25 0 ,3 1 0.13 0 ,22 1 ,44 0 ,1 0
20 - 0,32 0.85 0.43 0 .81 0 ,33 0 ,7 4
25- 0.30 1 .05 0.39 0,76 2 .6 4 0 .0 1
30 - 0.29 0.53 0.35 0 ,49 0 .39 0,69
3 5 - 0.25 0.33 0 .22 0 ,33 0 .0 1 ,0
*  40 - 0 ,07 0 ,0 7 0 .1 7 0 .18 2 ,69 0 ,02
45 - 0 .05 0.05 0 .1 0 0 ,1 1 2 .0 1 0 ,0 5
50 - 0 .03 0 ,0 1 0 .04 0.02 0,83 0 ,4 1
*  55 - 0 .1 0 0.05 0.05 0,02 1 .26 0 ,1 0
<•• 60— 0.03 0 ,0 1 0.07 0,03 1 .1 3 0 ,1 0
65— 0.06 0.04 0.06 0.05 0 ,49 ,6 3
70- 0 .08 0 .04 0 .1 0 0,09 1 .2 1 0 ,1 0
75- 0 ,07 0.06 0 ,07 0.04 0 ,9 0 0 ,37
8 0 - 0.08 0.10 0.09 0.06 1 .4 7 0 .15
85* 0 ,0 4 0.02 0.04 0 ,0 1 0 .7 8 0 .4 4
Esrpectant
Bothers 0.24 0.38 0.28 0 .41 0 .36 0 .72
Handl-
eeppefi 0.12 0 .1 1 0 ,18 0 .22 2 .3 2 0 .0 3
w r n  mihi ' frnirs
s u m m a r y , m  of ahasysis
fflttgg mStTOm -IH mfSHXHT - ALWAYS OH P&gy
“Age v Over: 5 ‘yre . Under 5 yrs - ■ . Significance
d l e t r l b u V ' B e r v l c e  : . ' . . s e r v i c e '  j u
ion o f • ■ —
subjects ■. %  B m W  x ■ ' s.*D. : value ■ value
. * ;0- 2.93 0.40 2,79 0,92 0.59 0.10
1.40 0,30 1,02 • 0,55 2.70 0.02
1.28 0.24 I.Ij. 0.40 1.72 0,10
. * 3- 0.92 0,21 1.08 0.66 1.05 0.10
; * ■ 4*. 0,81 0.26 0.90 • 0,63 0.60 0.10
„"■* -5- ; ■ \ 0.33 0.13 0.21 0.29 1.62 0.10
xo— . 0.12 0.07 0.03 • 0.10 3.16 0.003
; * i5- ■ , 0.26 0.10 0.01 0.04 10,23 0.01
20- 1.16 0.31 0.17 - 0.26 10,88 0.001
25- ■. 1.02 0.28 0.12 ■ 0.18 12.19 0,001
30-.;, 0.50 0.12 0,11 ; 0,14 9.34 0,001
35- 0.19 0.10 0.04 0.09 4,96 0.01
40- 0.14 0,06 0.04 0.09 3.99 0.001
^ 45— , 0.11 0,05 0,02 0.09 3.67 0,01
; ,..V 50-' 0.07 0.03 0.16 0,21 1.82 0,10
.^  . 55— 0.06 0,07 0.03 0.12 0.60 0.10
& 60— 0.07 0.04 0,06 • 0.13 0,42 0.10
. ® 65— 0.18 0.09 0,20 0.28 0.37 0.10
* 70- 0.30 0.12 0.20 0.31 1.36 0.10
* Y5— 0.22 0.10 0,22 0.42 0.06 0,10
«■ 80- 0.18 0.06 0 .0 8 • 0.14 3.06 0,01
*  854- 0.07 0.04 0,04 ,0.10 1.03 0.10
Expectant
Mothers 0.3S 0.16 0.35 0.24 0.73 0.47
Handi­
capped 0.29 0.13 0.39 0.24 1.74 0.10
# Shese are' values" of Welch's test statistic for difference
. between two. ©cans where the: variance; differ significantly# 
(See.fable ll;,of Bioisetrika)*
ADBXfX QHMt SURVEY
■ It was felt that in the two previous surveys, 
no attempt'hed-been.made to discover how-the health 
visitor selected: clients for visiting and question 3 ■ 
set out. to'. remedy this* Heither was it revealed whether 
the family "was.-.previously known to the health visitor* 
Question 4 was therefore'-, included,'in order to. establish 
this with regard to the visits undertaken*
Quest ion 5 was included in an endeavour to find out 
whether the health visitors appreciated their function 
at each visit*
Although question 6 had already -been given in the 
previous -surveys, it was included to find- out whether - 
the.persons contacted were in any way similar'to: those 
recorded before*
Question 7 was altered' in some sect ions- to' Include 
advice items not included -before, namely,- ante-natal care 
care of school children, and care of the elderly ..as 
they had not been specified in the previous surveys*
hs&mif rmmma sbrviob'. sooty' isss
please -complete a to rn  for every, household' visited on the.. .. 
following days only; March 4th,. X2th,- 17th morning/afternoon 
(please delete totes and time, m i  applicable)* '
1, ' Health Visitor9 a name s
2* Age and box of persons visited/:(include adults and-
-any others)t;. ;
3, Who initiated this visit? (Haase'ring appropriate no*)
1 Yourself . 3 Relative ■'(specify)
2 -Client 4 Other (specify)
4* Bid .yon know -this family previously to" this visit? YES/HO
'(please delete -that which - does ’ not apply)
%  . . Indicate below what most nearly .describee the function,
of.-the visit*'{please ring appropriate number/sj ' if 
. more than one is ringed please underline the predominant
' functions
1 To ascertain progress
,2 -Friendly visit or routine
■'"'3 Check on circumstances
■ 4 . .Investigation.'.relating to'care*
6* If yon contacted any other ■ agency ■ or worker indicate below:
,ww¥erarawTonHcTe5,ww rie tSotf' ofTrcbn^ act Tim - spent
7* ■ Was' advice given;
1 Infant care- and-feeding ■
2 toddler; care aid. feeding. ■
3 -.Ante-natal>care
4 Care of school child/children
5 Care, of other members of the family (specify)
6 Home safety
7 family planning
8 Care of elderly - ■
(Please ring appropriate numberj if more than one ringed, - 
please underline the predominant section)*
twenty health visitors from Merton and twenty 
f3?o© Wiltehlre volunteered to fill in this extra 
questionnaire* the survey covered visits only on three 
selected days, thewe being tuesday March 4th, 1969,
Wednesday March 12th, 1969 and Monday, March 3 7th, 1969*
Ifo guidance was given to the health visitors as to how 
the questions to be answered* In Merton the forms
were sent direct to the health visitors, whose names and 
addresses had been given by the superintendent health 
visitor* In Wiltshire the forms were all sent to the 
superintendent health visitor and distributed to the 
health visitors who had agreed to participate* In both 
areas the completed forms were returned to the superintendents 
for forwarding* Ihis ensured that those taking part 
returned the forms.
HISUMS and BIStJtJfiSIQH
Statistical analyses of these figures show that when 
the two areas are compared there was no significant 
difference in the. number of visits made per day, nor in 
the number of people visited per day on average* Ihese 
latter averages were Merton 5# 79 and Wiltshire 6*34*
Question 3 and 4
fhere fas no statistical significance associated 
with the persons who initiated the visit; nor was there 
any evidence of statistically significant difference 
associated with either place in regard to previous 
knowledge of the family*
Question §
■ There was no e\ridenoe of any statistically 
eignifleant difference, in the function of the visit
■in the.two face's*.:
One at ion. .6; •
. The variety of workers contacted resemble the Met. 
recorded. on the two pilot surveys am ■ the ' definitive 
survey*. ■ ■
Question 7 ' '
Ttmm was a statistically significant. difference between 
Merton and .Wiltshire in the question of advice given 
(p< 0125}*fhis may be' accounted for by the greater number 
of people' visited per day In Merton* It may also be that 
Merton health visitors recorded every advice item given 
even though they made contact only with the mother*
: When-the'-visits'to clients in the various age ■
groups were analysed there is © statistically significant 
difference ip < *05) associated with the age group as 
shown by the table in the 10-50 age range* The higher 
figure in Merton may be accounted for by the feet that 
the days selected'for the survey were better days for 
successful' visiting' in Merton than in Wiltshire*, and 
that the distances between the homes were much lees in 
Merton, Further investigation would be needed to establish 
these factors*
tmmm m fisxfg)
Age : Merton : .Wiltshire Significance.'
of fiifferenee. 
Morton and.
. : Wiltshire .
.0-' ■■; : H e  x . " 226
1- . 52 X' 40
2— ' ' ;54 . .54
; - ■ 54 ■■44
4 - ; 31
5-9 ; 45 ; 20
20- . -t ■'; 5
25-. 8 14
20-:;' ,-''54 72
25- . ■ 63 ' 41
30- 55 42
35**' 27 ■ - 25
40- . 26 ; 20
45— '■ 2 2
50— : : 7 2
55- ' o -v.: ' 0
’60- ■’ 4 ' 5
65— ■ 8 4
70— , ' 8 22
75- : ' 29 ; : 22
80- B , 9
85* ’ 6 6
653~ 574
. "2 
X  B.S*
X  > 2°/1
S
IT. S.
 overall X  >20/1
. . The following summarises-the findings, in evasy ' 
case comparing;Merton and Wiltshire* there is no 
statistically significant difference in' the number of 
visits made per day.--nor. in the "number of people visited ' 
per .day. on average I
Merton . 5*79
Wiltshire 6*34 
On advice: given - there Is a statistically significant 
difference; between .Merton and. Wiltshire (p < *125)* the 
figures ■concerned are as "follower .
. T ;
mmm i 
£mim ora '
Advice Merton Wiltshire
1 126 122 V
2 121 " SB
3 19 a
4 99 '
*
' .6
"■ 7 31 ■ 26 •
''8 • ' /:46 - ■;
Total ■ 469 381
Previous .knowledge' of 'faaally there is no evidence
of any statistically significant difference associated 
with place* fhe-results are as followss
WOTIOBS KffOWLEDGB- W.VMZIX
■- Previous knowledge : Merton Wiltshire ■;
■lea 197 . 185--.. .
Mo 61 ; -'Y*3 , '
; Function of, visit here again, there is no evidence 
of any statistically significant ..difference'between-the
two placest ' .
' fABLB 3 "
Ftm ouioK  of v is i t *
Merton Wiltshire
.Purpose 384 357
Mo purpose 289 . . 217.
: initiation of visit* Hie re la no evidence ofany 
statistical significance associated with the person who 
initiated the visit1
7ABLB 4
VISITS XTOIAPFD BY SEW/CLIENT/ETC.
Merton Wiltshire
Self 200 183
Client 14 16
Belative . - 3 . 2
Other ■ • - 39 , . • 42
25B- . 245
Humber of persons visited* There is a statistically 
significant difference associated with the age group 
(see Table page 176).
An attempt was made to analyse what percentage of 
the health visitor’s time was spent in various activities 
connected with her work* The health visitors in Merton 
and Wiltshire work on the basis of a 37 hour week, of 
which one hour per day is spent at lunch* The sessional 
work undertaken is normally of two hours duration. This 
includes child health clinics, school medical examinations, 
teaching in schools, immunisation and vaccination clinics* 
Other sessional activities include case conferences and 
meetings of staff on an area or regional basis.
She hours available for home visiting were calculated 
by multiplying the number of total hours available over 
the 20 days of the survey by the number of health visitors 
whole and part time. Hours taken for lunch were deducted 
from the total, Total hours spent in clinics, in schools 
or clerical work were obtained from the retrieved 
questionnaires, These were also deducted from the hours 
available, The remaining hours were spent on visiting.
The time spent in clinics, schools, clerical work 
and home visiting are all expressed as a percentage of 
the whole time.
The following tables show the results of these 
calculations.
45.-full--time health visitors in WILTSHIRE work 6660 hours
' fetal hours spent in ."clinics "62.3' 10*81$'
fetal hours spent on clerical !
work ■- .1080 18*75$
Total hours- spent" in schools ■
for all purposes v . 942 18*35$
. fetal hours available for ,
• visiting 3115 54*00$
19 part time health visitor© in WXMSgltB work 2812 hours 
Total.hours for lunch " 380 ” ;
fetal working hours available ' 24.32 : **
- ; fetal hours spout in clinics 257 10# 56$
fetal hours spent on clerical
work 418 17*18$
fetal hours spent in schools '
for all purposes 324 13*32$
fetal hours available for
Hours taken for lunch 900 1
5760 **fetal -working hours available
visiting 1433 . 58.92$
18 full time health visitors in HBBTOfl work- '2664 hours
Total hours for lunch . ■ 360. ■ »
Total working hours available 2304 11
Total hours spent in clinics 378 ■' 16*40$ .
Total 'hours ' spent on clerical'
.work P04 ,21.4#;: ;
Total hours spent .in .schools--: ■ ■
■for all purposes'- " 105 '4*55$$
■ Total-1 hours spent at ease
conferences,;nK»etli^B,etc.: ,4 ■ \.*17$
- Total hours available for . ■
■ " ' visiting ' ■■ 1313 56.98$ ’
9 part tine' health visitors in IIERTQI? work 1332 hours
Total hours for lunch 180 1
Total working hours ' 1152.. n
Total hours spent in clinics'; ■ 136 11*80$
Total hours spent on clerical
■ work. - 1 270 ;23*43$;:.-
. 'Total hours, spent in school©'
. for all purposes 25 2*17$
Total hours'spent at case
• .conferences,meetlhg*eto ■ : -2 . *17$-
: . Total hours' available-for .
visiting . . 719 62*41$- '
It can be seen from these figures that although 
the greatest percentage in all the tables is that of 
home visiting, the second highest being the percentage 
of time -spent on' clerical work*
■ Whe surveys in Wiltshire and Merton were carried
. . .  *
out to find oat what work health visitors'in these two : 
■areas m m  actually doing*
Analysis was made of, the number of visits' done by 
all the health visitors over the .'.period-of the survey* 
fhls shows that the greatest percentage of their work 
is done with the young child and \in the family* *
. 3*he following table shows the percentages ■ of visits 
to all age groups' and .Includes;, expectant mothers and ’■ 
handicapped; persons* .
45 Health 
Visitors 
WILTSHIRE 
Fall time
Total Ilo#of Visits 
10363
Mo#
vislted
Per­
centage
19 Health 
Visitors 
WILTSHIRE 
Part time
Ho.
visited
Total Ho. of 
visits 
4060
Per­
centage
0- 2583 24,87) 1029 25.34
1- 1207 11.62) 461 11.35
2- 1122
Jlotal 
10.81) i> 425 10. 46
3- 832 7.93P*81 320 7*88
4- 684 6.58) 280 6 .89
5-9 283 2.72 84 2,06
10-14 98 .94 21 .52
15-19 206 1.98 56 1.37
20-24 901 8.68 295 7.26
25-29 818 7.88 278 6 .84
30-34 412 3.97 155 3.82
35-39 154 1.48 96 2.36
40-44 116 1.12 47 1.16
45-49 83 .79 20 .49
50-54 71 .68 28 .68
55-59 58 .56 19 .48
60—64 66 .63 20 .49
65-69 162 1.56 37 .91
70-74 259 2.49 46 1.13
75-79 195 1.88 77 1.89
80-84 153 1.47 59 1.45
85+ 58 .56 35 ,86
Expectant 
Ho there 348 3.35 81 1.99
Handicapped
persons 266 2.57 87 2,14
Total
p
61.92
..18 Health 
Visitors
m u m n
j m i  Urn® -
Total He, of Visits
3800
9 Health 
Visitors . 
KERT0B 
Part tine
fotal'Ifo# of Visits 
1150
Visited\"L
Percentage of total Ho.
vialtefi
ftereentage of total
;C54 17,21) 201 17*47j
441 11.60) 5;otel 134 11*65!1 Total
438
k n
i «£* 
11.52)
) 58.43 
10.81)
99
98
8*6o|
6*52!
1 $
> 54.76
.277 7.29) 98 8.52!
%20 3,16 43"' 3.74
? 21 .71 ' 18 1.56
■*97
r: £. 2.55 22 1.91
307 8.07 46 4.00
329 8.67 64 5.56
-104 4,73 . 57 4.95
. 1
114 3.00 SB 2.25
f 42 1.10 29 2.53
27 .71 17 1,47
m. ■;
5 .13 : ' 11 ,95
14 .36" 3 .26
• 7 ' .18 .95
15 .39 ' 19 1.65
23 .60 31 2.69
19 .50 17 1.47
Is8
| 7
.73 14 1,21
.18 6 .52 # ' ’
■v-
t-32 3.47 41 3.56 •' 7 :
1,42 59 5.13
CHAPTER VII ;
>31011 AIID CONCLUSIONS
cmcmsims .
The history of the training of health visitors 
ehewe.that.it was largely’ accidental and in order to 
prepare health'visitors for work now and in'the future 
it was/ necessary to- investigate the employment of health ' 
visitors■ in an urban and - a rural community. and to' try ' 
to'assess whether the curriculum of the training’course 
at the University of Surrey prepared’students for work 
In these two areas and..whether it needed modification,.
Any conclusions ere only applicable.to the two areas 
studied; and' can. in no way relate to. other areas* . The 
preliminary review of the literature has shown that in 
all "instances the main hulk of the health visitors work 
Is undertaken with the young child in the family* although 
where there is attachment of health visitors to groups 
of general practitioners* other spheres.of work with.:the 
■middle-aged* the elderly and the chronic sick are ■ 
developing.•■ Hone of the authors of the reviewed papers 
has tried to equate the pattern of work undertaken with 
the training the health visitor.has received* -Many health 
'visitors new in practice--were trained before -the new 
syllabus set out by the council for the training of 
health vial tors and. will have had to adapt their methods 
to the changing needs of. the health visiting service*
Hie training the health visitor receives at the University 
of Surrey is the only one assessed* All other training 
schools have their own interpretations of the syllabus
. but .clearly all training courses should he bread enough / 
the'Student'to practice in any area within the ■
: United Kingdom and overseas* Whilst the basic ‘principles •
■ of health visiting sr© the same*" conditions overseas 
:,vary very considerably* and the basic training should1 
enable -qualified health visitors to work'anywhere* ' :
Hie flexibility <f the. training should prepare students 
to be able ..to us© their skills in any situation .la the 
United Kingdom -or elsewhere and to be - able to.-adapt, 
their’ practice- to changes which may take ■place* .
-From the-surveys carried; out it can.be seen that, in 
. Wiltshire and Merton* health visitors spend a considerable
- time.-on-duties-which do .-not require their special .training 
and skills.* One' of these- Is time spent on clerical work* 
Certain clerical'work* such'.as recording- the' findings of 
visits--on the child*© or familyfe record, card* must be
- done. by- the ' health visitor herself; .. she *' alone $ know© 
what, must be recorded* fhe recording* for ■statistical 
purposes* of numbers and Ma*aa ■ of visits done could be
recorded by a clinic clerk* : Figures used, in statistical ■
■ n * Uerertment of health aod;> Social Security, 
analysis by the Finistry or social security-/and the table©
produced by them .are a subject in the health visitors
course* 00 that students from the University of Surrey
should.be familiar with this subject and see.the
relationship of the statistics to their work* fhe health
visitor will, have her own. method of filing* generally
eomsdn.to all'in. any -one'area* and provided, ©he-records- 
on the cards- when .aha may need to visit again* the ■: 
clinic clerk'could, file the health, visitor’s, cards*.
It may he that a mem 'satisfactory plan would he the 
Institution of nationally standardised cards' -on which - 
health visitors could record their work* ■ The training 
in all courses could then he geared to this'card and- in 
view .of 'the amount of clerical work demanded of health ■ 
visitors aome instruction in.record' keeping, end business . 
management might, be of advantage to the student* - 
Bailey and Bswlinson'(1969 )discttss the use of dictaphones 
"in-health visiting and if these,were'to .become, universal 
some instruction into their'use would be needed* Becord 
keeping ■ as ' a topic for ins tree t ion is Included in the 
course at Surrey University* but in view of the variety 
of record cards used all over the country* this subject 
is discussed only academically* The clinic 'clerk must ' 
he'-familiar-with the filing method used and work in. 
eo-opcration with the health visitors* Shis'system : 
could work well where several health visitors are based ■ 
in shared'office premises* the health' visitor working : 
from ter own'home'faces having to do this clerical work.' 
herself* ' the inward .and outward transfer of records' 
could also be done by a clerical assistant* One health 
visitor interviewed said that when a child moved out 
of her area she had to write the now address on nine 
different cards* This takes tim  and keep's-:.'.the health - 
visitor from her main field of work, that of home visiting*
In both Wiltshire --mid KeftOsi 'the figures showed -that 
health visitors: spent nearly , .20^, of -their time oh' clerical 
duties* fhis .was' ©Iso seen in other surveys studied*; .
. vY . \  The:health visitors .in iertoa spent a statistically,-.
significantly greater, time, on .telephone calls, both - : 
incoming and- '-outgoing,. - than .- the health visitors in Wiltshire* 
Shis can ha accounted' for by the fact that 'all the rhealth 
visitors' in ? or ton'.are' based; in groups 'at -clinic premises 
-and clients,..other.workers, and members, of. the public too# ■ 
they are.' there.at. certain times during- the day* :Health' 
-visitors working" from their' -own homes ; in' Wiltshire ©re ■ 
not,b o . easily .-available*-.. '.One County '.(Devon}1 provides ■:
■ telephones■for its health visiting:staff, who are thus 
made -available outside normal working.'hours -{!!*, £h©l»,:-.
Health Visitor, Hewton Abbott), A great deal of the.time ■ 
spent on the telephone is to contact and consult with 
other professional and ley workers who may be concerned 
•with families- on' the health vieltor’s list#
- 'It was .seen from thefigures-of" the two- areas -studied 
' that ■..there was variation In. the ©ttcadaae e 'at iMmmisaticn 
\and, vaccination sessions' both" in-'clinics and in schools* ■
Hiese’sessions are usually undertaken by a doctor, and' . 
the.health visitor’s- skills and knowledge should not be 
wasted acting .as a receptionist-.and1, clerk to the doctor, 
teaching must• be given to, the' health- visitor student's.
■on- the needs and; uses.,of. vaccination and immunisation
'and. the: Immunisation -programme,’, as recommended by-/the-- \
'Department of Health. and Social- security*'. A knowledge of the
■ epidemiology. of. communicable" Mseasae.-isast, be Included -
• in ‘order .that -©be ray civ©/ infcassation on these- -subjects
• to '-the clients, she:v¥isite*-;^ 'Soutine' school medical’examinations 
- can/also'be :laniertaken'by-' ancillary'atsfff but/where/the'- V
: health' visitors 'are' els© employed/'m- school- nurses- they-
• must: assume responsibility -for the . health'of the school ■- 
children* /: Where; possible .-.they' -should be used as consultants 
to'- the ■ school' health team and- - the - teaching staff *- and. •
. for .giving health education /talks In the schools* ■ fhie . 
latter .'is well developed in; .Wiltshire... end is being developed 
in: Merton* "/ When Merton' have .concluded their change-to- 
three 'tier .'comprehensive' education it; is hoped that-the 
health visitors will be further meed'for--this purpose*
In both, areas' surveyed the • greater;part' of the healthy
• visitor’s: work is still,<tone; with • families -with: young• 1 \
■ children,: but - .the -'health visitor* n training -should anahie . 
her to -assess the family- as,a whole and identify the '
■ psychologic al ",and environmental,: fac to re.: which' -impinge' cm • ■ \
■ ■' • \' . ■ . , \
the young : child* • the training'-which the health'visitor • \ 
receives' on,/sections I- sri:2- of theTraining Council syllabus 'V
■ should fulfill; this, need* V - ■
As seen in.the -reports and literature .reviewed,.issany 
more health. visitors arc working. In attachment with, groups
of general practitioners,.- In Wiltshire! whore most health
■ visitors are working in this situation, the differences. to 
older age groups were statistically.significant, • fhio was
• particularly seen in the,middle age group.
. She jTasieson- Report, following' the inquiry into 
health visiting, stated that the health visitor could in 
a real souse he © general purpose family visitor* In 
association with the general practitioner she will be 
concerned with-a: wider, range of, families .'than .any other 
comparable worker* It would appear that if the health 
visitor is .to he-a common adviser on health teaching and ■ 
a-common factor In family welfare, the practice of 
attachment to general practitioners should he developed*
As noted -elsewhere, this system : of working has,' increased 
in Merton since- the -surveys were'carried out* . Although the : 
change over has brought some"difficulties, especially to - 
the established health visitor, it appears from discussion 
with them that it is proceeding satisfactorily* In each 
instance it is noted that the general practitioner has 
requested the attachment of a health visitor* draining by 
lectures from general practitioners and health visitors 
working in this way, and fieldwork observation, will prepare 
the student for group attachment* fhie is included in the 
course at the University of Surrey* Some students have as 
their field work instructors, health visitors working 
within group practice* Here thoy learn of advantages and 
difficulties in this method cf working*
It is seen from the surveys that the health visitors 
in Wiltshire ami Merton contact and consult, a wide variety 
of professional and voluntary workers. Daring their 
training the students will have been made aware of the 
statutory and voluntary services available to members of the 
public -and .of the' training and function of workers in these 
organisations* The health visitor must be. able to assess
.the need to refer to these other -workers and to choose , 
the right one "for the service' required* ■ Health visitor 
students ere taught the legislation which deale with various 
aspects of social security'!, child care, mental illness,etc*, 
and given background knowledge-' as -to how- this legislation ' •. 
has come about* - It is seen from the surveys that the health 
visttore in the two areas are ■ frequently in. consultation ■ 
with' children *a off leers, mental welfare - of fleers and welfare 
officers dealing with the.aged and the handicapped, etc*
It may foe that with' the changing pattern of. the - supervision 
of day care of young- children as recommended by the Ministry 
of Health circular 37/68 health visitors must. know, the facil­
ities that can foe provided' by local authorities* In.the 
two areas. thie. supervision and pre-registration. visiting' is . 
being undertaken-by. senior staff-, at present, but the health 
visitor must .know what, circumstances are necessary for .. 
registration and the- need ^ for supervision*
Advice given in both Wiltshire and'Merton i© largely 
on the rearing, development. and feeding of small, children* 
fhis ..is; expected os. the greatest number of visits in both 
areas are to children.-CV$ years of. age* . fhe basis of -a 
healthy life is laid clown -in the -early years and the health 
visitor’s rain concern should foe .with the-families with - 
young children* In  the wide conception of the health visitor 
as a family visitor and the many tasks she Me asked -to do, 
the visiting of young children and their..families tends-to 
foe neglected* . The health visitor mtat. foe sure of tier role 
and function in order-to- avoid this* . fhe . health visitor . 
should bo the ©Xpert in child •.development, deviations from .
the mmol* and as ©he visits. very' early in life is in. 
a strong position to advise on these subjects* She ..health- 
visitor’s training is based on the knowledge she has 
obtained from-her nurse and' midwifery' training and helps 
her to develop and apply the knowledge she is -given, : 
lectures on genetics and inheritance make - the health ' 
visitor-aware of inherited disease and awaken her to the - 
possibility of-handicapped infants* She can also use her 
knowledge in some genetic counselling of families,.
During her nurse training the student is made aware 
of -current medical problems*;; hectares on'statistics 
highlight the incidence within the community and-help 
her to gear her advice to families In the prevention-of 
disease and how to deal with problems when ill-health 
affects the family.
Having learnt about the development of the individual 
in all stages of the life cycle, the health visitor gives 
a lot of advice incidental to the main objective of the 
visit to the young child* She Is' asked about the adolescents 
and the elderly during the course of 'an:interview, ' - So. ' 
often she does this casually but what she says may have 
a lasting effect on the-family* 'Her training must therefore 
be broad enough and cover all stages of life in order that 
she may be -affective. Doctors, when made aware of the 
full training and skills of the health visitor, are glad 
of co-operation''-from"somebody who; has had similar basic ' 
training to themselves in anatomy, physiology, bacteriology, 
medicine and surgery, -./2Mo recognition has: been seen in
the increasing numbers of health visitors attaches to 
general .practice;-.'not.only in Wiltshire and Merton but ■ 
in other parts of England, :
it is. in the field of health; education that 'the'student --
must see her greatest opportunity. She is the only ■ 
worker.who takes this teaching to the homes of the 
families she visits* Moot of this work is done on- a . 
person to person basis in the home, and- this fact should 
not be lost sight of when the' health' visitor becomes involved 
in group teaching in schools end clinics*-: Her training 
must include the principles of education, group dynamics ' 
ant personal relationships* With this end in view the 
students are given opportunities -of teaching their fellow 
students, and to groups, during the fieldwork.practice* .- 
In. selected schools■the students' take part In a series of 
lessons to children undertaking' Duke of' M inburgh Awards, 
mothercrsft and so dal.-service projects* The preparation 
of these talks Is in the hands of the lecturer and 
co-operation' -with the school© provides.criticism of these 
teaching sessions*
teaching to groups in the fieldwork areas' is In; '
the hands of the health visitors, who supervise the; 
preparation and give advice and criticism, on performance, -
Training in the practice of health visiting 1© 
undertaken by fieldwork instructors; these ore health visitors 
who have undergone a special course of training to enable 
them to function as fieldwork instructors* These health
visitors.Bhould.be Interested in student training.and - 
-if possible should tove worked in the same area for some- 
;time in order to he familiar.with local conditions'.and' ' ■ 
services available* ■ Good "practical', instruction'is. best 
achieved when fieldwork Instructors train students from 
the.same training Institution all the time* these fieldwork 
Instructors are then familiar with,the academic training 
given and co-operation between the university and the 
fieldworker is of benefit to the student*, in some areas : 
health visitors do not undertake .school health work and 
the student is dependant on the' co-operation of the school 
health'service for provision'-of. this.-eicperiehce* fhe 
choice of'fieldwork instructors and their training is in 
the hands of local authoritiesf but the training institution 
must be in a position to request that a fieldwork instructor 
is no longer used for training their students, fills can 
prove difficult as the remuneration of fieldwork instructors 
is tied to their having students to train* Seasonable 
demands of the university for co-operation with the fieldwork 
Instructors. must be met, such as briefing meetings before 
the students commence practical training and meetings ' 
during practical work, but it must be remembered that health 
visitors 'acting as fieldwork instwuctors have a duty 
to their mpM^ing authority and the community they serve*
Case studies of a few families In depth ore a useful 
exercise for the student, but it is doubtful whether this 
prepares her for future health visiting'where case loads' 
of 300-500 prohibit visiting in depth except for a few 
special families, Preparation of the student to enable
her ;tb: select- priorities; of" visiting' is essential*
An stated at ", the tieginningf this, report deals only 
with Wiltshire and Merton* 'She review of literature of - 
health visiting -practice: would appear to' reveal, that 
basically: health visiting' practice is the; same throughout 
the country,:although evidence is insufficient to state 
this' with certainty; therefore further work would -need to 
be-done in-order to ascertain whether the work of health' 
visitors was the same in' all areas of England and Wales, ■ 
and-whether the training at Surrey University fits the • 
health visitor for work other than - in Wiltshire and Merton*
Baring the course at Surrey University the .students 
spend 20 weeks in their'academic 'studies and 10 weeks 
in practical training outside the University, fkree 
weeks continuous practice in the first and second terns,’ 
and two days weekly in the■third term* ' ’One week is spent 
in a different area from the main practical training*-
Xn.the academic. terms there are 340 hours, available 
for lectures, tutorials and. discussion seminars*., £he - 
lecture subjects are divided as follows and show the 
percentage of time spent on each sub jest, under broad 
headingst~
1* Child/core {including pre-natal health) )
Developmental Psychology (all age ) ro ■ otYf
groups) (Incluains ccaotics) ' 68 ■hra* 20''
Hutrition , '
2* ■ '.Sociology.... |
■ - fmsily welfare'. I ■ ; 64 hrs*' l8,89fS
-'.Family health. ) ■
3, legislation and social policy ') .
. {concerned: with all age groups ) ' 51 hrs* 15$ .
4* School health' . 4 hrs, 1,17^
5* ■. -■.Other.worker©'and-agencies. ■ " 7 hra, 2*05$
6* '■. Current medical problems . )
{handicapped, Xmmunolo^r,Cotamnnity) .' 44 lira* 12,96$
health, geriatrloa) )
7* Vital statistics ) ™
(also in relation to health education) d * *
8*' .Bduoatlonhl principles - ) XA
■ {Health education,a teaching practice) nru* v,-
9* -Health visiting practice ) ' . a ai<
{includes clinic management ) ^ '
10* ■ .Hecort keeping ■ } 
District Management
11, film discussion ' )01
(including films on child development) r  * * '
totals 340 hrs*
. . in the university each'student spends about 47# • 
of the total .time .available in.the academic year on 
practical; work*
;2his result is arrived at thuss .
Block practice
■i<»r:iiiiiiouj«JiwiilWdi.nii»lf»iii(t.i. i p  w iif ■
27 hours per/week. for. 6 weeks. : «= ’ 162. tea. practical
; ' ■ ■ work
Other practice
3 'hours o n -8. .'Wednesdays’ ' - « ’.24 hra''
. 6 ; hoars 'per' clay on Mondays £c 'fueefiays » 72 tea
• 6 hours' on 4 days in another 'area; §. "
: :}ss 27 hra -./...
3 hours on Wednesday in another area )
fotal.hrs,." ■ 2S5v
. fotal academic hours ■»;■ 340 . .
' .fatal : practical "hours 285/
^  ■ ■■ ;
$ on- academic work:'. 53*48-■
■ $ on practical work 46,52 / ■ _ /.;■
:fhis "takes no account of private study done within ■'
the university and at home or .of time - spent on project ; \
work and the writing of'case studies,/:
■It must he seen that although-actual - academic hours;/ 
teaching relating to work done in.' the fields of 'chili ■
caref school health recording, .and district management 
appear to'fall, short, of requirements, much of this work 
is done in a practice situation during practical training.
/ fke fieldwork insti'uetora teach district management 
record keeping and clerical duties at their own,level, 
fhe students will also get experience in child care and^  
development from .the fieldwork instructor and medical 
officers at. child health centres and attend school medical 
sessions, ' fhey will see immunisation programmes put into 
practice, care of the handicapped expectant mothers, 
geriatric care'and the statutory and voluntary agencies' 
available for help,.
■ flie fieldwork instructor introduces the'-student to 
such other workers -as child care officers, welfare officers 
and social workers when she herself contacts these people,
fhe student at the University of Surrey has lectures 
on education, and learning, and has opportunities to - 
practice group, health education in schools, to pareateraft 
and mothercraft groups during her practical work experience#
During the academic training there are opportunities 
for private study and guidance from health-visitors whp 
are ©embers of the University staff#
' - Is a result of .these surveys it .-can be assumed that
the training at the University of Surrey adequately. , 
prepares the health visitor for the work she is at present 
expected to do in Merton and Wiltshire but with the changing 
pattern of health visiting other skills ©ay need to be 
developed# It would appear fro© other literature and surveys 
studied that in these areas the- work is basically the same 
and in the same proportions, so that the training based on
the syllabus of .the training Council, for Health fieitore 
©houM be -satisfactory at .present*.. : r , - ■
: She coarse of training at .'the University of Surrey'Is. 
completed hy-.ten weeks' supervised .practice in health visiting* 
She pattern of this supervised practice is that the student 
is given .a. small area of work'with about 100 families for 
which she' is responsible# Baring.the ten weeks she will 
acquire further families and clients so that by the time 
the supervised practice is completed* her full case load 
will have been built -up# Supervision is usually undertaken 
by nursing officers or; their deputies or by health visitors 
holding senior posts* such as centre - superintendent or 
group adviser* In some cases' the supervision is undertaken ■ 
by experienced health visitors* -■-She supervision should 
include discussion of the health vieitore families and 
the work she does with them, introduction to other workers 
in the statutory and voluntary service© and the preparation 
of reports# The supervisor should b© available to the 
student in any case of difficulty; accompanied visiting with 
the student is not desirable and ©hould only be undertaken 
at the request of the student*
It has been found that in certain areas the student 
undertakes -her '/supervised practice with 100 families for 
ten weeks and is then moved to the area where she will 
be working; on. her own* ' fhio- is not considered good as 
the ' student "has then to'start again getting' to "know families*
colleagues and other workers* Baring the supervised- 
practice done in this way the student© feel that the - 
hundred families’ tend to be bvesvvisite&'and' a'standard 
set up which cannot'he maintained, ’ /Her la It desirable ; 
that'a student should be placed in' an "area where there ' 
has'been a-staff vacancy and she 1© expected to undertake 
complete reeponeibility 'for' the' area^ '- fhi©"poses' 
difficulties ''for: administrators who have staffing' problems ' 
end cannot Introduce the student gradually 'to health- ■ 
visiting' nor' provide adequate supervision, ■ ffihe 'student.
■ tenia to get. overwhelmed' by the'amount, of-work expected 
of her and' does not* wish'to continue- in health visiting*, 
Conversely the student who is underemployed may not see 
the potential prospects in the career of health visiting 
and become dissatisfied, She system of supervised practice 
has only been , in operation for three years and when it has 
been going for a longer, time the position, may improve* -. ~v 
' In areas where there’ is complete attachment to general 
practitioners the student will’need guidance an! supervision 
--.in.order to maintain her^  jprofessional status;-and' not-;; 
.become-the'''handmaid'of'the'doctor through lack of-’ experience,
However-the literature .received has shown that in '/
©11 case© where there is attachment to general practitioners 
’ the work' of. the -health visitors has increased in all age 
groups* other than those to children under'five years of-.-, 
age, ©tid "asnoted elsewhere the: attachment scheme is ; ' . ’ 
increasing considerably, fhe training of health visitors
in the University, of Surrey will, have to be revised - 
to include the skills of working in this way in order 
to meet the present demand*
It would he ideal If .the University could train 
fieldwork instructors who would solely undertake the 
training of the University students and.also to provide 
courses for senior members of' the health visiting staff 
to supervise the students during their .practice*
It ■ must be made clear that this study is 
very limited and to elicit further conclusions it 
would be necessary to compare health visitors who 
trained at other establishments with those of Surrey 
University* It would be wrong to apply this study 
to the .Ha-tiooaX situ at ion#
Equally* mo deductions cam. be drawn regarding the 
value of training at establishments' other then the 
University of Surrey for those working In any area*
It could well be that training given at other establishments 
could better fit health visitors for the areas under 
study in some particulars* but no observations of this : 
kind were made*
fable to, correlate work done by health visitors in  
Merton and Wiltshire •. and the trailing given by the
University of Surrey*.
Full time m M B fltm . T a r t time WILfSHIlB
Home. visiting ' 54*09^ ; - 58*92$
0-4 -61*8155 61*92$
5- ' )
; 10- 
V> 15- 
20—
■ 23-
30-  . } ■
35- . 33*27$ ) : 33.95$
)
40 -  
45-
■ 50- 
55-
■ 60-  
65- 
70-
75- V  ■ )
■ ■ 80- ■ ■ ■ ^
654*
Hrpsetaiit ■ ■ _
Mothers ■ 3*35$ S 1*99$ ')
Handicapped - 
persons 2*57$ } 2*14
Pull time m s x o t !
56*98$
58,435?
Pert tine MSl'fOI 
62,4155
57.46;'-
lecture subjects covering 
practice
Child care etc. 20/S
Sociology etc, 18.69;'
38.13/5 28.90/5
Legislation $
C.IJ.P. etc.
155?
18,96$
Films on variety 
of subjects 6.17/5
3.47$
1.48$
3.56/5
5.1355
Other Buttes - Pull ■ time ■ fHjfSEIEl \ Bart 'time WlLffS
Clerical work- - 18,75$ • 17*l8?§
Clinic sessions 10*8l$S ■ -10*56^
includes group 
teaching sessions
Immunisation-& - 
vaccination.sessions'
Sessions in schools ■16.35$- - . • 13*32^
to include health 
teaching classes
Full time UERSOH Fart time EEKTOI?
21.44^ - 23.48-1
16,40; 11.80
4.55$ 2,17$ :
laelu6.es other r 
workers & agencies 
contacted by various 
mesas , ,..2,* 05$
Kecor&ing, Bistriat . 
Management 4 time - ■ ■ 
oa fieldwork
supervised practice ' • ■ .*88$
Practice teaching 
Education Principles 10$
Health visiting 
practice 4 time on 
fieldwork .& supervised 
practice ■. 9•41$
Vital' statistics /•' •' 3*52$
School health* 
legislation in 
relation to school 
work*:
Shown as legislation 
& social policy 1*17$
AFEETOIX I
Model scheme of Maternity and Child Welfare
■ Annual Report of the Local Government Board 1917-1916*
1# A health.vialting staff sufficient to supervise 
the expectant and nursing mothers and infants and children 
under school age in the district who need visiting, to 
make special .visits-to children suffering from infectious ■ 
disease, and to assist at the centres attended by the 
mothers and infants# On the average one whole-time health 
visitor is needed to every 400 births per annum#
2* A maternity and child welfare centre to serve 
the distilct of each health visitor in populous areas, 
at which hygienic and medical advice are provided for ; 
expectant and nursing mothers and for inf ants and young 
children#
3# Provision of food and milk for expectant and 
nursing mothers and infante and young children needing , 
nourishment, which they cannot afford to buy for themselves# 
4# An .adeq.uate service of' trained midwives*'
5# ‘Arrangements for securing..the. prompt attention 
of a doctor when a midwife 'needs medical assistance In 
illnesses connected with pregnancy and confinement#
6# A service of nurses for illnesses of pregnancy 
and confinement, puerperal fever, ophthalmia neonatorum, 
measles, whooping cough and epidemic ..diarrhoea in young.- 
children*
- 7*. Hospital accommodation for acute illnesses■ 
connected with pregnancy, confinement, and Infancy* .
■ 8# flaternity homes and homes for infants suffering , 
from malnutrition. and other similar conditions which are 
not ordinarily admitted to hospitals*
9# Convalescent homes for women after confinement, 
and for. infants and-young children, and rest homes for 
expectant mothers in certain eases#
10# Accommodation in homes or other arrangements . 
for.attending to .the health of■children of widowed, deserted 
or unmarried mothers#
IIP' Provision in day nurseries, creches or otherwise 
for looking after the children of women who go out to work# 
12# "Home helps11 for taking care of the home during 
the period of confinement#
The Board stated that some, at least, of the services 
set out in the model scheme had already been provided by 
the local authority in nearly every sanitary district in 
England and Wales, the provision:most generally made being 
the appointment of health visitors# Ihey also stated that 
they, were prepared to pay grants not only for the-.services'", 
set out in the scheme, but also for experimental work for 
the health of expectant and nursing mothers and of infants 
and children under five years of age*

BXSg OF OSBHER WORKERS OOHfACfBD BY HBABfH VISITORS
iw immm . - -
Humber of contacts
18 full- 9 Part- 
time ■ . time
■ -Health : Health "
. Worker . Visiters Tie 1 tors
Mental welfare officer ■• . .'16 7
'Welfare officer 11 8
Womens Voluntary Service 2 . 2 ■
■General practitioner ' 40 . ■ 13
Housing'department - . 3 8
Painter and decorator 0 1
Social worker 22 16
Hospital staff 6 24
Home help -organiser - 3 4
Other health visitors 25 11
Moral welfare officer . 0 1
Assistant medical officer 1 1
.teachers "v 13 1
Child care-officers 25 11
Health"education.officer - . 10 4
Ministry of Social Security. '' 3 2
national Society for the prevention of
cruelty to children ID 2
Voluntary organisations 12 4
Bay' nursery ■- 3 1
Psychiatric social worker - 4  2
Central office staff 11 4
rrm50!f Continued
18 full* 9 part- 
time time ■
Health Health
Worker Visit ora - -Visitors
'Students 0 • .9: .
Cleansing'station. - 0 1
Midwife ■ 1 . .'-3
Moral welfare-offleer' 6 2
Superintendent. health visitor ■ 22 1
Residents, association' ■ 0 1
Rental officer- O' 1
School'',health service -. . 1 1
Family Planning- Association 3 0
Representatives 1 0
School welfare officer 5 0
Hates office ■ ' 1 0
Public health inspector 5 0
Au&iclogy team ' 13 0
Oar pound .1 0
Clinic nurses . 3 0
Accident prevention officer ; ' 2 0
Child guidance team' 2 0
Clergy : 2 0
District'nurse. - 1 0
LIST OF OfffflH TORgEBB COHffAQgEP Br nmm-I VISITORS
IB WIM3HIRE
mmm rnm m m m m m m m m m m m m m msm
’Humber of contacts
Worker '
45 full- 
time 
Health 
Visitors
■19. part- 
time 
Health 
Visitors
General practitioner . 256 66
Clinic nurses 76 7
..Horae'help .organiser-' 22 7
Hospital staff 54 21
Family Planning Association . ■; 4 2
Other health visitors 96 23
Social worker 48 5
Assistant isedleal officer 32 8
Welfare officer , 40 14
Army welfare services 21 1
Boyal Society for the prevention of 
cruelty to animals 0 1
Minis try’ of. Social Security 10 5
Bed Cross and St#;-Wotm Associations 6. '. 2
Housing department 17 5
District nurses 27 7
Architects department 0 1
Child care officer 56 9
School welfare officer 0 1
Superintendent health visitor 8 4
Mental welfare officer 16 8
County Hall clerical staff 27 4
45 full- 19 part- 
time time,
■ Worker / -.Health ' ' Health'
: Vieitora Visitors
Medical officer of health ............. 21 9
School teachers .■ .45 -. - 3
Probation officer 6 3-
Bepreseniatives' .2 3
Womens Voluntary Services 5 3
Tees X Bay Oc 1
Clergy. . 8 . 1
Moral welfare officer 10 ■■'1
Speech 'therapist 3 1'
: Home safety department ,0 1
Dental officer 13 2
Public health inspector 5 1
Voluntary organisations 30 1
Midwife 25 2
national Society for prevention of
cruelty to child ren 2 1
Child guidance team X O
'Chiropodist - 4 0
IiOdent operatives 1 0
School health service staff 4 0
Students 6 0
Ambulance officer 1 O
Surveyors department 1 0
Psychiatric social worker 5 0
Welfare food© office 2 Q
Medical loans department 4 0
School nurse 2 0
School matron * 1 0
wxijtjshxke continued
45 full- 19 part- 
time , time 
Worker Health '.Health
- Vis1tore Visitors
Educational psychologist . 1 . 0
Mother and baby home' 2 0
Hural district council offices 1 0
Electricity Board ■ i' : ' 0
Dietitian 2 0
Play groups 2 0
Group dwelling warden ' 1 0
Police 4 0
Adoption officer 1 0
Youth club 1 0
MTEHBIX III
D I A R I E S  OP EOtJR HEA1SH VXSIIOBS
HEiaOH
9 a,ru - - 10*30 a«m, Clerical etc#
ffelephone calls, 1) Child Care Officer telephoned 
to disease family and required urgent daily minder#
Check records etc® and rang.hack about daily minder,
Discussion of work with clinic elerk (P,f®)®
Discussion with Secretary at Family Planning Clinic re 
client problem family, • Odd telephone calls - requests 
how to get cervical smears done etc.
Visits,
1, ' Mrs, - C* and family. Ewe children found to have nits 
at school hygiene inspection. Discussion of hair care, 
special shampoos and Sachers comb left. Discussion on 
care and progress of baby age 1 year, Ira, C, had a 
miscarriage 6/12 ago - advice on her health and diet, She 
would veiy much like to have another baby - good Catholic 
family®; Also discussed making little girls dresses - how 
much more economical and simple to make, Mrs, C* thinks 
she will have a go.
Overcrowded 'in small flat. High:rent, On housing 
liSt,:- . ’•■'■■
2, Mrs, A» and family* ■ Parents work alternate shifts
on buses, little•boy -4 years. Booster immunisation discussed 
and dentist.
Stopped and spoke to toddlers playing in Street,
.3* Mrs,; E. .and family, . Mrs, .f£, not well today.
Discussion, Will see G.T5, if chest no better in few days,
Mrs, E, has two boys aged 9 and 10 years. Attending 
draining Centre, "School” summer holiday discussed, Girl 
age 3 years has attended developmental clinic - no speech 
yet. Encouraged to speak with aid of picture books etc.
If# 1*
. Girl 6 years at normal school* Difficult for . 
this child , in family of retarded adults and child ren*
Children have been in close- contact with family with 
sonne dysentery - no diarrhoea at present hut specimens 
requested by"StabileHealth department*- .'Collection of - 
specimena'discussed,
4, ' Visit 'dally minder lira* <J* Good’..care of two hahles 
and happy relationship with parents,!
Back to'clinic late for lunch, -
Prepare for afternoon Infant Welfare Session 1*303*30# 
telephone call from Moral Welfare Worker re ©ingle mother 
in area and care of baby, ■
telephone call from foster, mother at present minding 
above girl’s baby# -
Expectant mother visited clinic to ask how to make 
arrangements for confinement* She has no Doctor - 
discussed and advised. ,
EeXephone call from; Health Visitor about school 
children, with nits* .
' lunch*'
Baby Clinic and Audiology session.
Clear up*
Order stationery and requirements for clinic*
- Clerical work*
Single expectant mother telephone. for advice.
8*12. a.m. Arrived at clinic# Bead the post over a 
cup of tea and dealt with same*
9*00 a#m# Miss Biehards (Superintendent Health Visitor) 
arrived for supervisory session# Discussion of special 
families on which I (or my colleague) required guidance 
or advice# Also discussion of general topics in which we 
were particularly concerned#
a) forthcoming Fathereraft lecturesj
b) importance of clinic clerks|
c) new innovation of measles “vaccinations
d) new innovation of toddler cards#
10#00 a#m. Completed notes on previous days visiting. 
Programme of visiting mapped out# Discussion with speech 
therapist regarding a child of mutual interest.
Bing midwife, and mental welfare officer#
1Q#40 a.m. leave clinic to visit the followings
a) Mother who had mild depression# ' Tim baby is
now si^ weeks old, and the mother has been very much better 
during the past two weeks* Her difficult 4 year old boy 
however wears her out# Having climbed to the seventh floor 
I find she is out.
b) Call at another flat on the way down (routine 
toddler visit), also out#
c) Visit Ho. 1 special family J Mother is of gipsy 
background, and has had several mental breakdowns, living 
with putative father of her two children, 3 years and
9 months*. .Neither - parent can read or write, and are 
self-employed (say totters)* Both children are well* fhe 
three year old hoy is dry and clean, hut says only odd 
words, he is full of energy and climbs everywhere, fhe 
9/12 old girl is contented, hut small (prem. hahy) and 
sits up in the pram playing with feet and bedding, and 
vocalising well* Diet discussed. Help given with filling 
in National Insurance form* Persuaded to come to clinic 
with girl for immunisation etc. Have promised to come, 
although Bad very against it, (Hopeless to argue),
She visit is always hampered by lack of understanding 
on their part because they cannot understand anything but 
very simple language, and on my part because I cannot 
understand their patois. They cannot concentrate on 
anything for more than a minute and are both inclined to 
be aggressive at times}
d) Visit an elderly lady just moved into a newly 
decorated flatlet. Very happy to have her own home after 
eight years of misery, housekeeping for a cantankerous old 
man. She is close to friends and relatives, so not lonely, 
and is active enough to do own housework and cooking. Her 
nephew attends to the garden.
e) Visit old man, in same block. Very dirty but 
refuses help. Bays his daughter •does for him1. Has got 
rid of the chickens which were causing complaints from 
neighbours.
f) Visited old lady next door but 2* Keeping 
fairly well* looked after by home help and relatives.
Was eating lunch, so did not stay.
12.30 ~ 1.30 Lunch hour.
1.30 P.m. Infant Welfare Clinic.
Counselling on various problems* notably, feeding, 
(toddlers and infants) jealousy problems, temper tantrums 
potty training and sore buttocks.
Discussed the pros and cons of child minding with 
interested mother.
Carried out six hearing tests with other colleague.
3.30 P.m. Cleaned u|> clinic. Cup of tea.
4.30 P.m. Called on baby with sore buttocks with
sample* marathon nappy.
Called on No. 2 special family. Dished out large 
bottle of Suleo and sachers combe (a frequent occurrence 
in this family). Mother very conversant with use ox same 
All the children home from school for various reasons, 
except one. House filthy and untidy. Mother apologised 
profusely, obviously feeling guilty re this. At least 
I was invited in'
5.15 P.m. Called at housing department, re family with 
severe rent arrears. Had a chat with social worker, and 
housing manager, i’he husband was due to report to the 
office that evening, and arrived while I was there. I 
waited while he was interviewed.
5.50 p.m.. She interview ended,,and he asked to see me.. 
He was white, shaken, and scarcely articulate. It was 
very obvious that this was the first; he had heard of the 
£30 rent arrears,.accumulating since last November.
She social worker and X had visited the wife 
frequently, who had been spending the * regularly left• 
rent money, for several months. At first she had begged 
us not to tell the husband, as she was afraid he would 
leave her, and she took a part-time job to help pay off 
the arrears. We co-operated, and arranged a weekly rent 
collection,the morning after pay day so that she would not 
be tempted.
We finally managed to persuade her to own up to her 
husband, and had graphic accounts of his reaction, and 
how he had left her for the night etc.
All this was lies however, and eventually it was 
discovered that she had borrowed from neighbours and 
relatives to produce the weekly rent when we called.
I dro%re the husband home, after haviisg a short 
discussion with him, and he promised to contact me about 
any further arrangements made, and if he needs help at 
any time.
6.15 P.m. Returned home.
.'Arrived - at clinic at 9 ;• Opened .post.; Phoned .
Health Education Officer re posters and St* Heller Hospital 
■t o  .discharge: of Mother and' first baby ■.after Lower. ■Segment 
-Caesarian-Section: for-'prolonged labour.'. Ascertained that 
she 'Went - home on the previous day and that all'-was well. 
■Wrote- notes, of 'visits -completed;on: previous' day.
■ 9*30 a.m.; - 12.30 p.m. tested hearing of 20 babies . 
aged:8 months assisted by colleague. Answered telephone 
between whiles -and: did various ■clerical 'clutlee each- as 
writing family cards out for new ante-natals notified by 
General Practitioner the 'previous- -day.
; ■ .12.30 --1.30' P.m. Lunch. . ’ .
Afternoon visits. Visited new baby, a boy, who weighed 
8 lbs 14 oz at birth* This was the baby about whom 
enquiries had been made in the morning. Young Anthony was 
feeding well on National Dried Milk. He was a hungry baby 
and advice was given on increasing the amount and strength 
of his feeds. He had sticky eyes and mother was advised 
to contact G.P. re treatment. Mother looked tired, having 
iron, injections,'general ^ advice given: re more rest and 
■general-management.'
2nd Visit. . Phis was to a family of seven all over 
five years, except the youngest who is handicapped, suffering 
from achondroplasia* Xhio child, a girl, attends the local 
council nursery school. She is aged four years, is extremely 
intelligent and manages extremely well apart from the 
handicap of short legs and amis* Unable to reach clothes 
pegs and to sit on ordinary chairs. Hand control good.
The mother of the family, who .-are Catholic, finds that 
she la pregnant again and this has been proved by test* 
Advice' re boohing at local Maternity Hospital* General. ' 
family advice*
3rd Visit* Family visit. , Girl of one year beginning 
to walk, reminded, of smallpox vaccination, older girl of 
3t years just started nursery school (private)* General 
advice re problems. . Mother also pregnant.
4th Visit. Geriatric, old lady living alone, has 
rheumatoid arthritis. Will contact. Welfare department .re 
stair rail and higher lavatory.neat and-handrail*
5th Visit. Follow up visit. Xoddler seen at clinic 
and had been referred to Orthopaedic clinic for exercises 
for flat feet#
6th Visit* Routine visit to boy of 3.8 months.
Reminded re boost of triple and polio*
. ‘7th Visit*. After an ■ ineffectual visit another-toddler 
visit re general'management* ;Only child rather pampered.
• "Be turn-to clinic. ' : : -
8*30 :a*m* . $he work day commenced- at 8*30 a.m. When
I"arrived at the office, the previous day*s visits, three 
in number, were written up on the record cards of each 
family. After this the incoming cards, memoranda and 
maternity discharges were read, then set in order of 
priority for attention* One incoming farm reported a 
discharge of a new baby with his mother from the Maternity 
Home* A home visit was paid to this family during the 
afternoon session*
9.00 a.m. Our clinic clerk who comes weekly to. our 
office arrived at 9 a.m* About 15 minutes were spent with 
her explaining the clerical work which had accumulated 
from, the'past .week*.
Just after 9 a*m. the Health Visitor Superintendent
arrived for the weekly-review of -problems and appraisal
of the past week• s work* On this occasion two of my families 
with chronic problems were discussed in. part, the Superintendent 
was able to give valuable information on the past history 
of each family* Also because of my being newly appointed
to this post in this part of the country, several of my
questions regarding the administration of the department 
were answered*.
10.00 a.m* By this time, the Health Visitor Superintendent 
had departed from our office* She coffee break was then 
taken* The.day*o work was reviewed* ihis consisted of 
reading over my health talk notes and checking the Flannelgraph 
which was my visual aid planned to support the talk* 'fhis 
talk was the 3rd of six being given to a class of girls of 
school leaving age*
10* 30 a.m. Leaving the office at this time enabled 
me to reach the Secondary school in time to commence the 
lesson at 11 a.m. On arrival at the school X announced 
my arrival to the school secretary, then made my way to the 
room where the class was assembled* From 11 a.m. - 12 midday, 
we proceeded with the talk* ‘Hie girls, some 13 of them, 
usually sit in a circle. For the first part of the lesson 
I proceed in c formal way going over facts, later we change 
to question and answer, trying to encourage the pupils to 
express their own thoughts. Perhaps spontaneous discussion 
follows, but this seldom is maintained because the pupils 
are not consistent in their sustaining of an idea. On 
this occasion our subject was the adolescent changes in 
the male, linking x?ersonal relationships during this phase 
in growing up and emphasising the essential emotional 
differences. At the end of this session, I took my lunch 
break* .
1.30 P.m. From 1.30 p.m. - 2 p.m. X selected the home 
%risits for the afternoon session. On this day X had 8 effectual 
visits and 7 ineffectual visits. Once my visits were 
selected, X wrote them in a small notebook, listing the 
names, addresses, any relevant facts and a possible aim 
for each visit. As the area * s monthly Toddler Clinic was
arranged for the coming Monday, the home visits were
directed at reminding the mothers of this clinic.
The visits were in four long roads, two of which
were next to the other. For the clients who were not at
home, a card with a further invitation to the Toddler 
.Clinic.was written and posted on the spot via the letter box* 
Visit to the elderly person* The aim of this visit 
was to assess the old lady#s ability to live by herself 
and attend to her own needs. This visit had been requested 
by the home chiropodist, who had expressed concern about 
her elderly client* The'visit was of 20 minutes duration*
The aim was achieved during this visit and little co-operation 
for a change in her living* situation ..was promised* The' 
General Practitioner family doctor will'be contacted in this 
situation.
■Visit to the new baby* This baby was a hospital delivery- 
a first child to a rather young and anxious mother. Advice 
012 rest for the ■ mother, who. was being over anxious in 
maintaining her previous routine. The feeding by bottle 
was also talked over. The baby was looked at* This visit 
was of 15 minutes duration*
One visit was paid to ask a mother who had been 
reunited to attend the Toddlers Clinic and already attended, 
to explain that a mistake had been made* This visit was 
hardly of 3 minutes duration*
Afternoon visiting ended at 4*15 p*m* when I returned 
to the office, had a cup of tea and wrote up the visits 
paid during the afternoon in the fatally record cards*
BIAEIES OP SIX HEALTH VISITORS' IN 
WILTSHIRE
W. 1#
8 a.m. - Phone call# ; -Mother- of 'teenage; daughter --16 years# - 
Daughter pregnant#■ Mother distressed#; Home visit arranged . 
9*30 a.m. to advise on antenatal"care etc*
8.45 a.m. ; Word Sister phoned regarding after care of 2/12 
old-infants being ..discharged*
Post 1* Routine visits* 2* Report required if possible 
by Medical Officer of Health on army family recently 
returned from overseas* No records*- . , Gtiild age' 3 years ■' 
referred to Child Guidance Clinic by General Practitioner* 
Report written as family. found a few weeks earlier. - 
Progress f behaviour , and appearanc e of 3 year old no ted * 
Abnormal « referred to General Practitioner and parents 
advised to attend. 3* Letter from Hospital Almoner 
regarding aged patient being discharged and need of after care, 
also to investigate need for home help#
10 a»ui, - 11*15 a.m. - Routine - Hygiene at - junior -.school* ■
Few minutes talk to each group, then each child seen 
privately*' '
Visits 1. Mother and Father 18/12 child and 3/52 infant. 
Mother deaf9 Father co-operative# Infant weighed. Feeding 
and management advised, also immunisation. Speech of 
toddler noted - satisfactory* 2. Visit to deaf 
sister-in-law also in area. 6/12 old infant well. Hearing 
satisfactory, but because of child being*at risk* child 
referred to Hearing Therapist through Medical Officer of 
Health. 2 year old daughter satisfactory.
2 p.m. - 3 P.m. Visit to village school for Routine 
.Hygiene.
■Visit. 3. fl0ther of infant-age 5/12 and 2 years. All 
satisfactory^ Mother encouraged, and praised, ae there 
had been many problems in this family. 4. Mother and 
infant 6/52 and 2 years, all satisfactory. 5. Mother 
and infant 7/12. Hearing test ~ not satisfactory. Letter 
to Medical Officer of Health for visit by Hearing Therapist 
to he arranged. 6. Visit to Mother of 2/12 old child
discharged from hospital. Treatment and management discussed 
with- Mother.
6*20 sub# '. Gall from Mrs# H* very worried about her- . 
husband# Mould I. vis it Hr*' H* a young man of 30, in-operable 
•carcinoma • - large' secondary malignant growth found behind 
right kidney. Requested by family doctor to call* as . 
often as possible to support family*- I had got to know 
them very well after birth of: first baby- one year ago*
Visit paid, patient and his wife reassured, family doctor 
notified and a visit later in-daytpromised*-
9.30 a.m. Visited Mrs*.. A* and weighed her baby; Rachel 
aged 8 weeks. Rachel has cleft palate - feeding has been 
difficult but mother managing very well*' Good weight gain 
and diet at present satisfactory* For visit next Thursday*
9.55 a.m. Lovely drive through Savernake Forest to visit 
Hr s. 1. and weigh Alan who has been rather trying - now 
much better - fully breast fed and gaining- well. Advised 
to introduce cereals, Having Mexoline and Rose Hip Syrup -- 
vomits after Orange Juice* . Mill be attending Burbage Clinic 
next week.
10*30 a.m.- Drive on to Burbage, visit Mrs. S* who has 
lan aged 2-years and my first visit to Richard aged 11 days. 
Talk about Ian who will have nothing to do with Richard at 
present, but mother says she had same trouble with-Helen - 
now at school - when lan arrived. Baby fully breast fed 
and contented. Consent form for Triple immunisation and 
Poliomyelitis, also Smallpox vaccination. Signed to be 
sent to County Hall, Y/ill be attending Burbage d'Hnic, Mrs. 
already has my telephone number, How go to email council 
estate past Burbage Church. Call on Mrs, W, with two
small daughters, Michelle aged If years and Paula 12 weeks* 
Paula.has just been discharged from hospital where-she 
was an in-patient for seven weeks* Sent .in ? Gastro Enteritis, 
. this - cleared-clearly, then had. breast. abscess,' followed . 
by knee abscess, both had to be drained* Now looking very 
well*.. Gaining ..weight,, taking good mixed diet, having 
Cod Liver Oil and Orange Juice* Michelle walking and says • 
short words* Mrs* W*. hoping-to get council house-very soon*
She finds living with her in-laws a great .-strain* Promise 
to speak to Housing Department again* ' Drive on.to. Evest 
- Grafton, a tiny very: pretty hamlet and . call- to see Miss. - 
Elisabeth S*. aged 99 years*.; She is■ vea^ y well, still living.,, 
alone but-her Home Help Mrs* B. lives next - door and looks 
after her* Gleans up Gcwnotains, lights the fires, takes 
up Hiss Elisabeth*s breakfast, then helps her to wash and 
dress and get downstairs* Later sees to her lunch and tea 
and takes her up to bed about 9 p.m. Miss S* is so contented 
.and happy and most grateful 'for all that-is done for her*.
Just time before lunch to pop into Mr.*- and Mrs*.- H* All 
’is well. -: Doctor has;been, he has had an injection and/ 
feeling much more comfortable*
2 p.m. Visit K. family on large estate, or try to, but 
after bumping down track of If miles, family out* Make 
note to visit again shortly as father gave up his job on 
Estate Farm and house wanted for another worker. Mrs. M. 
says they cannot get another house* Next visit in Oxenwood,
small village* -Gall on Mr* and Mrs* W* Hr* W» has 
lung cancer, now getting very weak* District nurse visits ■ 
and Home Help goes daily* Mrs* W* getting very tired*, 
Permission has been given for .night-sitter'by-County Hall, /' 
but at present she -prefers to be on her -own. Health Visitor 
Assistant calls: regularly- to' see that all is well*
Now to Mr#.-P.- who is expecting her fifth baby* Her. 
house as usual looks as if a bomb has hit it* All four 
children, are - running round in next to nothing# / Asked - to 
call ae children have -Impetigo and "Dr* F* and I know the 
ointment will go anywhere but on the right place* I give 
Mrs* I* detailed instructions end tell her I will call 
again tomorrow* We talk about-diet* Mrs* P. assures me 
she gives the children all the right things# We go on to 
talk about cleanliness and how v e ry important it is for all 
the children to have their own cashing flannels, towels etc*, 
and pillow eases changed each day and boiled* Mrs* P* says 
Dr* F* has also told her all this and of ’course she will* 
cany out instructions* We: have to stop here because 
the children'are fighting and screaming* Angela about to 
do Mark and Judith grievous bodily harm. Throughout the 
visit'Mrs.-P. remains quite unperturbed and as good tempered 
as always - <!ekeerio love1 she says, "see you tomorrowl?*
Meet Mrs* H* outside and we stop to chat. David starting 
school next term and Alan just a yeax* younger. I have 
known Barbara since she left school and she has made an 
excellent mother. She asks me about measles vaccination.
I advise her to talk to Dr* P. about it as both boys come 
in age group. Go into her bungalow, meet husband Tony
and the boys. We all have a cup of tea, then out to 
look at the ducks. Tony is Gardener at Manor House*
Walk on round gardens and meet lady J. with John aged 
3 years, and Emma aged 6 months - both very well* Emma 
just had her final Triple and Polio immunisation today*
Gall in at Manor Farm to see Rebecca and get mother to 
sign immunisation and vaccination consent form; whilst 
there Mrs. B. calls in with her six months old Richard 
so weigh both babies and then on to see old Mr. B. aged 
85 years, lives in isolated cottage by himself - no 
electricity ~ water or sanitation* Parmer brings churns 
.of water daily. Mr. M. says he is alright, still cycles 
to Hungerford 6 miles away once a week. Sometime when I 
am in Marlborough would 1 go into Y^oolworths and get him 
a small kettle, as much cheaper there. Now nearly 5 p*m, 
oo pay last call on Mrs. B. she wants some leaflets etc. 
to give to her daughter Aileen who is twelve and in her 
first year at Grammar School. Aileen has started asking 
questions about sex and growing up which Mrs. B. ?*ho is 
very shy and reserved finds difficult to answer, 1 promise 
to cell again with leaflets when Aileen will be at home,
Gall in to see Dr. P. on my way back at Great Bedwyn 
and we discuss several cases - very few problems at present, 
6 p.m. Mrs#' H. rings to say her husband is feeling better 
this evening and she herself is happier.
6.30 p.m. Buthrie (H.V. Assistant to four Health Visitors 
in Marlborough) phones about several problems she has been
sorting out during the day - most have been solved - she 
has been to County Hall to pick up some things for us 
and brought back a few messages. When she rings off 
X feel that what has always been a happy job, for me 
anywayy is made even happier from the calm unruffled 
help she gives to us all and wonder how on earth we 
managed before she joined us*
,8 a.m. Poet arrived* Sorted out which should have 
immediate .-attention and put the rest on one aide for later* 
Sorted:-out --cards■ for visits* ■■■'■■
8,40 a.m. Mo the r telephoned /for visit#- Baby c r y in g a 
' lot,--not taking .full- .feeds,' bringing hack some , after -feeds. 
Herself--nearly .crawling up' the -wall! / - 
9*2.0 a* in* 'Arrived:-at 'the. caravan'of - the above .mother*; . .
.This ’' mother' likes to think of- heitself . as a- capable, mother 
and 1 aid and abet her in this idea of herself * but in fact, 
she -needs - .plenty "of- support*' • 'She /cells .me ■ in, every time 
I appear on •.the • site. to:- .ask■ me;-about some happening, ■ real 
or expected, to Go with the children, Elisabeth 2 years, 
and- Rachel'2'months.
Baby Rachel was awake-and 'due for /a feed,,’ so. 1 was: 
able to pick her up and look at hex» thoroughly as well 
as to weigh her - the weight gain was reasonable. Her 
■colour and muscle tone were good, but she’had-.a good deal 
of’ mucus' and her motion-was- pale,- , noxmal;. consistency but 
extremely offensive and had been for two days, X knew 
the water- supply was good,- - and all seemed- to be well with 
the bottle sterilising, when X had a look. As there was 
some half-cream milk, I suggested I gave a feed of this, 
which Rachel took and kept down; I winded her, put her 
on her tummy in the cot and she soon went off to sleep,
X advised the mother, in view of the mucus and offensive 
motions, to take the baby to the afternoon surgery, this 
she was able to do. We had a few words together about 
Elisabeth’s toilet training - Elisabeth gave a demonstration.
11*20 o.m. My next visit was to a neighbouring caravan, 
immaculately kept* Here there is a six-month old girl 
and a three year old boy, The mother thinks the boy is 
nervous - he does nothing she tells him but everything 
his father asks him to do { I talk about the children 
and observe how often she compares the two children to 
the boy’s disadvantage* I suggest she puts him in some 
old clothes and lets him play in the garden, with water 
and so on*
ll. 30 a»m, Another caravan; A five and a half months 
baby, asleep* I make an appointment for the screening 
hearing test and ask about the diet, as Louise looks on 
the fat side* We agree that she should have less starch 
and I suggest some protein foods suitable for pounding or 
sieving as ’she does not swallow lumps’,
11*45 a*m* Visit to a mother of a four year old boy, 
who is anxious to hear all about measles vaccine - the 
other three children had it very badly - she cannot go 
through it all again. She gratefully signs the consent* 
The boy looks very tough at this time*
11*95 a.m. Visit to a neighbour with a six year old boy 
at home with a cold, and a girl of three. The mother 
here is deaf in one ear, a chronic condition for which 
she tells me she has been offered an operation to replace 
part of the csnal with a plastic substitute* I keep a 
watch on little Maxine for clear speech.
1*15 n*m. Visit to the mother of a boy of twenty months; 
he is not well, has a cold and cough - I mention that
measles is about the district and give suitable advice. 
Actually* he does not look too bad* but is off his 
food? 1 suggest-plenty of fluids and contact the doctor 
if he seems worse.
1.30 r.m. Visit to an expectant mother with several 
children. X‘ook some night dresses for the new baby and 
clothes for some of the others. Discussed arrangements 
for the children during the confinement.
2.30 p.m. Another caravan site. Visit to mother of two 
toddlers, fe discussed the diarrhoea for which one of 
the® had been admitted to hospital last summer, and agreed 
that care about all sorts of hygiene was even more 
important during the warm weather which might be starting.
2.50 P.m. A new baby - brother to a two year old sister. 
First phenitest, the usual inspection of the skin, eyes, 
umbilicus which seemed to be in satisfactory condition.
X tested the hips for OBII. Physically, the baby seemed 
to be quite alright. X. weighed the baby. He was taking 
legal milk feeds* Sleeping quite well during the day - 
awake in the evening. We discussed babies and their 
early habit s. the mother said she would ring me if any 
worries arose before my next visit. She herself was well 
end faking the remains of her iron tablets. Her husband 
was helping her and she was able to rest.
2.45 p.®. Visit to a baby of five months. I did the 
screening hearing test, fhe parents were keen to know 
about the right diets to prevent overweight* We discussed
this, together with fresh air, exercise and the use 5 
of a playpen as they often had to dash out to the farm 
emergencies.,.':
3.15 p.m. Visit to the relatives of an expectant mother, 
in another area, hoping to persuade them to take some 
of the children during the confinement* lengthy discussion 
no success. : ,
4 P.m. Visit to a caravan home - two girls twelve months 
and two years. Older girl was scalded by falling kettle 
last year —  very scarred tissue of upper arm due to be 
reviewed for repair. Appointment discussed, Mother does 
not like visits but resents it if not visited,
4.35 P.m. felephoned Child Caie Office re taking children 
of expectant mother into care during confinement, 
telephoned home help office, County Hall, re payment to 
home help.
8,10 a.m. felephone call from my assistant regarding 
Mrs. f. She organises home help service in this area 
for me and several other colleagues,
8.15 a.m. Set out for College of Further Mac at ion,
8.30 a.m. Met party of nine Matron-Housekeeper students,
1st year studying for certificate of Institutional 
Management Association (2 years), I teach child care* 
which includes care and management of handicapped children,
8.40 a.m. Set off in hired mini-bus with driver* for
St. fhomas School for the deaf* at Basingstoke. General 
discussion with students sitting nearby.
9.50 a.m. Arrived at school. Met by Head feacher. Visited 
infants class* residential area* and juniors class.
Instructive talks by members of staff given and demonstrations 
of Individual teaching.
10.30 a.m. fea and biscuits served in sitting room by 
Head feacher. Discussion of problems* needs and sources 
available and required by deaf and partially hearing children 
and their parents,
11.30 a.m. Stayed in sitting room and were joined by 
children from three senior classes (maximum number in any 
class was 10) and the three teachers* for felevislon 
lesson. ??atehed childrens reactions and teachers efforts 
to increase their understanding.
11.50 a.m. Visit to senior classroom and further discussion 
and demonstration of the mechanical aids in use.
12.15 P.m. left in mini-bus for Salisbury. We ate 
picnic lunch on the way hack. Further discussion* 
clarification and questions answered in preparation for 
students* reports to be written for me*
1.35 r.m. Short conversation with two fellow lecturers 
a) on one student whose health and attitudes gives us 
cause for concern! b) re-arrangement of lectures to 
help practical work on household management side - in 
preparation for examinations in f^une (seniors),
1.55 P.m. Drive to central health clinic in Salisbury, 
2.5p.m. Arrived* changed into cooler clothes and 
arranged room for ante-natal class at 2,30 p.m. Talked to 
pupil midwife who had prepared a talk on *Do*s and Pont*s* 
in pregnancy,
2.30 r.m. Gave class of eleven expectant mothers 
exercises and information for class 3 of set of 8 classes.
3.15 P.m. Served tea or lemonade for mothers (with 
help of Irs, •Voluntary* worker - a retired lady probation 
officer* until recently a colleague of my husband*s*
and her elderly friend who is a retired school teacher).
3.30 p.m. ^falk11 by pupil midwife - as part of her 
training in health education in Fart 2 C.M.B. Scope of 
talk enlarged upon and increased by "discussion" with 
mothers* and prompting them to ask her questions.
4.0 t>.®. Mothers started to clear up pillows and 
blankets* further questions and answers. They helped me 
clear up.
4# 10 D.ia. Discussion with pupil - encouraged and 
a few suggestions given.
4.15 p.m. Discussion with another pupil midwife in 
preparation for her talk next week.
4.20 r.m. Discussion with clinic secretary re further 
classes, dates and appointments.
4,35 p.m. Shopping in Salisbury,
5.45 p.m. Arrived home. Cup of tea.
5,50 P.m. Clerical work - morning post, day's records,
this research project. This diaiy written,
7.10 P.m. Work finished - unless further phone cells
to cornel
9.15 a.m. Arrived at the clinic. Checked to see if 
any messages had been left forme, X also reviewed the 
home help situation with the home help supervisor, as the 
first of my visits was to be to a household requiring 
this service. .
X then set off on my.first visit of the morning.
This was to a Mr, and Mrs. W., an elderly couple in their 
early seventies who ted moved into the area from London 
two years previously. They had been referred to me by 
the Doctor to whose practice I m  attached, Mrs, W, had 
had a tumour removed from her pancreas six years previously, 
and now had a chronic discharging wound. She also had 
a mild degree of heart failure and was altogether a rather 
frail little woman, needing help about the house, Hr. W, 
although of robust appearance was shortly to enter hospital 
for herniorraphy. This was an initial visit to the 
household and X found them to be a charming couple. They 
insisted on taking me on a conducted tour of their home, 
a bungalow, and showing me their efforts at transforming 
what had been a rather derelict property into a comfortable 
little home, X was also shown some •before1 and ’after* 
pictures of the same property. Having only expressed my 
amazement at all the hard work they had put in I was next 
pressed to take a irup of coffee. It was with great 
difficulty that I finally managed to bring the conversation 
around to the subject of home help and the possible 
desirability of same. Complications then arose as a 
home help lived next door, whom they did not wish to
. employ,' preferring a stranger from another locality*
Shey were reassured and finances were then discussed# It 
seemed that they were outside the limit for free or even 
fartiall^r fra© service f and would have to pay the full 
rate of five shillings and five pence per hour# Shis 
upset them, they had obviously struggled very hard in 
order to save a little money# Mr. W. never earning a 
great deal and his wife having worked until ©he was 65 
in order to have a larger pension. However, it was finally 
agreed that they would have three hours home help weekly 
and I was able to leave# 1 had a very "chaxtalng regretful 
letter from them a week later, thanking me for my visit 
and saying that after all, they had decided they just 
could not afford the home help service. I must now revisit 
and see what can be done.
My second visit of a by now, far advanced morning
was to a Miss H. an elderly lady of 86 living alone in
■ «'
a rather dreary Victorian terraced house with a perpetual 
smell of gas and stale cooking. She is © dear old soul 
and I ©m very fond of her. She kept house fo r her brother 
until he dropped dead one day in the local Hsmanuel Chapel 
to which she is passionately attached. Mies H. suffered 
a mild stroke a year ago, was transferred to hospital 
where she was found to be anaemic, put on iron, and has 
since gone from strength to strength - comparatively 
speaking. She is virtually house bound although she 
potters about her small garden# She has no relatives 
living nearby, but her home help whom ©he has for four
hours weekly lives only a few doors away and she and 
other neighbours perf02m numerous small tasks and errands 
for the old lady* A hot meal is provided by the neighbour 
daily and small extras to her diet at other times* i!y 
main contribution to her welfare is to pay her bills, 
withdrawing money from her bank account in order to do so* 
Her neighbours draw her pension for her, but she does 
not care to trust her other financial affairs to them 
so.onceevexy quarter 1 m  entrusted with the task* I 
have recently reapplied for rates relief on her behalf and 
wondered whether she had received an amended account, but 
this had not yet arrived so a visit to the Bates Department 
of the local B.B.C. is now called for* We then had a 
short discussion on her sewing* Miss R# was a seamstress 
and still does fine sewing by hand* She is perpetually 
demanding more work so that I have to canvass the local 
sales of work etc* for sewing for her to do# Having 
promised to find her some more work I left for my third 
visit of the morning*
Shis was to a Mrs* B#f an 80 year old widow living 
alone in an older and more dilapidated terraced house 
than Miss R. Mrs* B. has survived two husbands and 
numerous catastrophies. In her younger days she appears 
to have been the ”good lady” who is celled upon in all 
local emergencies* She appears to have found numerous 
people either dead or dying and because of her present
state; of .health; I am terrified that she herself may 
be,found' in :Ilka case* 'She has suffered a series.of* 
mild strokes.- over- tho . past four years ■ end is periodically 
found - lying on .the- floor by one of her neighbours* ■ - She 
is,"however,"obstinate about remaining'at home 'and will 
not countenance Bart ill accommodation, ;or even the 
services of a homo help* Her niece comes in and does her - 
washing and a little housework and neighbours "pop in ©t 
least .twice a'day to .make "sure that she-la well, and 
between all of them.,' things are kept ticking-over as It 
were# On this occasion I found, a friend of hers already 
visiting so left rather hurriedly as X had a clinic to 
prepare for at-2 p*m# and it was now just after 1 p.m.
■ $he' afternoon was spent together with another health 
visitor in-conducting an infant'and toddlers welfare clinic* 
Altogether we saw roughly thirty mothers and discussed 
various problems and queries during the. course of the 
afternoon* At four thirty having cleared up the clinic/' 
and one'or two clerical matters' I left for home*
Living in a rural area, 1 work from home.
Commenced clerical work at 9 a.m. and worked steadily 
until around 10 a.m. when 1 was interrupted by a visit 
from an S.M.A. representative* He calls every 2-3 months 
and gives me or leaves on the doorstep if I am out, half 
a dozen or so sample tins of either liquid or powder S.lf.A. 
I find these very useful in an emergency where there is 
a feeding difficulty and the chemist cannot be reached that 
day. fhis interview lasted about 10 minutes, then I 
finished my writing, M d  a quick cup of Oxo and hurried out 
at 10.30 a.m. to a new birth 7 miles away. Bust as I 
was leaving this household the district nurse called as 
the babyfs cord had been moist and ©he wanted to make sure 
that all was well before X took over. A few minutes chat, 
then to the mother of an unmarried girl who is residing 
in the local moral welfare home after the birth of her 
2nd baby, fhe baby is being adopted, and there is now the 
question of the girl obtaining work. She mother is very 
grateful for my help and interest and has asked me to call 
again next week.
Back to the surgery to exchange information with one 
of the General Practitioners. He asked me if I could 
arrange for a certain lonely blind old lady to visit an 
old friend 6 miles away.
Home to lunch (prepared by myself as I live alone), 
then to old lady Ho. 1. I offered to take her to see her 
friend that afternoon but old people do not like being 
hurried and she said her son would take her on Sunday.
On to old lady l?o. 2 too lives with her married ■' 
daughter, to tell her what was being arranged* X found a 
.problem here as the daughter and husband want a week*© 
holiday in dhne but the old lady does not want to go with 
them and carmot be left*
2he local chronic sick hospital will take a few old 
people for a week or two while the relatives looking after 
them have a break, but arrangements have to be made well 
in advance* !i?he old lady was quite willing to go to hospital 
for a week so 1 called on the admissions officer at the 
hospital. Unfortunately there are no vacancies until 
September, so I returned to tell the daughter this and she 
thinks she could take advantage of this, and will let either 
myself or the doctor know os soon as possible if she would 
like her mother admitted to hospital in September.
At \the surgery 1 had reported' to the doc tor. the marked 
pallor of a baby I had seen at the infant welfare centre 
the previous day. He prescribed medicine and asked to see 
the baby when it was finished* 1 now took this medicine to 
the"mother with the doctor1s instructions. . She was very 
grateful as the surgery: is' at least -5 miles- away and . 
transport is scarce.
I arrived home at 5*15 p.m.* had some tea and a quick 
wash and brush up and hurried down to join the others, the 
church cleaners and flower arrangers - for the coach to take 
us to Bournemouth to see fhe Pirates of Penzance*
11.30 p.m. the happy end to a very full day.
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